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If. HEALTHEFFECTS '"

The effects of occupationalnoise can be divided into two

princlpal categories_ auditory effects and extra-auditory

effects. There Is a wealth of informationon the relationship

between noise exposure and hearing loss. Dose-response i

relationshipshave beenwell established. Numerousstudiesare
I

availablewhich describethe effects of noise on hearing as a
I

function of level and duration. The effects are stated in

i
tams of the audicmetricfrequenciesat which the loss occurs,

the degree of hearing loss, the anatomicalchanges (in animal

experiments), and the differential changes in hearing as

variablessuch as age and sex interactwith noise exposure.

The extra-auditory effects of noise involve complex

physiological and psychosoeial reactions, which are much more

difficult to document. Although stress-related illnesses have

been associated with noise exposure, the multitude of factors

which contribute to stress confounds efforts to provide a

direct "cause and effect" relationship between noise and such

stress-related conditions as hypertension or ulcers, Although

precise dose-responserelationshipsare lackingst this time,

infomation on the extra-auditoryeffects is included in this

discussionbecause the data are highly suggdstiveof adverse
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effects, and thereforeprovide added incentivefor protecting

noiseexposedworkers.

Hearin9 Less

There is no doubt that noise exposurecauseshearingloss,

which grows more severeas exposure continuesover the years.

Many witnessesspokewith first-handknowledgeof the effectof

noise exposure on their hearing, and consequently,on their

lives. Ruth Knowles,Presidentof Local.1716 of the Textile

Workers Union, testified as follows about her noise-induced

hearing loss:

It has been a gradual loss of hearing for me, so
gradual that I never really realized it untila few
years ago, when a relativeaskedme if ! did not hear
we11. After then I started noticing that it was
Retting worse and that I was havingto strainmore to
ear clearly. I became alarmed and consulted a

specialist, only to be told that nothing could be done
and that the hearing loss had been caused by high
noise exposure.

It is truly a sad, helpless feeling that you have been
told that you have lest a significant part of your
second most Important sensor. As time has passed, I
have been embarrassed because I was not able to hear
well enough to know what was going on. I have even
given en affirmative nod only to find out later that
it should have been a negative answer. Secta!l¥
speaking, there have been many, many instances ;nac
because of my hearing impairment, I would rather have
stayed at home. It is difficult for me to hear and
understand most waitresses in restaurants and e few
times I have even had to tell them that I did not hear
well, after which they speak so loudlythat everyone
aroundturns to look. My family has came to realize
this problemand usuallyvolunteers,theirhelp.
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Also, I am never able to hear sales persons in grocery
stores or bank tellers. At ttmes it has become so
disturbing that I have actually sat down and cried
when ! would get home. Persons who do not suffer any
loss of hearing can't possibly realize the humiliation
those of us who have impaired hearing go through.
(Tr. 2021-2022).

MaterialImpairment

Section 6(b)(5) of the OccupationalSafety and Health Act

indicatesthat when dealingwith a harmful physical agent the

Secretaryshould set a standardwhich guards againstmaterial

impairmentof healthor functionalcapacity,even if the worker

is exposedfor a working lifetlme. As discussedbelow, noise

is a harmful physical agent. The hearing conservation

amendment is reasonablynecessaryto mitigate the significant

risk of noise, which is present in most workplaoes. This

_endment is necessaryto preventlarge numbersof workersfrom

sufferingmoterlsl impairmentof health and functionalcapacity

resulting from exposure to noise. As shown below, even

assuming compliance with the current oecupationol noise

exposurestandard,many workerswill stillbe at increasedrisk

of sufferingmaterial impairmentof functional capacity from

noise in the workplace. The hearing conservationprogram

prescribedin this amendmentwlll save at least Iog,o00workers

from sufferingmaterial impairmentafter the program is fully

II-3
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effective. Accordingly OSHA ftnds that this amendment is

reasonably necessary and appropriate, to provide healthful

places of employment.

OSHAdefines material impairment of hearing as an average

hearing level, with respect to audtemetrtc zero, that exceeds

25 dg for the frequencies 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. This

hearing level ts sometimes called a "fence" in that it provides

a d_larcation point along the continu_ of hearing levels,

above which a hearing loss is considered, in the language of

the OccupationalSafetyand HealthAct, a "materialimpairment

of health or functional capacity." Most audiologistsand

acousticianswill agree that small amountsof hearinglosscan

be tolerated. If more than a small amountof loss is suffered,

a person cannot function as well as a normally hearing

individual.The selectionof the point or "fence"beyondwhich

an individual person cannot function as well becomes the
)

definition of material impairment of hearing.

I OSHA believes that the capacity to hear and understand

speech is the most critical function of human hearing.

Thereforethe definitionof material impairmentof hearingis

i directly related to people's ability to understand speech as it

;: is spoken in everyday sects1 conditions. Assessing this

abilitycan be done by a variety of speech audiemetrlctests.
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Since speech audicmetryis not well standardized,researchers

and administratorshave used pure-tonethresholdsto estimate

hearingfor speech. As explainedin the introductorysection,

these thresholdsare the lowestlevelsat which a listenercan

Just barelyhear discretefrequencytones.
i!

There is very little debate about the usefulnessof pure

tones to assess hearing impaiment, but there is sane

disagreement about the hearing level, or fence, at which

material impairment begins, and about which audicmetric

frequenciesto use in the assessment. Setting the fence at a

high hearing levelmeans that workersare allowedto lose quite

a lot of hearingbeforethe loss is consideredto be a material

impairmentto be prevented. Settingthe fence at a low hearing

level means that relativelylittlehearing is lost before the i

loss or impairment is considered material. The lower the !

fence, the largerw111 be the number of workers identifiedas

materially impaired, The selectionof audismetricfrequencies

also has an effect on the number of workers that will be

identified, Since nolse-inducedhearingloss affectsthe high

frequenciesearlierand more severelythan the low frequencies,

more workers will be identified as crossing the fence or

' sufferingmateria] impairmentwhen highfrequenciesare used in

the definition, It should be noted that the use of high
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frequencies in the definition of material impairmentmore

accuratelyportraysa worker'sactualhearingloss,since those

frequenciesare more severelyaffectedby noise.

The hearlng levels and audiometric frequencies that

constitQte the definitionof material impairment_f hearing

have been identified through studies of the ability to

comunioate in everyday listeningconditions. $cme of these

studieswere submittedto the record,and the issueof material

impairmentreceivedconsiderableattention.

Until now, the Agencyhad net conclusivelydefinedmaterial

impairmentof hearing. For purposesof the proposal,OSHA had

used the definitionof hearinghandicap developedin 1959 by

the _ericen Academy of Ophthalmology and- Otolaryngolog_
t

(AAOO),a subgroupof the _erican MedicalAssociation (Ex.3,

p. 44; Ex. 6, p. 12337). The AAO0definition, which has been

used primarily for workers' c_pensation purposes, uses a 29-dB

fencefeb averagehearinglevelsat the frequencies500, I000,

and 2000 Hz. Same commentsto the record (Ex. 35, p. i; Ex.

26-3,p. 5-24| Ex. 26-4,p. i) favoredthis definition,because

it was thought to describe an individual's ability to

conmunicate under everyday conditions, However, several

commenterspointedout that it would not be appropriateto use

the same formulafor preventionand campensation(Ex.47, p. 5;
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Ex. 46, p. 364-365; Ex. 51, p. 4; Ex. 57, pp. 9-10)o Dr. H.E. i

von Gterke of the U.S. Atr Force c_ented on this subject on

behalf of the ErA. He stated that: "Fonnu]as developed for

assessing hearing handicap for compensation purposes were never

intended to be used for purposes of preventive criteria." (Ex.

47, p. 5).

In its criteria document NZOSH recommended that the

definition of material tmpaiment be expanded to include the

ability to hear and to understand speech in noisy or difficult

listening conditions. NIOSH used an average loss of 1000,

2000, and 3000 Hz in the frequency averaging, stil] using a 25-

dB fence (Ex. 1, pp. VI-11 through VI-14)o Various studies and

commentssupported the 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz definition as

being more realistic than the 500, 1000, end 2000 Hz AAO0

i definition, because good hearing in the higher frequencies

: (2000 end 3000 Hz) is very important for understanding speech

especially when there is noise tn the background, or when

speech is not clear. It was also noted that ever3day listening

! conditions are noisy at least part of the time rather than
I
E
I being conpletely quiet (Ex. 1, p. VI-13; Ex. 50; p. 16; Ex.

I 321-16B, pp. 9-10, 61; Ex. 5, p. 43803), which is the

assumption in the AAO0fomula.
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Dr. Aage Moller, Professor of Physiological Acoustics at

the Karolfnska Institute tn Stockholm, commented on the

sever!ty of the AAO0 definition _n his testimony for the

AFL-CIO:

The 26 dg heartng loss average value for frequencies
500, 1000 and ZOOO Hz Js (by AAO0) assomed to
correspond to a beginning loss of ability to
understand speech Jn the quiet, Historically this
definition originates from the 11mtt where workmen's
campensatton was to be paid for loss of earntng
power. Such a hearing loss will no doubt by most
people be regarded as a rather severe handicap tn
normal social ltfe. It will with most people make tt
impossible or st least very difficult to partlcipate
tn parttes where more then one person speak at a
ttme. People with that degree of hearteg loss wtll
also have difficulties to understand novel words and
nL_bers. It Is thus somewhat surprising that this
"ltmtt of s handicap" at present has been accepted as
"the limit of a tolerable" impairment of the hearing.
It has been suggested to exchange 500 Hz wtth 3000 Hz
to gtve more realistic estimates of beginning loss of
Intelligibility of speech. (Ex. B8, pp. 3_-d4).

Wtlltall C. Sperry, a prtvete fndlvidual whose heartng

Impairment was very close to the AAOO-tdenttfted potnt of

beginning handicap, ftled a eocment (Ex. 184). He belteved

that hts heartng loss was sufficient to warrant buying a

hearing aid. Although the heartng atd sometimes helped, there

were other ttmes when heartng was extremely difficult. He

stated:

In a situation where there is a htgh ambient noise
level, such as parttes, I mtght as well leave my
hearing atd at home, and very often, I go home after a
short whtle stnce the multitude of speakers and all of
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the noise frequentlymakes it impossible to follow
conversations, In any situation, where there is
backgroundnoise, such as an air-condltloner,I find
that communicationis difficult,with or without the
hearingaid.... I submitto you that peoplewith my
hearing loss are considerablymore than just barely
impaired. A standardthat allowsan averageof 25 dB
hearing loss at 500, 1000 and 2000 Hz ery definitely
allows material impairment to occur,Vend does not
prevent peoplefrom losingone of theirmost valuable
abilities, namely the ability to communicate
effectivelywith each other. (Ex.184,pp. 4-5).

Finally it was pointed out that the AAO0 formula does not

distinguishbetween a person who has a noise-inducedhearing

loss and a person who has a conductive hearing loss since it

includes 500 Hz and excludes the frequencies above 2000 Hz (Ex.

1, pp. VI-12 and IV-13). Conductive hearing Toss (which can be

the result of many nonoccupational factors such as ear

infections) tends to be of the same magnitude across all

frequencies so that the loss has a flat appearance on the

audiogram. Noise-induced hearing loss produces a sloping

configuration, the loss being much more severe in the high

frequencies than in the low frequencies,especlally in the

early stages. Since 500 Hz is the last and least severely

affected of the test frequencies, it is not nearly so important

as 3000 Hz in characterizing the audiogram of the individual

with noise-induced hearing loss.

In 1979 the _nerican Medical Association (AMA) (Ex. 321-10,

p. 2058) changed its fo_lula for hearing handicap, and now
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advocatesa low fence of"25 dB for hearinglevels averagedat

the frequencies 500, 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. The AMA has

chosen to include3000 Hz becauseit now recognizesthe value

of high-frequency hearing in more realistic listening

situations(Ex. 321-10,p. 2058). However,the primary use of

the AMA formula for "medico*legal"(compensation)purposes

remainsunchanged.

Another method for describing material impairment,

developed by the Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics and

Biomechanicsof the NationalAcademy of Sciences (CHABA),was

discussed by Dr. H. Oixon Hard (Ex. 222C, pp. 12-13} and Dr.

i Thomas (Ex. 51, pp. 7, 8). The CHABAreport specified that a
'i

fence of 35 dB should be used if hearing levels at 1000, 2000,

and 3000 Hz were averaged (Ex. 222C, pp. 12-13). CHABA's

charge was to find a low fence for the frequencies 1000, 2000,

and 3000 Hz that would yield the same compensation as a 25-dB
I

fence at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz (Ex. 51, pp. 7-8). Since this

formula was specifically concerned with compensation, rather

thanwith prevention,OSHA does not considerit appropriatefor

use in a standard to preventmateria] impairmentof hearing.

The CHABA committee made no attempt to define materiel

impairmentof hearing by examining research results on the

abilityto understandspeechand to functionin everydaylife.
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ErA (Exo 189-5, p. 11) recommended a 25-dB fence for

hearing levels averaged at the frequencies 1000, 2000, and 4000

Hz, and later submitted a study (Ex. 321-16B, pp, 60, 61) to

support the samefrequencies but using an even lower fence.

Other witnesses also recccnmendedlower fences or higher

frequencies than those employed b_ the AAO0. Or, Karl Kryter

of the Stanford Research Institute, testifying on behalf of

EPA, (Ex, 50, p. 6; Tr. 776-778) criticized the MOO formula,

and suggested a fence at least as low as 15 dB if the

frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz were used. Ooseph

Hafkenschiel of the Communications Horkers of _erica,

recommendeda 15-dg fence for the frequencies 500, 1000, and

2000 Hz (Ex. 82, p. 4), and others also argued that o 25-dB

fence allows too much hearing loss (Ex. 189-5, p, 7; Ex. 104,

p. 5; 5x. 50, p. 4). A fence of 15 dg at 500, 1000, and 2000

HZ would be equivalent to a hearing level of 25 dB if the

frequencies 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz were used {Ex. 50, p, 19).

A report submitted by the Center for Policy Alternatives at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (EXo 138A, pp. 2-2 to

2-3) recommended using e variety of fences to describe

different degrees of hearing loss experienced by e noise

exposed population.
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Or. William Burns, professor of physiology at the

University of London, pointed out (Tr. 851) that the British

Standard, Method of Test for Estimatingthe Risk of Hearing

Handicap due to Noise Exposure (in draft fom at the time of

his testimony),estimatedrisk data for the frequencies1000,

2000, and 3000 Nz, althoughthe standardused a fence of 30

dB. This fence and frequencycombinationwere also recommended

by the British to the International Organization for

Standardization(Proposal from the UN-Momber Body of ISO/TC

43/SC i for a revisionof leO 1999 - Acoustics- Assessmentof

Occupational Noise Exposure for Hearing Conservation

Purposes). These two documentslater were submitted to the

record by EPA as Exhibits266E(p. 15) and 279,11-10 (p. i).

Followlngthe orlginel rec_endation of NIBSH, OSHA will

consider as material Impalment s 25-dB fence for the

frequencies1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. The Agency agrees with

the many comments and studies cited to show that high-frequency

hearing is criticallyimportantfor the understandlngof speech

(Ex. 46, p. 363; Ex. 26-1, p. 3; Ex. 26-6, p. 830; Ex. 228, p.

8; Ex. B, p. 43803; Ex. 51, pp. 6-7), and that everyday speech

is sometimes distorted and often takes place in noisy

conditions. Therefore,the Agencybelievesthat 3000 Hz should

be included in the definitionof material impairment,and 500
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Hz, since it is not so importantfor understandingspeech(Ex.

1, p. VI-16; Ex. 26-6,p. B30; Ex. 26-7; p. 1217; Ex. 321-16B,

pp. 42-44) end since it is last and least affectedby noise,

shouldbe excludedfrcm the definition.

OSHA has consideredincludingthe 4000-Hzfrequencyin the

definitionof material impairmentas recommendedby EPA, since

hearing at this frequencyappears to be particularlyvaluable

at times when listeningconditionsare noisy and distorted(Ex.

26-6, p. 830; £X. 26-7, p, 1217; EX. 321-16B, pp. 34-45).

However, OSHA recognizes that listening conditions are

favorable at least part of the .time,and until data become

available to show the typical proportion of favorable to

unfavorable listening conditions, or the average _nount of

distortionthat occurs in everyday speech,OSHA will continue

to use the 25-dB fence at 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz as

recaBmendedby NIOSH(Ex. 1, p. VI-11) and others (Ex. 88, pp.

3-4; Ex. 26-7, pp. 1217, 1223; Ex. 50, pp. 6, 19). This is not

to say that the 4000-Hz frequency has no importance for the

undersLandl_goF speech and that unlimited loss should be

allowedin thatfrequency,but only that it is net includedIn

the definitionof material impairmentat this time. In the

typical noise-induced •hearing loss pattern, severe losses at

4000 HZ are almost always accompanied by losses at 3000 Hz
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whfch are nearly as severe (Ex. 12, p. 136, fig. 10.19; Ex.

25-2, pp. 36-47; Ex. 1, fig. 7). Therefore, losses at 4000 Hz

would not be unaccountedfor,

The Agency has acceptedthe recommendationof the Center

for Policy Alternatives to examine the effects of noise on

hearing by means of a variety of fences. In the discussion of

the anticipated benefits of hearing conservation programs, the

Agency uses fences at 15 dg, 25 dB, and 40 dB for the

frequencies 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. The 25-dB fence, however,

is considered thepoint at which impairment may be considered

material.

i

Quantifying the Effects of Noise

The two most usefu] concepts for describing dose-response

relationships for noise-induced hearing loss are the

"percentage risk" and the "noise-induced pemanent threshold

shift _' (NIPT$) concepts. The first concept involves predicting

the percentage of a population that will develop matertal

impairment of hearing as a result of given leve_s and durations

of noise. The second concept is used to predict the amount of

hearing loss in dectbels that will occur as a result of given

levels and durations of noise after subtracting for presbycusts

(hearing loss fron aging). ,
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In order to betterunderstandthe methods of describingthe

effects of noise, the concept of presbycusisshouldfirst be

discussed. Presbycusisis a natural phenomenonthat affects

most individualsif they live to be old enough. Some people

will lose some hearing by the age of 40 or 50, while others

will have normal hearing well into their 70s. Mature adults

will seldom have hearing levels as low as 0 dB for all

audi_etric frequencies. As people age_ their hearing levels

becomehigher, and most individualsaccept somehearingloss as

a natural occurrence(EX. 29, p. B4). However, when even a

minor nolse-inducedhearingloss is added to presbyousis,the

resulting loss can be sufficient to cross the fence into

material impairment. Whether a hearing loss is one-third

presbycusis and two-thirds noise-induced,or the other way

around, the loss of functionalcapacity is the same. In most

cases, people will not be materially impaired by presbycusis

alone unlessthey live to be veryold. When noise exposureis

added, usually from an occupationalsource,many will become

materiallyimpairedwhen they are young or middle-aged,and the

impairments will grow more severe as age increases, In

addition, occupationalnoise exposures have the effect of

making same people suffermore hearing loss at a younger age

than theywould if not exposedto occupationalnoise.
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Since presbycusis, when it occurs, is a natural and

inevitable condition,it is only reasonableto examine the

impact of noise exposure on a populationthat includes some

emount of presbycusis. After a working lifetime most

individualswill be at least 60 years old, and will have

experiencedsome amountof presbycusis. It is also useful to

know the extent of demage produced by noise alone, so as to

Judge the magnitudeof the effect at each audiometricfrequency

as a function of exposurelevel and duration. Thereforethe

Agency has quantifiedthe effects of noise on hearing using

both the percentagerisk and the NIPT$methods.

The percentage risk method allows the inclusion of

presbycusisin that _he procedureestimatesnumbersof people

whose hearing levels (Including presbycusis or any other

impairment)will exceed a certainfence due to noise exposure.

It does not include people who will exceed a certain fence

because of a hearing loss only from aging, since the

calculationsubtracts the percentage of a non-noise-exposed

population who would cross the fence anyvlayfrom "natural"

causes. The remainderis the populationat risk of developing

materialimpairmentof hearingdue to noiseexposure.

The data in Table I were developedby otherAgencies in an

effort to providereliableestimatesof the percentagesof the

population at risk of developinghearing impairment due to
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exposure to dally average notse levels of 80, B5 and gO dB for

a working lifetimeo

;i Table I

EstimatedPercentagesof the PopulationExpected to exceed ai 25-dB Fence at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz as a Function of Average
Noise Exposure Level for 40 Years.

Organization Noise Exposure in dg Risk (_) i
]30 90 21

85 i0
80 0

EPA 90 22
85 12
8O 5

NIOSH 90 29
85 15
80 3

Source: EPA, Ex. 5, p. 43805

Thts table, which was submitted by EPA(Ex. 5, p. 43B05}, shows

the percentage of the exposed population expected to exceed a

25-d8 fence at the frequencies 500, I000_ and 2000 Hz. The

risk figures were developed by the International Organization

for Standardization (I$0} (based on the data for Baughn), EPA,

and NIOSH. These organizations estimated percentage risk for

the 800, 1000, and 2000 Hz combination since the AAO0
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definition of hearing handtcap still was used widely at the

time these percentage risk estimates were developed (I50 in

1975, Ex. 25-4; EPA in 1973, Ex. 31; and NIOSH in 1972, Ex.

i). Two of the three organizations have now advocated the

inclusion of frequencies above 2000 Hz in the definition of

material impairment (Ex. 5, pp. 43503, 43805; Ex. 1, pp. VI-11,

VI-14). The IS0-1980 proposal, which still is in draft form at

this time, does not prescribe a specific fomule for risk

assessment but provides an array of formulas that can be used

for predictive purposes (Ex, 321-43A, p, 3)°

It can be seen that the risk of material impairment at an

average exposure level of 90 dB is a substantt'al 21 to 29

_- percent. The risk of incurring material impairment after s

working 11fetime of 85 d5 is 10 to 15 percent, and at 80 dB is

0 to 5 percent. The Inclusion of 3000 or 4000 Hz in the

definition of material, impairment would tend to make the

percentages at risk somewhat higher, since hearing loss at

these frequencies from noise exposure is almost alwa3s greater

than it is at 500 and 1000 Hz.
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Because these rtsk figures were developed virtually

independentl_ by the three organizations, the percentages for

each exposure level are sltghtly different, These differences

are to be expected when using the percentage rtsk concept

because the estimates can be Influenced by the extent to whtch

a noise-exposed population ts screened to exclude people wtth

nonoccupationel hearing loss, and also by the extent to which

the population tncludes hearing loss fran aging CEx. 5, p.

43806). For example, NIOSH suggested that tts percentage risk

estimates mtght be sltghtly htgher than those derived from the

"severely" screened population (Ex. 1, p. V1-31). (An exposed

population that Includes sane amount of nonoccupattona] hearing

loss and sane presbycusts would be representative of the U,$,

*As mentioned above, the ISO risk estimates were dertved
fran date collected by Dr, W. Lo gaughn° The EPA also
used Baughn's date, and averaged th_n with data collected
b3 Drs. Burns and Robinson, and Dr. Pesschter-Vemeer.
All of these studtes wtll be discussed in further detail
below, Btnce EPA's estimates ere based tn part on the
same data that were used by IBO, the relationship between
the EPAand I$0 rtsk estimates is not enttrely independent,
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population, and thus the risk figures should not be

unrealistic.) Although Table i shows small differences,the

risk estimatesfor the same exposurelevelare verysimilar.

The percentagerisk concept,while easy to understand,is

in someways a limiteddescriptorof noise-inducedhearingloss

(Ex.5, p. 43B06; Ex. 47, pp. 9-10; Ex, 231, writtentestimony,

p, 1), First,the use of a singlefence such as 25 dB does not

adequatelydescribethe effectsof noiseon a11 of the impaired

workersin that it does not quantifythe amountof loss(Ex.5,

p. 43805;Ex. 231, p. 7). Everyonewhose hearingthresholdhas

exceededthe 25-dB fence is consideredto have the some omount

of hearing loss, The single fence conveysnothing about the

peoplewho start with excel]enthearing and lose up to 25 dB

from noise exposure, nor does it indicate how many people

suffer severe losses, greater than 40 or 50 dB, for example

(Ex. 5, p. 43806; Ex. 231, p. 7; Ex. 47, pp. g-lo). In an

attenlptto overcomethese 11mltations,OSHA uses three fences.

to discuss the benefits anticipatedfrom hearing conservation

programs.

Noise-inducedpermanent threshold shift (NIPTS) is the

actual shift in hearing level due to noise exposure,after

correctionshave been made for aging. NIPTS yaluesmay be

designated for combinations of frequencies, but they are
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usually given for each audiametrtc frequency separately, and it

can be helpful to examine hearing loss at individual

I frequencies. (The percentage risk method nearly always

averages hearing levels at three or more frequencies.) The

NIPTS method a11ows examinationof the effects of noise on

hearinglevelat 4000 and 6000 Hz, which,althoughthey are not

usually includedin the definitionof material impairment, are

the frequencieswhere hearing is earliest and most severely

affected by noise. NIPTS usually is presentedfor certain

percentagesof the exposed population,such as the median, the

90th and the lOth percentiles, the lower percentiles

representingthe mere severelyaffectedmembers.

The disadvantage in presenting the data only as NIPTS is

that the full impact of noise exposure is not as easily

comprehendedas tt is with percentage risk. Since NIPTS values

do not include any hearing, loss from nonoccupattonal causes,

they do not reflect actual hearing levels. However, for

comparing the effects of one exposure level against another

they are veryuseful.
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Table 2 shows NIPTS"as a functton of exposure level and

exposure duratton In years (see Johnson's Table 3, Ex. 310, pp.

27-28). NIPTS values are gtven for each eudtometrtc frequency

from 500 Hz to 6000 Hz, and are shownfor the less sensitive

9Oth percentile, the medtan, end the more sens_tfve lOth

percentile. When added to presbycusls values from a "nomal"

non-noise exposed population, these resulting hearing levels

"would reflect realistic hearing levels to be expected tn noise

exposed populations.

Table 2 is taken fro, e report b_ Col. Daniel Johnson oF

the U.$. Atr Force, entttled "Derivation of Presbycusts and

Notse Induced Permanent Threshold $htft (NIPT$) to be used for

the Basis of e Standard on the EfFects oF Notse on Hearing"

(Ex. 310, pp. 27-28). As to a previous report, which Col.

Johnson had prepared For the EPA (Ex. 17), he averaged the

hearing loss data from some well-known studtes. Hhile In the
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I. INTRODUCTION

Rationale for Amendment

_ Notse is one of the most pervasive occupational health problems.. Zt Js a by-product of many industrial processes. Exposure to htgh

// levels o? noise causes temporary or permanent hearing loss and may

cause other harmful health effects as well. The extent o? danage

depends primarily on the intensity of the noise and the duration of the

exposure.

There is ¢n _hundanceof eptdemiological and laboratory evidence

that protracted noise exposure _hove go decibels (dB) causes hearing

loss In a subst_tial po_ton of the exposed population, and that more

susceptible individuals will tncur hearing loss at levels below 90 dB

(Ex. 11; Ex. 12; F_. iT; Ex. 26°2). This is discussed more fully in

the Health Effects section below. Noise-Induced hesring loss ts an

irreversible condition that progresses wtth increased exposure, and ts

exacerbated by the normal aging process. Although such a loss may be

slight at first, continued exposure may result in a loss that ts severe

enought to affect seriously an individual's ability to understand

speech. In some cases, even slight losses in the audtometrtc

frequencies that ore critics1 for the understanding of speech can

adversely affect an individual's ability to earn a living and to

function in society. It constitutes a serious physical, psychological,

and soctal handicap. Such impairment of a crtttcal functional capacity

clearly Is the type of material impairment of health, which Congress,

tn Section 6(b)(5) of the Act, directed OSHAto prevent.
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Noise can also cause other adverse effects, such as degraded Job

performance, increases in accidents and ' absenteeism, Job /
t

dlss&tJsfaccJon, headaches, fatigue, sleeplessness, stress-related /
i,

i11nesses, and other effects that are more dJfflcult to quantify and

Identify as nolse-related than is hearing loss (Ex. 2C-106, p. 2; Ex.

2C-111, p. 1; Ex. 96, pp. 277-28Z; EX. 189-8, p. 2; Ex. 28A, pp. 18-24,

27-28, 41-44, 46-49; Ex. 32, App. B, GulJan, pp. 6-11; Ex. 79, p. 2;

Ex. 173, pp. 1-2, 7-8_ Ex. 84, attach. 2, pp. 1-2).
i
i OSHA's existing standard for occupational exposure to noise (29

CFR 1910,g5) specifies a mcximunpemJsstble noise exposure level of gO

d8 for a duration of 8 hours, with higher _evels allowed for shorter

durations. (This level is called a titre-weighted average sound level,

abbreviated TWA.) E_ployers must use fecsJble engineering or

administrative controls, or combinations of both, whenever e_ployea

exposure to noise in the workplace exceeds the pemissible exposure

level. Personal protective equipment may be used ¢o supplement the

engineering and administrative controls where such controls are not

a_le to reduce the employee exposures to within permissible limits.

The standard also requires employers to administer a "continuing,

effective hearing conservation progr_ _' for overexposed _ployees, but

the standard does not define such a program.

OSHAproposed a revised noise standard in 1974, which maintained

the current standard's gOdB time-weighted average exposure limit, but

required exposure monitoring, and articulated the requirements for

hearing conservation programs. There was a great deal of controversy
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in the rulemekingproceedingsabout alternativepermissibleexposure

limitsand their technicaland economic feasibility,but few challenged

the concept or the appropriatenessof a hearing conservationprogram.

(Tr. 551-553; Tr. 210; Ex. 306, Secs. a2C, ale, J4C; Ex. 2C-16A; Ex.

2C-168).

Analysis of the hearing record reveals informationgaps in the

area of extra-auditorypbyslologiceleffectsof noise (adversehealth

effectsother than loss of hearing, such as high blood pressure),and

also in the areas of economic and technological feasibility of noise

cdntrol. The Agency needs to obtain additional material and to perform

additional impact analyses before issuing a comprehensive new

regulation. Therefore, for the present, OSHA will leave the

permissibleexposure level and compllance mechanismsof the current

noise standardunchangedand continue its enforcement. The Agencywill

defer the final decision on methods of compliance and the permissible

exposure level until It has obtained and evaluated the necessary

information.

While such informationis being obtained, _aployeesmustbe

afforded additional protection against the effects of noise.

I Information in the record indicates that many employees are not
receiving the benefits of engineering controls to reduce their

exposuresto within the permissibleexposure limits. In fact, there

ere some 2.9 million _orkers in American production industrieswith

TWA's in excessof gO dB, and an additional2.3 millionwhose exposure

levels exceed B5 dB. These _rkers, who face a significantrisk of
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materialimpairlnentof hea]thor functionalcapacity,wil] receive

greatlyincreasedprotectionfromthe promulgationand enforcementof

thesehearingconservationrequirements,whichamendcertainprovisions

of thepresentnoisestandard.Theprovisionof thisprotectioninthe

form of a well-defined hearing conservation programdoes not depend

upon a determination of an appropriate exposure level or compliance

strategy. These issues were treated separately in the proposal andthe

decision to implement a hearing conservation program first is

consistentwith the mandateof the Act that, insofaras possible,

workersbe protectedfrom any materiel Impairmentof health or

functional capacity.

Hearing conservation programs consitute commonlyaccepted

industrial hygiene practice. Manycompaniesalready have instituted

programs for their noise-exposed workforce (Ex. 306; Ex. 147A; Ex.

147C). This amendmentclarifies what a hearing conservation program

must be, andgives direction to the implementation of sucha program.

Hearing conservation incluqes noise exposure monitoring,

audtometrio testing, the use of hearing protection devices where

necessary, and employee education. All of these elements are

reasonably necessaryand appropriate for a continuing effective hearing

conservation program. These procedureswfll result in considerable

benefitsfor more than 5.2 millionemployees. Hearingprotection

devices will reduce the incidence of noise-induced hearing loss and

also the variousextra-auditoryeffectsdecribedbelow. Audlometric

tests willenable enployers andemployeesto takeproper precautions to
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prevent further deteriorationof hearing. Monitoringand educational

programswill increasegeneralawarenessof noiseproblems,and promote

the effective use of ear protectors. Another benefit, which was

suggested by a National Insitutefor OccupationalSafety and Health i

study, is a reduction in v_rkplace accidentsand absenteesim (Ex.

26-11, pp. it, 5-2).

At this time the Agency does not believe that a hearing

conservationprogram alone is the solutionto the problemof workplace

noise. The Agency continuesto support the policy,reflected in the

existing standard and not affectedby this amendment,that engineering

control of noise is preferable to the use of personal protective

devices. The record contains conslder_hle evidence that hearing

protectorsdo not alwaysprovideas much attenuationin practiceas the

manufacturerindicates(Ex. 319, B-I2, p. 4; Ex. 300A, p. 91; Ex. 301,

p. 33), that many v_rkersdislikeusinghearingprotectors(Ex. 7g, pp.

7-8; Ex. 94, pp. 9-10; Ex. 78, p. 14), and that protectorscan be very

uncomfortable(Ex. 73, Attach.4, p. I; Ex. 79, p. 7; Ex. 321-45A, pp.

i-II; Ex. 94, p. I0; Ex. 78, p. 14). In fact, the degreeof protection

provided by such devices is questionable since they may become unseated

through talking or chewing during the course of the workday.

When hearing protectors are relied upon, the adequacy of

protectionwill depend upon the qualityof the hearing protector,the

tightnessof the fit, and its use by employees. Pemanent hearing loss

can occur before it is identified by audlometrlctesting and, of

course, extra-auditoryeffectscannotbe detectedby audlometry. Thus,

none of these measures are as effective as controllingthe hazard at

the source.



Physical Properties of Sound

Sound consists of pressure changes in a medium (usually air),

caused by vibration or turbulence. These pressure changes take the

form of alternating compression and rarefaction of molecules,

productingwaves that propagateaway from a vibrating or turbulent

'source. Tilemagnitudeand the type of effecton hunansdependon three

physical parameters of sound: level, frequency,and duration. Sound

pressure level is a logarithmicmeasure ef the magnitude of the

pressure change and Is expressed in decibels, _hbrevlateddB. The

magnitude, or Intensity, of sound is perceived as loudness. Through

the use of a logartthnic scale, the entire range of audible sound

pressure (for individuals with normal hearing a range of more than ten

million to one), can be compressed into a pr_'tlcal scale of 0 to 140

dB. Because of the legarithmic scale, a small increase in decibels

represents a large increase in sound energy. Technically, each

increase of 3 dB represents a doubling ef sound energy, an increase ef

10 dB represents a tenfold increase, and a 20-dB increase represents a

lO0-fold increase in sound energy.

The frequency of a sound is the number of times that a complete

cycle of compressions and rarefacttens occurs in a second. The

descriptor, which used to be "cycles per second," is now hertz,

abbreviated Hz. Frequency is perceived as pitch. The audible range ef

frequencies for humanswith good hearing is 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz. Y_st

everyday sounds contain a mtxture ef frequencies generated by a variety

of sources. A seund's frequency composition is referred to as the

spectrum. Frequency spectr_ can be e determinant of the annoyance
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caused by noise, with high frequency noise being generally more

annoying than low frequency noise. Also, narrow frequency bands or

pure tones (single frequencies} can be somewhatmore harmful to hearing

than is broad band noise.

The third important parameter is the w_y a sound level varies over

time. The duration of a sound can range from microseconds (the

duration of a gunshot} to indefinitely long periods (typical of the hum

of an electrical transformer). Industria] noise is usually described

as continuous, fluctuating, intemittent, or impulsive. Continuous

noise, like the sound of a fan or a motor, remains relatively constant

for a long period of time. Fluctuating noise, such as the sound of a

vehicle in different gears, rises and falls in intensity over a period

of time. Zntemittent noise ceases or falls to low levels between

"on-times," or the periods of much higher levels. Drtlltng or sawing

operations are exmples of intermittent noise. Impulse noise is

characterized by a sharp rise in sound pressure level to a high peak,

followed by a rapid decay. Impulses can occur in quiet conditions, or

they can be superimposed on a background of conttnous or fluctuating

noise, which is typical of the production industries.

Sound levels are relevant under this standard only as they affect

employees. If the employee is not present while high soundlevels are

being generated, OSHAis not concerned. The Agency is concerned with

employee exposure, which is the accumulation of noise levels

experienced by employees, as these levels are distributed over the

workshift. This distinction is important because somecommentsin the
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record reflected a misunderstanding of the differences between '

workplace sound levels and empIoyee exposure levels (Ex. 14-96, p. 1;

Ex. 14-79, p. 1). Although the frequency spectrum of a soundmay have

someeffect on hearing loss, tt is primarily the combfnatfon of level

and duration that determines the degree to whtch noise will cause

hearing loss and extra-auditory health effects. The manner in which

level and duration are combined, for purposes of predicting adverse

effects or calculating noise "dose" or B-hour tfme-weJghted average

sound level_ depends upon the "exchange rate." This combination ts

sometimes referred to as the "doubling rate," or the "time-Intensity"

tradeoff. A 5-dB exchange rate ts used tn 29 CFR 1910.95 and in thts

mendment. Specifically, a 5-dB increase tn level ts permitted for

each halvfng of duretton, or conversely, e doubling of duration

necessitates a 5-dB decrease in level.

Hearing and Hearing Loss

The euditory system has three prlmary components: the outer ear

serves to direct sound into the ear, the middle ear mechanically

transmits the sound waves from the air to the fluid-filled inner ear,

and the inner ear changes the sound waves from mechanical to neural

energy° This last process Js done tn a small organ known as the

cochlea, where sensory cells respond to the mechanical vibrations,

change them into electrical energy, and transmit the message to the

brain vie the auditow nerve.
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Noise-induced hearing loss can be temporary or permanent.

Temporary hearing loss results from short-term exposures to noise, with

normal hearing returning after a period of rest. This temporary

decrease in hearingability is called temporarythresholdsilift(TTS),

a person's hearing thresholdbeing the level of sound that he or she

can Just barely hear. For example, if a person with nermalhearing

works all day in a noisy environment, measurments at the end of the day

would show that he or she could not hear as well as at the beginning of

the day. But by the next morning, after a period of quiet, this

person's hearing would have returnedto normal. Generally,prolonged

exposure to noise over a period of several years causes permanent

damageto the sensory cells of the cochlea. A person who regularly

sustainsTTS will eventuallysufferpermanenthearing loss,which will

occur graduallyovertime. The occurrenceof l'_Sshows that a worker

has been effectd by noise, and if that individualcontinuesto be

exposedto the same levelsof noise, it will result in a noise-induced

permanent threshold shift (NIPTS).

The abilityto hear soundswith clarity is a distinctattributeof

normal hearing. Damage to the outer or middle ear can produce a

problemwith the perceptionof sound intensity. Damageto the cochlea

or the auditory nerve is termed "sensorl-neural,"and causes Impelred

perceptionof intelligibilityas well as intensity. Even if soundsare

amplified,they stillseem indistinct. Sensorl-neuralhearingloss is

irreversible. People with noise-inducedhearing loss sometimescan i

benefitfrom the use of a hearing aid, but the aid can never "correct,,
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a hearing loss the way eyeglasses usually can correct for tmpatred

vision (Ex. 231, written testimony, p. 5). Hearing aids merely _plify

sound, but they do not make it clearer, or less distorted. Also, they

_plify unwantednoise as well as the wanted speech signalso

Noise-induced hearing loss is sensori-nsural. It is a permanent

condition, and cannot be treated medically. It is characterized by a

declining sensitivity to high frequency sounds, usually to frequencies

above 2000 HZo The loss usually appears first and is most severe for

the 4000-Hz frequency; the "4000-Hz notch" in the audtogram is typical

of noise-induced hearing loss. With continued exposure, the loss

spreads to the other audfometrtc frequencies, 500 through 5000 Hz.

This phenomenonresults in difficulties in the perception of speech.

Host of the soundenergy of speech is in the vowel sounds, and yet most

of the intelligibility ltes in the consonants.. People with

notse-tnduced_ high.frequency hearing loss typically have difficulty

hearing consonant sounds, and therefore have difficulty understanding

speech (EXo 9, p. 18). These problems will be discussed more fully in

the Health Effects section below.

The hearingoJmpeired person ts often frustrated by missing

information that is vtta_ for soc_al or vocational functioning° Not

qnly wtll people have to speak louder, but they must speak mere clearly

in order to be understood. In addition, background noise, such as

radio, TV, or other people talking, has a muchmore disruptive effect

on hearing-impaired individuals than on the normal listener because

these individuals are less able to differentiate between the wanted

stgnal and the unwanted background noise (Ex. 50, p. 6; Ex. 321-16B,

pp. g, 10, 14, 4g-50). People with noise-induced heartnR impairments
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may be lost when trying to communicate tna group or on a noisy street.

Studies in the record show that some Individuals suffer severe

heartng losses as e resu]t of noise exposure (Ex. 12, p. 158; Ex. 310,

p. 22: Ex. 279, 11-13, p. 443; Ex. 26-2, p. 51). These tndfvtduals

would rate thentselves as hearing vew poorly, or even as deaf (Ex. 29,

p. 85).

Social relationships become increasingly dtfficu]t as the hearing I
F

impaiment becomesmore severe. Audiologist Dr, W. 6rady Thomasof the ,

University of Noah Caroltna explains some of the dtfftcuittes

experienced by the hearing impaired as Follows:

depression, isolation, suspicion and withdrawal
from socta] contacts...can be expected in some
Individuals _tth moderate hearing loss...
Adjustment problems in adults who lose hearing are
difficult because habit patterns are ffnnly
establtshed...Also, the evaluation of self, to a
great extent is affected by the Individual's
perceptions of the evaluation of htmself by others.
Hevtng to continually ask people to repeat
misunderstood speech messages can contribute to
foe]lngs of inadequacy and insecurity. (Tr.
815-816)

Other Adverse Effects

In addition to hearing loss, noise can cause other harmful

effects. Noise can interfere with conversation to the extent that

communication is virtually impossible, causing a feeltng of Isolatlon

_mong workers. H1glt levels of noise, even though they may be of

relatively short duration, can mask warning shouts or stgnals.

Injuries and even fatalities have been reported in conditions where
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the noise masked danger signals or cries for help (Ex. 26-1, p. 7; Ex.

78, p. 20).

There is increasingevidencethat noise can cause adverseeffects

on generalhealth. Laboratoryand field studies implicatenoise as a

causative factor in stress-relatedillnesses, such as hypertension,

ulcers, and neurological disorders. These effects, as well as more

details on noise-induced hearing loss will be discussed in the Health

Effects section.

Measurementof Noise and Hearin9 Loss

There are two major types of instruments that are used to measure

occupational noise. These are the noise dosimeter and the sound level

meter. Noise dosimetersmeasure noise dose by directly integratinga

function of the various sound levels over the entire workshlft. The

person being monitored wears the dosimeter throughout the workshlft.

Results of the monitoring are obtained after the dosimeter is taken

off, eitherby pressing a buttonon the dosimeteror by plugging it

into a master unitwhich then gives'a"readout."

A sound level meter registers the level of sound that occurs at a

pertlculartime. It is usefulfor measuringthe noise level due to a

given process, or for measuring e worker's exposure to sound that

fluctuatesrelativelylittle. Sound level meterscontaina microphone,

an amplifierwith a calibratedattenuator,e set of frequencyresponse

networks,and an indicatormeter.

The frequencyrange is sometimesdivided into octave bands. By

measuring the sound level in each octave-band,one can determinethe

spectrum of the noise. Each band is identified by its center
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frequency, such as 125, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 4000 and 8000 Hz. Octave
i

band measurements are necessary when selecting a room in which to

perform audlometrictesting, and in certain audiometercalibrations. !

They can also be helpful for assessing engineering control strategies, i

To determine the level o? noise in different frequency bends, e sound

level meter wlth an octave-bandfilter set is needed.

The instrumentthat ts used to test hearing is the audiometer.

Audiometers produce pure tones at specific frequencies (e.g., 250, 500,

1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 Hz) and at specific sound

levels. OSHAhas required that employee hearing be tested at the

frequencies 500 through 8000 Hz, since these are the most important

frequencies for understanding ,speech, and since they are useful for

detemintng the cause of the hearing loss.

The record of a given individual's hearing sensitivity is an

aud_ogram. An audtogr_ shows hearing threshold level measured in

dectbels as a ?unction of frequency in hertz. Zt indicates how intense

or loud a sound at a given frequency must be be?ore it can be

perceived, thereby providing e graphic representation o? the status of

the individual's hearing, gith periodic audiometrtc testing it is

possible to trace and document hearing ]oss, and by so doing, to

prevent luther loss from occurring. The audtogram ts an important

Indicator of early hearing loss, since losses can occur so gradually

that a personmay not reallzethathe or she is becomingimpaireduntil

a substantial amountof hearing ts lost.
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earlierreport Col. Johnsonused the data of Baughn,Burns and

Robinson,and Passchier-Venneer,in the more recentreport he

combined only the data of Burns and Robinson with those of

Passchier-Vermeer.Detailsof these studieswill be discussed

furtherbelow.

Studiesof Noise and _earin_Loss

Numerous studiesof the effectsof noise on hearing were

submittedto the record. For purposesof this discussion,the

studieshave been dividedinto the categoriesof continuousand

impulsive noise, The word "continuous" refers here to

i.
i time-varyingexposuresas we11, since in most of the studies

J
noise levels varied somewhat throughoutthe day (Ex. 11, p.

C

'= 2-3; Ex. 12, pp. 93-gg; Ex. 26-2, p. 10).]

Exposure to intermittent (on and off) noise will not be

treated separately since the s_e methods for predicting

hearing loss from continuous noise apply to losses resulting

from intermittent noise (Ex. 279, 11-3, p. 447; Ex. 54, pp.

16-17; Ex. 29, p. 217). There was some disagreement as to

whether the 5-dB or the 3-dg exchange rate should be used in

calculatlng the time-weighted average exposure level fro_

noncontinuousnoise, gut since the currentnoise standard (29

CFR 1910.95) uses the 5-dB exchange rate, and since the
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permissibleexposurelevel remains unchangedat this time, the

debate over the exchangerate will not be treated extenslvely

here.

OSHA has examined the many studies and reports in the

record that describethe effectsof continuousnoise on hearing

(Ex. 11; Ex. 17; Ex. 310; Ex. 12; Ex. 26-2; Ex. 36; Ex. 266 A;

Ex. 304), and the Agency believes that they comprise the best

available data on the subject. The results of the various

studies are relatively consistent, both tn terms of the

population at risk, and the extent of NIPTS es a function of

noise exposure, The various studies, if considered together,

containdata onmore than10,000 subjects.

As stated above, Col. Johnson averaged the data of

differentresearchersin the preparationof a report for EPA.

Later, the ErA used Col. Johnson's analysis of those date in

the development of criteria for the effects of noise (Ex. 31,

p, 5-17} end for the identification of safe levels of noise

(Ex. 30, p. C-5). The three studies that were used in the EPA

reports were the subject of much discussion during the

hearings. Although somecriticisms were raised, they were also

widely supported (Tr. 734, 73B, 779, 785, 834). The three

studies were the following:

"Relationship between Daily Noise Exposure and
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hearing loss based on the evaluation of 5,835
industrial noise exposure cases" by W. L. Baughn
(Ex.11).

"Nearingand Noise in Industry"by W, Burns and
D_ W. Robinson (Ex.12).

"Hearing Loss Due to Exposure to Steady-state
Broadband Noise" by W. Passchier-Vemeer (as
displayedand used in "Predictionof NIPTS due to
continuousnoise exposure"by D. L. Johnson(Ex.
z7).

The study by Dr. WilliamL. Baughnof the GeneralMotors

Corporationwas performed between IgBO and 1965 (Ex. ii).

These data have been used in the developmentof the Air Force

report "Hazardous Noise Exposure" (Ex. 48) and for the current

ISO standard 1999, "Assessmentof OccupationalNoise Exposure

for HearingConservationPurposes"(Ex. 11, p. ili). The data

were publishedIn 1973 as an Air Force technicalreport (Ex.
P

11). Dr. Baughn studiedthe effectsof averagenoise exposures

of 78 dB, 86 dB, and 92 dB on 6,835 industrial workers employed

in midwesternplants producingautomobileparts. Approximately

20,000 subjectshad been excludedfrom the study becausethere

was insufficientinformationabout theirexposurehistories,or

because they had "mixed" exposures (includingnonoccupational

sources). Subjects with anatomicalabnomalities(such as ear

infections) were not screened from the noise-exposed or control

groups. Noise measurementshad been takenover a period of 14

years, and through interviews, exposure histories were

II-2B
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estimated as far back as 40 years (Ex. 11, p. 2). Dr. Baughn

"smoothed" the data and presented families of curves showing

the numbers of people exceeding a 15-dB fence at 500, lO00, and

2000 HZ referenced to the ASA 1951 audicmetrin zero, which is

the equivalent of a 25-dB fence referenced to the ANSI 1969

zero level. He also provided data for fences of 5 dB to 40 dB

(ASA),which would translateto 15 dB to 50 dB (ANSI). Since

the exposure categorieswerefor 78 dB, 86 dB and 92 dB, Dr.

Boughn interpolatedso as to provideestimatesfor exposuresto

80 dB, 85 dB and 92 dB. He also extrapolated to exposure

levels up to 115 dB, but the data above 95 dB were not used in

Col. Jollnson'sreportor the cmparisons shownearlier.

Figure 1 shows Baughn's estimates of the percentages of the

exposed population that will cross a 25-dB fence as a result of

exposure to daily average noise levels of 80 dB to 115 dB.

Since these estimates use the frequencies 500, 1000, and 2000

Hz, the numbers of people crossing a 25-dB fence at 1000, 2000,

and 3000 Hz would be expected to be greater.

Baughn's study was criticized because in some cases as

little as 20 minutes of recovery time was allowed prier to

audiometric testing (Ex. 17, p. 2; Ex. 3, p. 39; Ex. 26-3, p.

5-15; Ex, 138A, p. 2-17). As a result the data may have been

influenced to some extent by temporary threshold shift, which
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would have the effect of making the noise-exposed group's

hearing threshold levels appear worse than they should. The

study, was also criticized because the control group may have

had average exposures as high as 78 dB so that they may also

have had o s_la11 _ount of occupational hearing loss IEx. 17,

p. 2; Ex. 138A, p. 2-17). If the control group's hearing

levels were slightly inflated, this would tend to reduce the

! difference between the hearing levels of the exposed and
' control groups. These potential flaws would have the tendency

to offset each other when NIPTS is calculated. In addition,

i Dr. Krytsr (Ex. 50, pp. 9-12) pointed out that any restdual TTS

! after 20 minutes would be quite small (only 1 to 2 dB) for

t- those subjects who had already incurred e noise-induced hearing

loss. (TTS tends to becomemaller after significant permanent

loss is incurred.)

One practical limitation of the Baughn study ts that the

author did not provide hearing loss data at separate

frequencies, but only at the combined frequencies of 500, 1000,

and 2000 Hz, and then separately for 4000 Hz (Ex. 11, pp. 4,

30; Ex. 5, p. 43804). Thus, it is not posstble to estimate

hearing loss, for exmple, at only 2000 Hz, or fop the combined

I frequencies 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. While this m_Y result fn

someprocedural problems for researchers and administrators, it



does not detract ?rom the validity of the study. The sample

size appears to be the largest in any single hearing loss

study, and the study has received support from other scientists

and organizations. The results are not incompatible with other

data in the record. Therefore, OSHAbelieves that the Baughn

study represents a valuable contribution to the public record,

Dr. W, Passchter-Ve_eer's data on steady-state notse

exposure do not appear in the hearing record except as they are

presented by Col, Johnson (Ex. 17 and EXo 310). Dr,

Passchier-Vermeerpresented in 1968 an exhaustive review of

hearing loss am a function of exposure to average noise levels

of about 80 dB to 102 dB, having summed, analyzed, and

correlated data from many sources (Ex. 17, pp. 2,3, 12-14).

The data consisted of laboratory and field studies conducted by

British, Dutch, Swedish, and U.$. investigators.

Figure 2 shows median NIPTS at various frequenciesas a

function of noise exposure for a period of 10 years. Figure 3

shows median NIPTS after 40 years of noise exposure, These

figures, which were submittedby EPA (Ex. 5, p, 43803), are

taken from Dr. Passchier-Vermeer'sreports. Of course the

noise-inducedpemanent thresholdshiftwould be expectedto be

more severefor the more susceptibleindividualsin the higher

centiles of the population, such as the 90th or the gsth

centties.
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Four of the 10 studies analyzed by Dr. Passehter-Vemeer

were discussed brtefly in documentsprepared by NIOSH (Ex. 1),

EPA (Exo 31), and Drs. Burns and Robinson (Ex. 12)o The NIOSH

criteria documentreported that Drs, Taylor, Pearson, Matt, and

Burns studied 251 working and retired Jute weavers who were

exposed to average overall sound pressure levels of 99 to 102

dB. The investigators Found the greatest deterioration of

hearing occurred in the ftrst 10 to 15 years of exposure (Ex.

i, p. 5 Table IV). NIOSH also reported on a study by Drs.

Burns, Hinchcliffe,and Littler of 174 textile spinners end

weaversexposedto average overall (unweighted)sound pressure

levels of 100 to 101 dB. Hearing losses were found to be

greoterfor the weavers than for the spinners (Ex. i, p. 6 of

Table IV).

EPA's documententitledPublic Health end WelfsreCriteria

t for Noise described a study by 6allo end Glortg,.which also was
used by Dr. Pssschter-Vermeer, as well as the study by Taylor

et el., mentioned above, According to EPA (Ex. 31, p. 5-5),

Drs. Gallo and Glortg measured the hearing levels of 400 men

abed 1B-65, and 90 women, aged 18-35, exposed to an average

overs]] sound pressure level of 102 dB. The populationhad

been screened to exclude nonoccupationslnoise exposure and

otologlcal abnormalities. The results showed that
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high-frequency hearing loss rose rapidly during the first. 15

years of exposure, but that heaping loss in the mid-frequencies

continued to rise in a ltnear manner up to 40 years of exposure.

Drs. Burns and Robinson (Ex. 12, ppo 220-228) also

discussed the studies of Gallo and Glortg, and Taylor et el°

In addition, they described a study by Dr. B. Kylin, whtch also

was used by Dr. Passchier-Ven_eer, of 89 men exposed for

durations of 10 to 15 years, and 29 male controls. Netther

population was screened for military noise exposure or for ear

disease. (These factors should not have influenced the actual

NIPT$ since they were distributed evenly among the noise

exposed and control populations (Exo 12, p. 226).) DPS. Burns

and Robinson compared the results of their study with those of

the three selected studies (Gollo and Glorig, Taylor et el.,

and Kylin), and wtth the results predicted by Dr.

Posschter-Vermeer on the basis of all of the studies she

analyzed. They found, using medtan hearing loss values, that

agre_nent among all of the results was good for the

mid-frequencies (500, 1000, and 2000 Hz), but that thetr own

data and method of prediction showed somewhat lower values

(less hearing loss) for the higher frequencies (3000, 4000, and

5000 Hz) (EXo 12, p. 227). The authors suggested that this
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finding might be due to differencesin noise monitoring and

subjectselectiontechniquesused by the various investigators

(Ex. 12, p. 22g).

Because the Passchter-Vermeer data resulted from o

synthesis of many studies, some people argued that their

quality was difflcultto Judge (Ex. 50, p. 8). Others noted

that the original report only presented data for quartile

groups (25th, 50th and 75th centiles) and neglected to address

the more variant hearing levels found in the extremes of the

population (Ex. 3, p. 39; Ex, 17, p. 2; Ex. 26-3, p. 5-14).

Col. Oohnsonhas extrapolated the data to the lOth end 90th

centiles so that it would be averaged with those of the other

studies {Ex. 17, p. 14 and Ex. 310, p. 7), Col. Johnson

reported (Ex. 17, p. 14) that tn a paper published in 1971, Or.

Passchier-Vermeer did publish the data for the lOth and 90th

centiles, and these data were in agreoment with aohnson's
t

extrapolations.

The Passchler-Vermeerdata are useful in that hearing

levelsare given for the discrete audicmetricfrequencies500,

1000, 2000, 3000, 4000, 6000, and gOOD Hz, resulting from

exposure levels of go dg, 85 dg, and 90 dg. Also, the Agenc_

believes that averagingthe results from a number of studies

may be consideredan advantagein that it ought to minimizeany

II-35
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anomaliesthat might occur as a resultof any one study. The

Pssschier-Vermeerdata also were supportedby variouswitnesses

and comments to the record,(Ex.47, p. B; Ex. 216 A, p. 5).

Dr. W. Burns (Ex. 54) reported on a study of British

factory workers that he and .Dr. D. W. Robinson conducted

between 1963 and 1968, The ccmplete study was submitted to the

record by OSHAas Exhibit 12. The study's population consisted

of 759 subjects exposed to average noise levels between 75 dg

and 120 dB and 97 non-noise exposed centre] subjects," The

range of exposure durations was one month to 50 years.

Exposure levels were taken in octave bands frm 63 to BOO0Hz,

and A-weighted measurementsalso were taken. Approximately

4000 eudiogr_unswere performed. Subjects were screened

thoroughly to exclude exposure histories that were not readily

quantifiable(to s_e extentunknown),exposureto gunfire,ear

diseaseor abnormality,and languagedifficulties(Ex. 12, p.

12). The investigatorsfound that hearing levels of people

exposedto certainnoise levelsfor certaindurationsweremuch

the sane as those of others exposed to higher levels for

shorter times (Ex. 12, p. 17). They found that this

relatlonshipheld for relativelyshort durationsas well as for

many years of exposure(Ex. 12, pp. 17-18).Consequently,they

developeda mathematicalformula to predicthearing levels in
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the frequencies 500 through 6000 Hz tn various percentages of

the exposed populatfon due to spectftc levels and durations of

noise (Ex. 12, pp. 100-151). Data frcm the Burns and Robtnson

study are shownc_btned wtth those of Dr. Passchter-Vermeer tn

Table 2 above,

The Burns and Robinson study has been criticized on the

grounds that eliminating all workers wtth any fom of

nonoccupetional heartng loss by extensive screening (whtch

appeared to be more rtgorous than In the other studies) would

cause the resulting hearing levels to be an underestimate of

the total "real-life" heartng loss ptcture (Exo 40, p. 7; Ex.

BO, p. 17), This problm has been eliminated In the analyses

per'fomed by Col. Johnson (Ex. 17 and 310) and by OSHAin the

Benefits sectton, by ustng only the NIPTS data from Burns and

Robinson and adding values for p_esbycusis from a nor_lal,

unscreened population (such as the U.S. Publte Health Survey

data),

The Burns and Robinson study was also criticized by

Terrenee Dear of the DuPont Company for Including subjects

exposed to tmpulse notse {Tr: 864-866), although the authors

maintained that they trled to mtntmtze such exposures, and that

tmpulse noise exposures only would have occurred tn a

relatively small numberof cases where subjects were exposed to

htgh ievels of continuous noise (Tr: 864-866; Ex. 12, po 97).
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! On the whole, OSHA believes that the study by Burns and

Robinsonrepresentsa verythrough,well-controlledstudy,with

results that are extremelyuseful in predictingthe effectof

noiseexposureon hearing.

NIOSN submitted to the record e report entitled

"OccupationalNoise and Hearing",1968-1972(Ex. 26-2). The

dose-responserelationshipsdescribedin this report had been

used by NIOSH in making the recommendationsin its criteria

document (Ex. 1). The .report (Ex. 26-2, p. vi) presented

background information about the study, and statistical

analyses that were meant to cemplementthe analysesthat had

alreadybeen publishedin the criterladocument. NIOSH studied

a populationof'792industrialworkersexposedto averagenoise

levels of 85 dB, gO dB, and g5 dg, and a control population of

380 subjects who were exposed to average levels below 80 dB.

(Since the control population was exposed to levels as high as

80 dg, a few members of the group m_v have incurred 'some_llount

of occupational hearing loss, and therefore the study would be

subject to the same criticismas the study of Or. Baughn.)

Although the exposureswere primarilyto steady-statenoise,

exposure levelsfluctuatedslightlywithin each category. The

] total population was screened to exclude subjects who had been

exposed to noise from gunfire, and who showedseme sign of ear
:*
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disease or audi_etric irregularity (Ex. 26-2, pp. 6-7).

Subjects ranged in age from 17 to 65 years. Data were

presentedfor hearinglevelsof the 10th, 25th, 50til,75th, and

gOth centiles for various age groups and exposure durations,

resultingfrom averageexposures to 85 dB, gO dB, and 95 dg.

The authorsconcludedthat the data substantiatedthe results

of ether similarinvestigations,but that they pertainedonly

to simple or "ordinary" noise environments, as opposed to

complex environments such as lengthened exposures, seasonal

exposures, impact or Impulsive noise, and high frequency noise

(EX. 26-2, p, 15).

Data from the NIOSH study have not been used In the

•prediction of benefits from the hearing conservation

mend_lent. Col. Johnson stated in his report (Ex, 17, p, 10)

that he did not use the NIOSH data in the analysts performed

for EPA because the date had not yet been "_oothed," which

would make tt difficult to make predictions, Also, the NIOSH

data were limited to exposures of Bg, 90 and 95 dB, thus

preventing hearing loss estimates for exposures to 80 dO and

100 dO, Nevertheless, the data ere generally consistent with

the results of the other studies discussed above,

Results of the NIOSHstudy a_e shown in Figure 4 (Ex. 25-2,

p. 41), This figure shows hearing level by audionetric
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frequency as a functton of noise exposure to levels of B5, 90,

and 95 dB_ Population distributions are shownfor the least

sensitive (labeled tn this case the 10th centtle) to the most

sensitive (the g0th oentfle) groups, and are compared to the

non-noise-exposed control group. This study shows that

differences between median hearing levels increase with

exposure level and duration. Also, more importantly, the

distribution of heartng levels becomes¢onsfderably greater as

exposure level, duration, and age increase.

In another study, Dr. R.H. Merttn, Dr. E.5. Gibson, and

J.N, Lockington (Ex. 35) related the degree of employee hearing

loss to average noise levels of 85 and 90 dB in industrial

plants. The population consisted of 228 Canadian industrf_l

workers ranging fro, 18 to 65 years of age who were screened to

exclude non-occupational heartng lost. The control group

consisted of 143 subjects wtth minimal occupational noise

exposure. The study concluded that the risk of hearing loss at

500, 1000, and 2000 Hz increases significantly between 85 and

90 dB, leaving a portion of the population at risk (up to 22

percent) by a notse exposure standard of 90 dB.

Elliott Berger, with Drs. Reyster and Thomas (Ex. 255A)

examined a North Caroltna Industrial population that had been

exposed for 10 to 12 years to datly average notse leve]s of 85
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to 89 dg. The populationconsistedof 42 men working in one

location of the plant and 58 women working in .another

location, Control subjects were drawn from the some

geographical area, and were screened to exclude any

occupationalnoise exposure. Because of the relativelyshort

exposure duration and the moderate exposure levels, the

investigatorsanalyzedonly the losses at 4000 Hz, where they

found hearinglevelssomewhatworsefor men.thanfor women (Ex.

266A, pp. 82-83). They concluded that the observed hearing

losses were compatible with the data of Baughn,

Passchler-Vermeer,Burns and Robinson, and NIOSH, with

compatibilitybeing greaterfor the male than for the female

subjects iEx. 266A, pp. B1-85).

In the Inter-lndustryNoise Study. (fINS) (Ex. 304) the

authors measured noise exposure and hearing levels of 348

industrialsubjects. Daily averagenoise exposure levelswere

between 82 and g2 dB for durations ranging from 3 years to

greater than30 years. Therewere 228 matched controlsubjects

whose noise exposures were less than 75 dB. After anal_zing

the data the authors concludedthat differencesin hearing

levels between the control and experimentalpopulationswere

not statisticallysignificantat the frequencies500, 1000, and

2000 Hz. Differences at 3000, 4000, and 6000 Hz were
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statistically significant for male subjects, but not for

females (Ex.304, p. g). In an editorialimmediatelyfollowing

the lINe Research Report in the Journa] of Occupational

Medicine(JDM),Dr. RobertO'Connorstated:

From this study it appears that9g dg is as protective
as g5, as far as women'shearingis concerned. In the
case of men, if a small amount of hearing loss in
frequenciesthat are well beyondthe speech range is

consideredunacceptable,then thisg_tU_inSUpportsstandard of g5. (Ex. 304, p. JOM, 17.
760-770, 1975, p. 770).

The Envtromentel Protection Agency .(Ex. 321-16A, p. 2)

statedthat there were major technicalproblemsin the design,

administration,and analysis of the Inter-lndustryNoise Study

which "raise serious questions concerning the technical

appropriateness and usefulness of a number of the conclusions

which were presented in the 1978 JOMpubl'lcatton."

A NIOSH report prepared by garry Lampert also criticized
J

the study by stating that the results included only mean or !

average hearing level comparisons while much more hlghly

significanteffects are found when the full distributionof

hearing levels is presented (Ex. 321-36A, p. 1). After

reviewing and reane1_zlng the fINS raw data, end using

evaluationtechniquesdevelopedfor the 1972 criteriadocument,

NIOSH reaffirmedthat "exposureto 85 dBA shouldallow no more

than an increaseof 10 to 15 percentagepointsin the incidence
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of hearing impairment" relative to a non-noise exposed

population(Ex. 321-36A,p. 4). r"

iCol. Johnson and Dr, Thomas $chori also analyzedthe raw

date fr'omthe IIN$, and submitted e review of the data (Ex, i

321-21A), The authorsconcludedthat the hearinglevelsfound mm

in the IIN$ were essentially the same as those found in other

noiseand hearing lossstudies(Ex,321-22A,p. 16),

Havingreviewedthe study,the critiques(Ex. 321-16A;Ex,

321-36A; Ex. 321-21A), and o critique of a critique (Motor

VehicleManufacturersAssoc., Ex. 321-8A),OSHA has determined

that the findings of the fINS do not contradictthose of the

studies described earlier. 'The Agency disagrees with the

conclusionsof Or, O'Connorthat 90 dB is as protectiveas 85

dB. Although the fINS did not find the differencesbetween

mean hearing levels of the female experimentalend control

groups statisticallysignificant,there were differences at

every frequency,showinggreaterhearinglossfor noise-exposed

than for control subjects(Ex, 804, p. 4). As Lempertpointed

out, these differenceswould have been much largerif the full

distributionof hearinglevelshad been presented,showingthe

more susceptibleelementsof the population. The same arg_ent

would apply to the differencesbetweenmean hearing levelsof

the male experimental and control groups, where systematic
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differencesare shown. The fact that the standarddeviations

were greater for noise-exposed than for non-noise-exposed

groupsat nearly everyfrequency(Ex. 304, p. 4) supportsthis

argument. In addition,OSHA disagreeswith Dr. O'Connorthat

the frequenciesabove 2000 Hz "are well beyond the speech

range," an the basis of the many studies and commentscited

earlier,showing the importanceof high-frequencyhearingfor

understandingspeech in everyday conditions(Ex. 4B, p. 363;

EX. 26-1; p. 3; Ex. 26-6, p. 830; Ex, 228, p. 8; EX. 5, p.

43803; Ex. 51, pp. 6-7).

Dr. Royster submitted e series of reports to the record

(Ex. 321-22 A through H). Some of these reports discussed

recent findings by Or. goyster and his colleagues that

differencesin sex and race are evidentin the grouchof NIPTS

(Ex. 321-22A, pp. 18-1g), ¢s well as in the growth of i

presbycusis (Ex. 321-22B, p. 810; Ex. 321-22C_ pp. 118-118; Ex.

321-22g, pp. 1-2). After examining the audtogr_s of a large !

North Ceroltna industrial population (Ex. 321-22A), Ors.

Royster and Thomas concluded that hearing threshold levels

differ significantly according to race and sex and that these

differencesare greaterfor the higher audlometrlcfrequencies

end increasewith age. In their subject population,black
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wmen had the best hearing, followed by white wcmen, black men,

and finally, white men after noise exposure(Ex. 321-22A,pp.

15, 18-19).

Sex differences in hearing levels have been noted in

numerous studies of non-noise-exposed populations (Ex. 31, p.

4-4, EX, 321-22, p. 7 Ex. 279, pp. 11-8, pp. 41-44). OBHAhas

incorporated the NIOSH presbycusts data (Ex. 1, pp. 1-16 to

1-17) for men end women separately in Appendix F of the

amendnent. Also, the Agency has calculated the benefits

anticipated from hearing conservation programs using separate

presbycusis data for men and for wanen. Actual NIPTS values

have not been differentiatedaccordingto sex because datafor

men and women shown separatelywere not availablefor the major

studies mentioned above (Burns and Robinson, Passchter-Ve_eer,

Baughn,and NIOSH).

Drs. Burns and Robinson (Ex. 12, pp. 145-147)found small

but persistent sex differences in noise-induced hearing loss,

suggesting that NIPTS developed slightly more raptdly tn men

than in wamen. However, they did not present separate data for

men and women. The fINS also showed slightly larger NIPTS

valuesfor men than for women both in the control and in the

experimentalpopulations(Ex. 304, pp. 4-8). Col. Johnson{Ex.

17 and Ex. 310) did not displayNIPT$ valuesseparatelyfor men
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and women, but he did show different data for certain

non-noise-exposed populations, and therefore for certain

estimatesof the percentageat risk (Ex. 310), The studiesby

Baughn (Ex. 11), NIOSH (Ex. 26-2), Passchler-Vermeer (as

reported by Johnson in Ex, 17), and Martin et el. (Ex. 36) did

not p_esent differentNIPTS data for male and female subjects.

OSHA believes that there is relativel_ little evidence

available at this time to show that the hearing of men and

women is differentlyaffectedby noiseexposure,but that there

is considerable evidence that differences exist in

non-noise-exposedpopulations, Therefore,for estimating the

benefits of hearingconservationprograms,the Agencyhas used

Col. Johnson's analysis of the Burns and Robinson and

Passchier-Vermeerdats_ which shows sex differences for

presbycusis but not for NIPTS, For any additional breakdown by

sex or race the Agencywlll awaitfurtherexperimentalevidence.

OSHA believes that the above studies are meritoriousand

are sufficientto make good estimatesof the benefits to be

derived frm hearing conservation programs, despite any

criticisms raised. ,Or. yon Gierke stated that "in spite of

some uncertaintiesand everybody'sdesire for the 'perfect'

study, there is adequate informationavailableto predictwith
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reasonable confidence the hearing impairment produced in the

general population by a lifetime's exposure to continuous

noise"(Tr.705-706).

Conclusionsfrom Hearin_LossStudies

Having establlsheda definitionof materlal impairmentof

hearing and discussedthe variousstudies, some attentionmust

be given to the various interpretationsof the noiseexposure

and hearing loss date. Not all of the cementers interpreted

the data in a similarmanner.

Generallythe argumentfor protecting'workers above 85 dB

is made on two grounds: analysis of NIPTS and of the

percentage at risk. These data showed that not only is the

amount of bearing loss slgnlflcantlygreater at an average

daily exposure level of 00 dB than at 85 dB, but also

considerablymore people are at risk of incurringmaterlal

impairment(Ex. 40, p. 3; Ex. 47, p. 19; Ex. 57, p. B; Ex. g2,

pp. i-4; Ex. 6, p. 12337;Ex. 28-1,p. 2).

Using the data of Baughn,Passchier-Vermeer,and Burns and

Robinson,the EnvironmentalProtectionAgency found that half

as many people are at risk of impairmentat a daily average

noise level of 85 dB as at 00 dB (Ex. 130A, p. 1-4; Ex. 0, p.

43805; Ex. 180-5, p. 6}. In addition,the amount of NIPTS

doublesbetween85 dg and gO dB, especiallyfor the frequencies
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lOOO, 2000, and 3000 Hz (Exo B, p. 43804). In orderto prevent

en_ measurable hearing loss over a 4B-year period the EPA

identifieda maximum B-hour averagedaily noise exposure level

of 75 dB (Ex. B, p. 43803; Ex. 30, p. 4).

! NIOSH also found that the populatlon at risk due to

lifetimeexposures to averagedaily levels of gO dB would be

twice the size of the population at risk from 85 dB. The

estimateswere 29 percentand 15 percent,respective'ly(Ex. i,

TablesXV and XVII). Dr. Molleralso noted that the numberof

impairedpeople doubleswhen averagelevelsare increasedfron

B5 to gO dB (Ex. 8B, p. 33).

There were numerous comments in the recordconcerningthe

mount of protection afforded by an everage daily exposure

level of go dB. Estimates of the percentage of unprotected

workers ranged from 1 percent to 30 percent. Many canmenters

supported the 90-dB level based on OSHA's estimate that 9B

percent of the population would be protected (Ex, 14-11, p. 1;
¢

EX, 14-45, p. 1; EX, 14-81, p, 1; EX, 14-157, p. 2; EX. 14-189,

p. 1).

In OSHA's draft EnvironmentalImpactStatementCEx. 3, App.

D, p. 12337) the Agency incorrectlystated that an exposure

level of 90 dB would protect 98 percent of the exposed

population. This estimatewas based on the data and method of

i

I

J

E
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Burns and Robinson, using a 25-dg fence for the frequencies

500, 1000, and 2000 Hz, and a 30-year exposure duration.

Later, an EPA representative(Ex. 40) pointedout that OSHA had

neglectedto performone of the stepsin the Burns and Robinson

method, (step7 on p. 132 of Ex. 12). U_ing the some data and

pethod, the risk would actuallybe much greaterthan 2 percent

(Ex. 40, pp. 5-6). Dr. Burns clarified the matter by

explaining the distinction between hearing level, which

includes presbycusis,and hearing foes, which does not (Ex.

54-2, pp. i, 2).

Dr. Ward (Ex. 222C, p. 7) based his recommendation

exclusively on Passchier-Vermeer'sdata, which, he claimed,

showed that no workers would exceed a gB-dB hearing loss _t the

frequencies 500, 1000, or 2000 Hz due to exposure between 85

and 90 dg. For this reason Dr. Ward concluded that 90 dB

protects workersfrom a "noticeable"hearingloss (£x. 64, p.

3). This interpretationof Pomschier-Vermeer'sdata is at

variancewith the interpretationof EPA and Col. Johnson. ErA

submitted a graph of Passchier-Vermeer'sdata showing hearing

loss as a function of noise exposure (Ex. 5, p. 43B03).

Although the median NIPT$ from a 40-yearexposureto gO dB is

essentiallyzero at BOO and 1000 Hz, it is nearly10 dB at 2000

HZ. While the resultingmedian hearinglevelswould bo quite
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s_a11 when added to the hearing loss fr_ aging,they would be

sufficient to ensure that scme members of the exposed

population would cross a 2B-dB fence. Consideringthat nearly

i 3 mtllton workers are exposed to daily average noise levels of

go dB and above, 50 percent of the population, or 1.5 million

! workers, would be expected to have at least 'this much NIPTS.

Also, the NIPTS values would be expected to be larger for more

sensitiveindividuals. Medlan NIPTS data say very littleabout

actual hearing levels in the more susceptible members of the

exposed population. As described above, when Johnson and EPA

combined the data of Passohier-Vermeer with those of Baughn,

and Burns and Robinson, the risk of crossing a 25-dB fence at

500, 1000, and 2000 Hz was 12 percent from exposure to 85 dB,

and 22 percent from exposure to gO d8 (Ex. 5, p. 43805).

Finally, as mentioned earlier, both the NIPT$ and the risk are

greater when 3000 Hz is included in the averaging and 500 Hz is

eliminated.

OSHAhas considered the definition of material impairment

as it relates to hearing loss in light of a large body of data

on the effects of noise on hearing. The Agency has determined

that many workers will be at risk of material impaiment of

hearing, and possibly incur other kinds of physiological

damage, when they are exposed to daily average sound levels
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above 90 dB over = working lifetime. Same workers will be

expected to develop a materta'l impairment of hearing if they

are exposed to daily average sound levels between85 and 90 dB,

and a few will even developa materialimpairmentfrom average

levels between 80 and 85 dB. Since it is possible to incur

noise-induced hearing loss as e result of exposure to deil_

average levels less than 90 d8, OSHAhas determined that it is

necessary to initiate audimetric testing and other aspects of

the hearing conservation program at a time-weighted average

sound level of 85 dB. The practice of requiring an "action

level," a point well below the permissible exposure level at

which protective action is taken, is consistent with OSHA's

policy of protecting workers before they are overexposed.

Moreover, the final standard wlll identify those in the exposed

population that might be more sensitivo to noise, and protect

, the11 before they suffer further adverse effects. In keeping

with this policy, employers mw wish to provide audiemetric

testing for _ployees whose TNA's are between 80 and 85 dS, so

that the few most susceptibTeworkersmight be identifiedand

protected.
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Extra-AuditoryEffectsof Noise

The most obviousphysiologicaleffectof noise is damageto

the auditory system. However,dependingupon the level, type,

and duration of the noise, a varietyof extra-auditoryeffects

have been observed, which will be discussedin the following

paragraphs. In addition,it shouldbe noted that people who

are exposed to noise at work may also be exposed to noise

duringtheir non-workinghours. For example,many workers live

in areas where there is highway and aircraftnoise as well as

noise frem industrialplants. Industrialworkers who live in

the urban settings are sanetimesstressedby noise 24 hours a

day without respite, and without adequate opportunity to

recover, either physiologically or p_ychologtcally. Thus,

effects that might otherwise have been temporary would tend to

becomechronic.
J

Although there is a substantial body of data suggesting a

wide variety of noise-induced physiological responses, specific

responses to specific noise doses have not yet been

identified. The evidence of noise-induced health effects is

not conclusive for B-hour exposures of 85 dB, or 90 dB, or even

higherlevelsexperiencedover a working 11fetime. However,to

ignore this large body of data Is to undervalue the

significanceof the adverseeffects(Ex.5, p. 43806;Ex. 13BA,
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p. 2-31). Both testimony and mitten exhibits, Including

subjective and experimental evidence, indicate that noise can

be harTnfu7to humanhealth (Ex. 2C-106, p. 2; Ex. 2C-111, p. 1;

Ex. 2C-4, p. 1; Ex. 96, pp, 277-281; Ex. 189-8, p. 2; Ex, 2BA,

pp. 19-24, 27-28, 41-44, 46-49; Ex. 32, App. B, pp. 6-11; Ex,

79, p. 2; Ex. 173, pp, 1-2, 7-8; Ex. 84, Attach, 2, pp. 1-2).

Durtng the 1975 and lg76 publtc hearings most of the

evidence that was submitted was anecdota], a]though some

studies were submitted by individuals (Exo 28A), unions (Ex.

88, Ex, 95, Ex. 96, EXo 97, Ex. 98), and govermnent agencies

(Ex. 26-9; Ex. 26-10; Ex. 26-3; Ex, 26_11; Ex. 32; Ex. 40).

Leonard Woodcock, then president of the United Auto Workers,

stated:

I _ sure that there are many limitations to
these studies, as there alw_s seems to be in
this sort of work, But we think there is truth
to these studies since it matches our subjective
experience. Ne expect that future research into

r this importantarea will offer more definitive
data. (Ex. 79, p, 5)

According to Ruth Knowles, then president of Local 1716 of

the Textile Workers Union (Tr. 2024), "Sme workers have been

forced to retire long before retirement age because of

hypertension." She goes on to state that in her o_tnion the

high noise exposure in the weave department could have been a

factor in those instances.
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The major concernover extra-auditoryhealtheffects from

noise arises from the fact that noise has the ability to act as

a general, non-speciflc,biological stressor ((x. 138A, p.

2-31). Evidencesuggeststhat the stressreactionproducedby

noise is not unlikethat producedby other stressors;that is,

a generalizedreaction governed by sympatheticactivationof

the autonomicnervoussystem.

The concept of biologicalstress,first introducedby Dr.

Hans Selye, has been describedas "the nonspecificresponseof

the body to any demand made upon it; a stereotyped,)

) phylegeneticallyold adaptationpatternprimarilypreparingthe

organism for physical activity,e.g., fight or flight." (Ex.C
i_ 138A, p. 2-32).

) This stress reaction produces a widespread change in bodilyi
! activity. There is a rise in blood pressure,a rise in

pressure inside the heed and an increase in sweating. The

heart rate increases,there are.changesin breathingand there

mAY be e sharp constrictionof the musclesover the whole body

(Ex. 26-9, p. 10-8), These changes are likelyto be mediated

by increased adrenal secretion of the catecholmlne hormones,

epinephrineand noreplnephrine(Ex. 13BA,p. 2-32).
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In the hearing record two theories were proposed to explain

the mechanisms by which these stress-related physiological

chang@scan have an impact on h_an health. Two conceivable

damagepathways were developed:

1. Abnormalities in blood pressure regulation that lead

to hypertension.

2. Increased blood plateletadhesivenessthat accelerates

the development of atherosclerotJcpTaques in the

walls of the arteries.

Each of these stress-related damage pathways is discussed

in turn.

1. The theory that noise stress can result tn hypertension

ts supported by Dr. Bruce Welch (Ex. 321-16E, pp.'l-11) and Or.

Ernest Peterson (Ex. 321-160, pp. 1,4,10) as well as by

numerous other researchers, referred to in these and other

exhlbits(Ex. 88, p. 6; Ex. gB, p. 279). Intense industrial

sound impairs the regulation of blood pressure, the most

distinctmanifestationof which Is an increasedprevalenceof

hypertension (Ex. 321-1BE, p. 2).

According to Dr. Welch, hypotension, or reduced blood

pressure levels, also can result fram noise stress (Ex.

321-16E, pp. 3-4). Both hyper- and hypo-tensJon fundamentally

are disorders of circulatory regulation. They are
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characterized by exaggerated and inappropriate cardiac and

vasomotor response to changes In body position or physical and

i: psychological sttmuli (Ex. 321-16E, p. 8). This increase in

i! vascular lability(or changeability)undernoise stressaffects

C the circulatoryadjustmentsthat must normallybe made during

C the course of a working day (Ex. 321-16E, p. 9), For those who

already have impairedcirculation,excessivevascularlability

can lead to congestive heart failure, cardiac ischemla,or

cardiovascularstroke. In fact it has been establishedthat

hypertension,even at moderateelevations,is associatedwith

increased risk of coronary and cerebrovasculardisease (Ex.

321-16E, p. 3).

2. In a report, submitted by EPA (Ex. 138A, p. 2-40} Hettis

et el, proposed another pathway theory, which involves an

increase in the adhesiveness of blood platelets. Increased

platelet adhesiveness has clear potential for negative side

effects, due to an increased tendency for the formation of

thrcmbi, small aggregates of platelets and other blood

components involved in the clotting process. These thrembi

contribute to the bufldup of atherosclerottc plaques, which

gradually narrow the arteries and reduce the oxygen supply to

vttal tissues. A heart attack can occur when there is complete

blockage of an artery to the heart muscle, or when the demand
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for blood oxygen is greater than that which can be supplied

through a narrowed coronary artery, These effects can be

cumulative,for the same thrombithat contributedto a gradual

narrowingof the arteriescan completethe sequence by forming

the finalocclusionleadingto tissuedeathin the heart.

Two epidemiologica]studies that were submitted to the

record ere of particularimportance. In a classic study of

Germaniron and steel workers(Ex.98, p. 219), Dr. Gerd Jansen

found that 62 percent of the workers chronicallyexposed to

noise levelsabove go dB had "peripheralcirculatorys3mptoms"

campered to 48 percent of those exposed to lower levels.

Physiologicaland psychologlcalexaminationswere performedto

determine the extent to which the difference could be caused by

non-occupational factors, Dr. Jansen concluded that noise

interferes with Involuntary bodily functions, and as such could

he a serioushealthrisk.

A NIOSH-sponsoredstudy (Ex. 29, pp. 441-452) performedby

the Raytheon Service Company lends further support to these

findings. The medical records of factory workers routinely

exposed to high noise levels (at or above gS dg) were compared

to those of a population exposed to lower noise levels (at or

below 80 dB). Statisticellysignificantdifferences in the

number of cardiovascularand circulatorydisorders as well as
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other healthproblemsand complaintswere found betweenthe two
/

groups. In a follow-up study the Raytheon Service Company i

compared medical records of workers exposed to high noise

levels (priorto the implomentationof a hearingconservation :i

program) with records of the sa_e workers after a hearing

conservationprogram had been put into effect.. The overall

results indicatedfewer accidents,diagnosedmedicaldisorders,

and absencesduringthe periodwhen workerswere involvedin a

hearing protection program. The RaYtheon report summarizes:

"In general, the results were interpretedas adding strong

support to the hypothesis that prolonged exposure to high

intensity noise increases the incidenceof various medical,

accident and attendance problems." (Ex. 26-11, pp. 5'-1 and

5-2).

In an experimentalstudy (Ex. 28A, pp. 42, 46-50) on the

effects of prolonged exposure to tonal pulses, Dr. Robert

Cantrell found statisticallysignificantincreasesin plasma

cortisal and blood cholesterollevels when c_pared with the

pre-expesurelevelsof his experimentalsubjects. Significant

increaseswere noted at noise levelsof 80 and 85 dB, and were

pronouncedat gO bB,
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However, there was skepticism during the hearings about the

Importance of extra-auditory effects, The Edtson Electrtc

Institute maintained that:

since there is no clear evidence on non-auditory
noise impact, an occupational notse standard
should not consider this area. We recommendthat

the . federal government undertake additionallong term research as provided for in the OSHAct
before pr_ulgettng standards for non,auditory
noise effects (Ex. 73, p. 2).

According to Dr. Bruce Earrhof DuPont:

I know of .no significant report of extra-auditory
physiological effects for persons with noise
exposure levels below 115 dBA. We have not
conducted a controlled scientific study on
non-auditory effects of noise at our plants

I because our experience with our hearing
i conservation progran has not indicated a need for

_i such e study (Ex. 114, p, 14).

In May of 1973 three Swedish researchers (Cerlestam,

Karlsson, and Levi in £x. 29, p. 485) pointed out that "the

evidence in favor of noise as a major pathogenettc

environmental agent is rather shaky,"

Between the 1975 hearings and the recent reopening of the

record (April 1980), considerable research activity has

occurred, end new and more persuasive evidence has been

submitted to the record.
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The EPA submittedan analysisby Dr. Welch (Ex.321-16E)of

over fortystudiesfrom Europeanand Sovietbloc nationsof the

effects of noise exposureon the cardiovascularsystem. Dr.

Welch found evidenceof noise-lnducedstructuralchanges in the

.heart, increased cardiac morbidity, cerebrovascular and

peripheralvascular disorders,and hypertension(Ex. 321-1EE,
b

pp. 2-21). Dr. Welch admits that many of these studies

sufferedfrom methodologicalproblems, although approximately

half of them presented data in a statisticallyverifiable

manner. Viewed as a whole, these studies represent a

consistentbody of data containingsignificantevidence that

noise levelsgreater than90 to 95 dg may increasethe risk of

cardiovascular disease in exposed workers. He concludes:

In a practicalsense,the avallableevidencenow
demandsthat prolongedexposureto high intensity
sound be viewed in a much brooder sense than
heretofore as a serious threat to general human
health. The evidencefor associatinglong-term
sound exposure with cardiovascular disease, in
particular,Is comparableto that for associating
it with lossof hearing(Ex.321-16E,p. 37).

In another reportsubmittedby EPA (Ex. 321-15D,pp. i-2),

Dr. Petersonalso discussesrecent developmentsin researchon

the extra-audltoryeffectsof noise. He finds that by far the

largestbody of evidencecentersabout the relationshipbetween

prolonged exposure to intense noise and cardiovascular

perfonnance. The most common occurrence is one of impaired
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regulationof blood pressure,whichmay be manifestedeitheras

hypotenslonor hypertension. Other signs an_ symptoms that

occur more frequently in noise-exposed workers are

abnormalitiesin cardiacpacing,reducedstrokevolume,various

EKG abnomalities, and narrowing of retinal arteries. Dr.

"" ;" Peterson"a]so,regorted..onhis own work (Ex.321-16D,pp. 6-i0),

- .,.elaboratorystudy o_ the effectsof protractednoise exposure

_:L_'_. on rhesusmonkeys. Monkeyswere chosen as an animalmodel so

:as to closely_ approximatehuman response. As a result of

.. life-like exposure scenarios(averaging85 dB) for g months.

the monkeys showed significantalterationsin blood pressure

: ",- thatwere sustainedevenaftercessationof the stimulus.

A third submission by EPA (Ex. 321-16F) is a study of

"- "_-"_--,:.,,6erman,.brewe_J_workers,b Dr. H. Ising et el.,who attemptedto

....L" _.!:qu_nttfJ_he r sk. to l- he cardiovascular system associated with

exposure_to notsa levels averaging 95 dg. Dr. Istng used each

_ :Indlvldu_1 ¢s_ hls own control by comparing various

cardiovascularindicatorswith and without the use of hearing

protectors. In so doing he overcame some of the methodological

problems discussed by Dr, Peterson (Ex. 321-18O, pp. 2-4) and

Or. Welch (Ex. 321-16E, pp. 35-37). Dr. Istng found that on

deys when"people worked without hearing protection, there was a

significant elevation in systolic blood pressure, changes in
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arterialwall elasticity,and increased levels of catecholamine

i hormones excreted in the urine. (The catecholamines are

characteristicallysecreted in response to stress, and have

been associatedwith increasedblood plateletadhesivenessand

with increasesin bloodpressure{Ex.138A,pp. 2-32 and 2-33)).

Despitethe quantity of evidence in the studies discussed

above,clear dose-responserelationshipsdo not yet exist for

the cardiovasculareffects of noise. However, if, as the

evidencesuggests,thereis s cause-effectrelationshipbetween
[

noise and hypertension, the health implicationswould be

widespreadand serious (£x.7g, p. 5; Ex. 2668, pp. 2,13,14-15;

£x. 138A,p. 2-31; Ex. 321-16E,p. 37; Ex. Eg, p. 485).

Dther extra-auditoryeffects are also discussed in the

record. The report of the inltial RaytheSn study,mentioned

above, describedother possible effects of noise (Ex. 29, pp.

449, 451). In addition to cardiovasculareffects, the

investigators found evidence of digestive, respiratory,

a11ergenic,and musculo-skeletaldisorders. Over a periodof 5

years the number of diagnoseddisordersin every category wa_

significantlyhigher for workers exposed to high noise levels

than it was for those exposedto lowernoise levels.
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In his report (Ex. 321-16E, p. 3Z), Dr. Welch discusses

neurological changes associated with long-term exposure to

occupat|onal noise. After reviewing the scientific literature,

he finds that the sense of balance can be altered, that

reaction ttme is Impaired, and that there ts decreased tactile

sensitivity tn the hands and feet. Dr, Cohen and Dr. Joseph

Antfcaglia (Ex, g6, pp. 277) suggest that nofse-tnduced

neurological changes mRy occur as e result of oversttmulatton

of the brain's reticular fomatton, leading to a state of

reflex hyperactivity and abnoma] EEG response. The authors

noticed that laboratory subjects emplafned about feeltngs of

disorientation after exposure to high levels of noise.(Ex, 96,

p. 278). Studies ctted by Or. Edtth Gulian (Ex, 97, pp. 38-39)

support thts observation wtth factory workers es well. It hes

also been suggested that h_gh levels of noise reduce the eye's

ablltty to focus clearly, end narrow the vlsuel field (Ex. 97,

p. 35; Ex. 96, p. 278). These effects can be significant frm

the standpoint of potential accidents and tnJurtes (Ex. 96, p.

279).
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Ill. BENEFITS

Introduction

Workerswill derivesubstantialbenefitsfrom the hearingconservatidn

amendment. The primary benefit of the amendment will be a sizable

reduction in the incidenceof occupationalhearing impairmentfor U.S.

workers. This reductionwill substantlallyimprovethe health and quallty

of life of these workers. In addition,there will be possibledeclinesin

the number of workplaceancl'dentsand in the incidenceof cardlovascular

disease following the implementationof the amendment. The hearing

conservationamendmentwill also create financialbenefits stemmingfrom

reductions in worker absenteeismand medical costs, which will partially

offsetthe costs of the amendment. Employerswill profitby the decllnein

workers' absences,whlleworkerswill benefitfrmm the reductioninmedical

costs. Consumersand taxpayersas a whole will gain from a reductionin

the societal subsidy to medical costs. These financialbenefitsfurnish

additionalsupportfor the amendment.

Occupationalhearinglossdamagesthe socialrelationshipsof impaired

workers by hinderingtheirabilityto communicatewith other workers,their

families, and their friends. OSHA's hearingconservationamendment,by

substantiallyreducing the incidence of occupationalhearing loss, will

improvethe qualityof llfefor these individualssince they will no longer

need to endure the difficultiesand hardshipsexperiencedby those who
/

associatewith Impalredworkers. These improvementsare also benefitsof

this amendment.

In addition, other indirect benefits will occur. For example,

audiometrlc testing will indicate that there are workers with
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non-occupatlonallycaused hearing difficulties, thereby enabling their

referral to otologtsts for treatment. {For an example, see Ex. 321-I, p.

2.) Honltoringwlll provideinformationon workplacenoiselevelsthat may

be used by workersand their union representativesin collectivebargaining

negotiations concerning work conditions. However, these informational

benefitsare not easilyquantified,and the followingdiscussionwill focus

on the benefits resulting from the increased use of personal hearing

protectorsas requiredby the amendment.

The hearlngconservationemendmentwill also le_ to a more equitable

distribution of the costs and benefits of industrial production.

Currently,one undesirablesldeeffectof industrialproductionis the loss

of hearing_lllty among a substantialnumberof workers. Althoughworkers

m

bear this cost of industrialproduction,the benefits of this production

are shared by firms, stockholders, and consumers, as well as by workers.

One tradltionalprinciple of distributionalequity is that those who

benefitfrom an activity should share In Its costs. In order to prevent

occupational hearing loss, implementationof the hearing conservation

amendment will Im_se compliance costs on firms. Depending on the

particular economic ctrcamstances of these firms, these costs may be passed

on to consumers or borne by stockholders. In both cases, most workers will

no longer bear the cost of occupational hearing loss, while those who share

the benefits of industrial production wtll share the costs of preventing

that loss.

t4oreover, the benefits of the reduced incidence of occupational

hearing loss will be experienced to a greater extent by poorer and lesser
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educatedworkerswho often have 11ttlechoice exceptto work in the

noisiestand leasthealthfulJobs. Evidencederivedfrom a U.S.Publlc

Health ServiceSurvey shows that for every age group,those of lower

educationalattainmenthavea higherriskof hearingimpairmentthanthose

with higherlevelsof education(Centerfor PolicyAlternatives,"Some

Considerations," Ex. 13BA, 3-2 to 3-3). Thus, the reduced incldef,ce of

occupational hearing impairment wtl1 more than proportionately benefit

thosewithfewermaterialresources.

In this section, the various benefits of the hearing conservation

amendmentare discussed. T_e primary bene?it o? the amendment--the

prevention of occupational hearing Impairment--is treated extensively by

including first, an examination of the major studies in the record, second,

a description of 0SHA's methodology for updating the estimates of the

benefits and third, a presentation of the results of 0SHA'scalculations.

Several other effects of the amendment,including improved workplace

safety, and possible reductions in cardiovascular illness, absenteeism,

medical costs, end vmrkers' compensationpayments, are also discussed.

Finally, although the current record lacks the information needed for e i

ftnal eveluaCton, two posstble benefits are analyzed: reduced annoyanceand

improvedproductivity.

MaterlalImpalrmento? Mearln9 Prevented

PreviousEstlmates

Four major studiespresentin the recordestimatethe numberof

hearingimpairmentsthat wouldbe preventedby an OSHAstandardregulating

occupationalnoiseexposure.Althougheachhascertaininadequacies,taken

togetherthey revealthat occupationalnoise> 85 dB impairsa substantial
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number of workers. Based on these studiesand OSHA's own calculatlonsand

analysis,presentedbelow, the Agency has concludedthat regulatoryaction

Is necessary.

no]t, Eeranek, and Newman, Inc. (BBN), a counsultingfirm under

contract to OSHA,prepared a report entitled "Impactof Noise Control at

the Workplace" (Ex. 7), which was dated January 1, Zg74. They estimated,

based on "informaldiscussionswith industry spokesmen",their extensive

experience conducting noise surveys, and 1973 employment data, that

8,524,000 workers (59.3 percent of the 14,382,000 production _rkers in 19

two-digltindustries)wereexposedto noise levels> 85 dB, while 3,755,000

workers (26.1percent)were exposedto levels> 90 dB (BEN, Ex. 7, p. C-E).

For demonstration purposes they assumed that 30 percent of production

_orkers were exposed to levels> 90 dB and an additional40 percentwere

exposed between BE and 90 dB. (Ex. 7, p. O-3)..Then using the risk date of

Baughn, they calculatedthat maximum compliancewlth e 90 dB Pemlssible

Exposure Limit (PEL), which they referred to as "the present standard,"

would reduce the number handicappedat retirementby 700,000 (25 dR fence

at BOO, 1000, and 2000 Hz); and that compliance with an 85 dB PEL weuld

reduce this number by an additional 770,000.

This study formed the basis for BBN'stestimonyat the 1975 hearings.

After those hearings,OSHA contractedwith BEN for e more extensivestudy

of workplacenoise and the impactof 85 and gO dB PEL'S. The resulting

study, enttt]ed "Economic Impact Analysis of Proposed Noise Control

Regulation"(Ex. 192},was releasedby OSHA in 1976. In it, BBN estimated

that 4,468,400 workers (34.5 percent of the 12,939,300 production workers

in the 19 industriesstudied)were exposedto noise leve_s > 85 dE, whi_e

2,393,200workers (19.3 percent) were exposedto leve]s> 90 dB (EBN, Ex.

192, p. 2"7).
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Using dose-response relationships for noise exposure and hearing

• impairment developed by Baughn and the tem of Burns _nd Robinson, BBN

estimated the number of hearing impairments that would occur under a number

of a_ternatlve regulations, definitions of material impairment, and

assumptfons concerning Job _obtltty. They estimated that after

implementation of e gO dB PEL, between 86,400 and 875,100 workers would

still be impaired (25 dB fence at 500, 1000, and 2000 Hz) while an 85 dB

PEL wou]d reduce thts to between 44,400 and 631,200. Therefore, the

addittone| impatments prevented by an 85 dB PEL would be between 42,000

and 243,900 (BBN, Ex. 192, p. 2-35). (The range of estimates was duo to

the use of two measures of the risk of tmpatment: the Burns and Robtnson

data for the lower bound and the Baughndate for the upper bound.)

In addition, BBNmade estimates of the benefits of requiring hearing

protector use in combination with the 90 and 85 dB PEL's. They did thts

ustng three different assumptions concernlng hearing protector use. First,

that ali workers requtred would wear hearing protectors and three-fourths

of them wou]d wear them correctly. Second, that three-fourths of the

workers requtred to do so would wear hearing protectors and three-fourths

of them _ould wear their hearing protectors correctly. Third, that

one-helf of the workers required to do so would wear hearing protectors and

one-half of them would wear them correctly. In all cases, correct use of

hearing protectors was assumedto yield a 30 dB attenuation.

Using these assumptions, BBN calculated that a 90 dB PEL for

engineering controls, with hearing protector use for those exposed above 85

dB, wouTd leave between 10,300 end 324,200 impairments after 20 years of

exposure if everyone who required hearing protectors wore them. The
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number of Impairments remaining in the workforce was larger under the

second and third assumptions, For these two assumptions, the estimates of

impairments rmaining tn the population were between 30,000 and 488,400

Impairments (second assumption}, and 32,900 and 534,900 impairments (third

assumption) (8RN, Ex. 192, p. 2-35)..Compared to the effects of a 90 dg

PEL, the use of hearing protectors by those exposed above 85 dB was

therefore estimated to prevent at least an additional 53,500 to 75,600

impairments (lower bound esttmate based on the Burns and Robfnson data) or

an additional 240,200 to 550,900 impairments (upper bound esttmate based on

the naughndata).

The estimates provided by BBNrequire updating for several reasons.

First, the production _rk force of 12,939,300 for the 19 industries

studied by BBN was based on emploJ_nentdata for 1975. Second, 8BN

calculated the benefits of noise contro2 assomlng a workforce composed

enttrel_f of 20-year-aids who would be exposed to norse for EOyears. Thts

inaccurately depicts the effects of noise on a reel work force that also

contains older workers and retirees who have been exposed for more than 2_]

years. Third, in most cases, the number of hearing impairments was

calculated for heartng thresholds greater than or equal to a 25 d6 average

of 500, 1000, end 2000 Hz. For reasons discussed in the Health Effects

section, OSHAbelieves that thts combination of frequencies ts not the most

appropriate measure of matertel hearing 1mpafrment and that a 25 dB

average of hearing threshold levels at the frequencies of 1000, 2000, and

3000 Hz ts preferable.

A third benefits estimate was performed by the Center for Poltcy

Alternatives (CPA) under contract to the Environmental Protection Agency

(ERA). Entitled "Some Consfderations tn Choosing an Occupational Noise
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ExposureRegulation,"it was presentedat the first hearings. Using the

risk date of Baughnthroughout their report, CPA estimatedthat present

noise exposures(basedon the estimatesin BBN's first reportand assuming

no Job mobllity)wouldlead to 1,649,000impairments(25 dB at 500, 1000,

and 2000 Hz) after 40 years of exposure. They calculatedthat if noise

exposuresfor all worker'Sabove 90 dB were brought do_'to 90 dB, the

numberof impalFmentscould be reducedto 1,106,000,while if all exposures

above 85 dB were broughtdown to 85 dB, the numberof impairmentscould be

reducedto 710,000 (CPA,Ex. 13BA, p. 2-26).Thus e 90 dB PEL could prevent

543,000hearingimpairmentswhile an 85 dR PEL could preventan additional

396,000impairmenta.

A fourthestlm_teof the impairmentspreventedby the proposednoise

regulation that was submitted to the record and subjected to examination at

the 1976 hearings was also performed by CPA under contract to EPA.

("Economic/Social Impacl: of Occupational Noise Exposure Regulations, m Ex.

232). Thlsreportcontinuedthe earlierresearchCPA had performedfor EPA

(Ex. 13BA). The noiseexposure profile used in the secondCPA report was

based on the same raw exPosure date that BBNhad collected for their second

report (Ex. 192), althoughthe data were modified by CPA. CPA estimated

that after the establishcentof equilibrium,compliancewith a go dB PEL

weuld prevent770,000workers from impairment(25 dB fence et 500, 1000,

and 2000 Hz) while an 85 dB PEL would prevent 1,350,000impairments(CPA,

Ex. 232, p. 5-7). Thus the additionalimpairmentspreventedby the 85 dB

PEL would total 580,000.

For various reasons the CPA estimates also require updating. First,

the estlmateswere based on 1974 emplo_n_entlevels rather than on the

latest availabledata. Second, althoughCPA used an age distributionof
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the exposed population, they excluded rettrees and did not distinguish

between men and women. OSHAhas determined that these calculations should

tnolude future retirees because they will also benefit from hearing

conservation programs. In addition the calculations must distinguish

between men and women because of the presbyousts differences between the

sexes. Thtrd, CPAused the frequencies "500, 1000, and 2000 Hz Instead of

the more appropriate 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. Fourth, the CPAstudy

discussed the benefits of engineering control strategies to reduce noise

levels to gO and 85 dB, but not the beneftts of hearing conservation

programs that require the issuance and use of hearfng protectors.

OSHA's Methodology

In order to tmprove upon the estimates of BEN andCPA, OSHAhas

dectded to revtse and update the calculation of the benefits of the hearing
.

conservation amendment. The principal _enefit of the hearing conservation

amendmentwill be to prevent occupational heaping impairments through the

Inter-related aspects of effective hearing conservation programs. For

ex_nple, monitoring provides information on the need for hearing protection

and the type of protectors required. The use of these hearing protectors

will reduce _orker exposures. Training sessions will instruct workers tn

properly fitting, maintaining, and using hearing protectors. Audtomstrtc

testing detects temporary and permanent shtfts tn heartng ability, thereby

detecting workers who are susceptible to hearing loss, identifying workers

who may be v_artng their hearing protectors tmproperIy, and motivating

those who would not otherwise wear them.

OSHA's estimates of the benefits of hearing conservation programs were

calculated by comparing the number of hearing impairments that would occur

if no hearing conservation programs exist with the number that will occur
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after they are established. The methodologyused to estimatethe benefits

is derivedfrom the studiessummarizedabove as well as from other evidence

contained in the record. Specifically,OSHA has determined that the

methodology of the CPA report is more appropriate than the simpler

methodologyfollowedby BBN. BBN'smethodologywas based on a hypothetical

work force composed of 20-year-olds,while CPA's methodology used the

actual age distribution of the noise-exposed population. OSHA's

calculations do, however, use the noise exposure distribution developed by !

BBN since it is the best available evidence on occupational noise

exposures.

The benefits of preventinghearing impairmentare describedhere by

presenting(i) the numberof persons who will be preventedfrom incurring

materlal impaiment of hearing after the full effects of hearing

conservation progroms are realized, (2) the number of persons prevented

from incurringmaterlel impairmentof hearing at years selected from the

interim time period before the full effects are realized, and (3) the

acc_ulated person-yearsof impairmentpreventedover that time period.

Peoplein the currentworkforcewit1.only gain a limitedbenefitfrom

the hearing conservation programs established by this hearing conservation

amendmentsince many of these workers have already suffered nolse-induced

hearing loss. The full benefitsof the amendmentwill be realizedonlyby

workerswho spend their ent!reworkinglives coveredby its provisions. It

will take a number of years for the current worker population to be

completelyreplaced by peoplewho havebeen coveredby hearingconservation

progr_s for a11 of their working lives. Over time, the n=nberof people

prevented from incurring a material impairment will rise until an
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equilibri_ is reachedafterthe entirepre-hearingconservationworkforce

has been replaced. With the continuedprovisionof hearingprotectorsand

hearing conservation programs, this equilibrium level of impairments

prevented should continue for the years following the establishmentof

equilibrium.

Although the benefits.ofpreventingoccupationalhearing impairment

are not fully realized until equilibriumis reached,benefitswill a_crue

duringthe periodprior to equilibrium. As the years advance,the number

of workersprevented,at any one time, from having a materialimpairmentof

hearingwill increase. In order to describethis progression,the number

of material impairmentspreventedduring the 10th, 20_h, 30th, and 40th

years followingImplementationwere calculatedand are referredto as the

interimbenefitsof the hearingconservatio_progr_s.

These first two descriptors,the number of impairmentspreventedat

equilibriumand the numberpreventedat 4 interimyears,provideon]yviews

of the benefits at particulartime points. These "snapshot"views fail to

capturethe differencesin the numberof impairment-freeyears,each person

has enjoyed. For example, the n_ber of impairmentspreventedat the 40th

interimyear will include some people who have been free from impairment

for 40 years, as well as somepeoplefree from impairmentfor as shortas I

year. In fact, as time passesafter Implementation,the averagenumberof

impairment-freeyears per impairmentpreventedincreases.

In order to describethispattern,OSHA has calculatedthe accumulated

nu_er of person-years of impairment prevented over the interim time

period. The numberof person-yearsof impairmentpreventedis derivedby

multiplyingthe numberof impairmentspreventedby the numberof yearseach

individualwas kept free from impairment. For example,2 peopleprevented
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from incurring a material impairment of hearing for 10 years apiece equals

20 person-years of impairment prevented. This would also be equal to 1

person for 20 years or 4 people for 5 years.

The accumulated person-years of impairment prevented were estimated

from the interim benefits using the procedures suggested and used by CPA

(Ex, 232, p. B-21), and described in Appendix A below. Estimates of the

accumulated number of person-years of impairment prevented were calculated

for 10, 20, 30, 40, and 70 years after the implementation of hearing

conservation progrms. Seventy years was chosen to approximate the length

of time required for equilibrium to be roached.' Since these calculations

were based on a population that included retirees, end since many retirees

live well into their 80's, it will take at least 70 years for people in the

existing workforce, who have spent someof tllefr working lives without the

benefits of hem'tn9 conservation progr_s, to be replaced by people who

have had those benefits.

Noise Exposure Distribution. These updated hearing impairment

calculations are hosed on the s_ne set of 19 industries and the same noise

exposure data used by BBN for their second study of the proposed

regulation. (CPA used the s_ne set of industries, but modified the exposure

data.) BBN, in their economic impact analysis, presented a noise

exposure distribution based on surveys of.68 different establishments in 19

two-digit standard industrial classification (SIC) Industries. The

industriesselectedby BBN wore the ones believedto containmost of the

noisy workplocesin the U.S. (BBN, EX. 191, p. 2-i). These industriesend

the numberof productionworkers in themduring1979 are listedin Table 3.

{Notethat the totalnumberof workers in these industriestoday is about 2

million greater than BBN's 1976 estimate.) The selectionof industries
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Table 3

Industries Studied

.

Product ion
SIC Workers**
Code* Industry Title* (thousands)

20 Food 1,176.2

21 Tobacco 52.5

22 Textiles 777.0

23 Apparel 1,122.2

24 L,.nber & Wood 646.3

25 Furniture & Fixtures 398.0

26 Paper 541.5

27 Prtnting & Publishing 702.2

28 Chemica;s 636.9

29 Petroleum & Coal 139.7

30 Rubber & Plastics 601;1 ....

31 Leather 207. ¢

32 Stone, Clay, & Glass 560.5 !

33 Primary Hetals 978.3

34 F_ricated Metals 1,305,9

35 Hachtnery, Except Electrlcal 1,516.2

36 E_ectrical Machinery 1,378.6

37 Transportation Equipment 1,404.2

49 Uttlities 659.3

Total 14,904.0

Source: U.5. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, FJnplo_mentand
Earnin�s, 27, (March 1980): 58.66, Table B-2.

*Executive Office of the President, Office of Hanagement and Budget, Standard
Industrial Classification Hanual, 1972.

*WAverage Numberof Production Workers in 1579.
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and establishmentswas based on BBN's extensiveexperiencewith industrial

noise and its control. Duringthe survey, BBN estimated the number of

workers exposed to various noise levels within 5 dB ranges. Because of

uncertainty in the classificationof workers by exposure level, BBN

adjusted the raw data by distributingone-fourthof the workers in each B

dB range to the next highest 5 dB range and one-fourthto the next lowest6

dB range. AlthoughCPA judgedthis adjustmentto be inappropriate(SeeEx.

232, p. B-4), OSHA has retainedit because BBN was more familiar with the

raw data and its peculiarities.

These exposureestimates,which were publishedin the 1976 BBN report

(BBN, EX. 192, pp. 2-4 and 2.7) and discussedat the hearings,have been

recalculatedto correct minor errors in the original profile. Thus, the

noise exposure profile used here differs slightly fr_n the profile

published by BBN as Table 2.1 of their report. These differencesare

smell--nomore than one-half of one percentagepoint for any 5 dB exposure

range. This recalculationhas also correctedthe inconsistencyof Tables

2.1 and 2.2 of tbe 1976 gBN report(BBN, Ex. 192,pp. 2-4 and 2-7}. Except

for the total percentage exposed above 85 dB, the exposure profile used

here is consistent with BBN's Table 2.2. The total percentage above 85 dB

differs by only one-tenth of one percentage point. (See also Table 11 in

the Cost of Compliance section below.) Table 4 presents the corrected

noise exposure distribution for the 19 industries.

OSHAhas chosen to use the BBN exposure estimates because they remain

the most comprehensive and detailed estimates of occupational noise

exposures in U.S. industry. Although these estimates were briefly

criticized at the hearings (See Hearing Transcript,Sept. 21, 1976, pp.

139-43; Sept. 22, 1976, pp. 237-42,360-I) as well as in the post-hearing
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Table 4

Notse Exposure DJstrlbutton

Exposure
Level
(db) Percent

less than 80 46.88

80-85 18.74

85-90 15.06

90-95 10.98

95-100 5.47

lOOe 2.87

Total 100.00

Source: Bolt, 8eranek, and Ne_non. Thts Is a corrected verston of T_1o 2.1
ff'onl "Economic Impact ofr Proposed Notse Contro] Regulation," Ex. 192, p, 2-4.
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comments (Ex.27g-8, pp. 37-8, 6g-72),no one cameforwardwith anotherset

of exposure estimatesthat includesboth the fullrange of industriesand

the detailed exposure levels of the BBN estimates. The Anerican Road

Builders Association (Ex. 186B) and the Motor Vehicle Manufacturing

Association (Ex. 242D) presented estimates llmited to the specific

industries in which their member companies operate. Evidence,based on

samples drawn from a wider range of industries,is included in surveysby

Hearing ConservationNoise Control (Ex. 240B) and NIOSH (Sx. 321o14B and

Ex. 321-14D). These surveys present the number of workers exposed above

either go or 85 dB but do not provide a detailed classificationof

employees by 5 dB exposure level ranges as do the BBN estimates. This

classlflcatlonis necessary for the matching of the exposure distribution

with the risk matrices to estimate the number of hearing impairmellts

preventedby hearingconservationprograms.

OSHA has concludedthat three simplifyingassumptionswere necessary

in order to use the BBN noise exposuredistributionto est.imatethe number

of hearing impairmentsprevented. First, that BBN's noise exposure

distribution adequately describes the occupational noise environment in the

19 industries studied, and that the 19 industries encompassal1 substantial

occupational noise exposure. Second, that the noise exposure distribution

end the size of the work force In the 19 industrieswill remain unchanged

for tl_e70-yearperiodused to calculatebenefits. If there are changes in

the noise distributionand the size of the work force which increasethe

number of persons exposed to harmful noise levels,this assumptionwill

lead to an understatementof the numberof hearingimpairmentsprevented.

On the other hand, if these changesdecreasethe numberof personsexposed,
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then there will be anoverstatement of the numberof impairmentsprevented.

Third, in industries with fluctuating noise levels, it was assumedthat a

5 dB exchangerate adequately represents time-weighted exposure levels°

The BBNdate are basedon a 5 dB exchangerate. The CPAreport arguedthat

these data should he adjusted to take into account a 3 d@exchangerate

(CPA, Ex. 232, p. B-5),

! The exchangerate or the "doubling rate" fs a way of either averaging
/

r
or comparingexposurelevels and durations. Under a 5 dB exchangerate,

for a 5 dB increase in the exposure level the exposureduration must be

halved to obtain an equivalent time-weighted exposure. Thus, 8 hours of

exposureto a level of gO dB is equal to 4 hours at 95 dB. Similarly, under

a 3 d8 rate, an tncrease of 3 dB necessitates helvtng the duration--e.g., '

8 hours at gO dB equals 4 hours ot g3 dB. Since OSHAis currently

retaining the 5 dB exchangerate used in 29 CFR 1910.95, and since the

procedureusedby CPAto adjust the BBNdata doesnot appearto be basedon

actual exposure data, the Agency did not adjust the noise exposure

distribution to account For a 3 dB exchangerate, This adjustment would

have Increased the effective exposure level of the work Force and would

have Increased the estimated number of hearing impairments. By not

performing this adjustment, OSHAmay be understating the numberof hearing

impairmentsprevented by the ftnal amendment.

Fences. The methodologyused to estimate the numberof people

suffering impairmentsof bearing continues the standardpractice of drawing

Fences to demarcate "normal" from "materially Impaired" and then

calculating the numberof persons with hearing abilities worse than the

level of that Fence. An important issue is the choice of appropriate

Fences, both in terms of the levels usedas well as the Frequenciesto he



examined or averaged. BENdtd most of their calculations using a 25 dB

average of heartng threshold levels at the frequencies of 500, 1000, and

ZOO0 Hz. Ho_ever, BBNalso examined the effects of choosing other levels,

15 and 35 dO, as well as an average of the frequencies of 1000, 2000, and

3000 Hz (BBN, Ex. 192, pp. E-27, 2-28). CPAcorrectly pointed out that the

effect of noise on a population of workers ts to cause a change from one

population distribution to another. They state:

Essentially the entire population of workers has worse
hearing because .of the influence of notse, Those
which, without noise, mtght have had excellent hearing
are shifted so that they have less than excellent
hearing. Those which without noise, would have had
only fair or poor hearing have their hearing handicaps
increased. (CPA, Ex. 232, p. 5-2)

Thus, the usual praettce of drawing a single fence does not adequately

describe the shift of the entire distribution of workers, Therefore, CPA

suggested that a series of fences he employed (CPA, Ex. 232, p. 5-3).

There were many other comments submitted to the record concerning the

choice of appropriate fences, both for the determination of the number of

workers suffering material impairment as well as for workers' compensation

purposes. (For a discussion of these comments, see the Health Effects

Section.) After a thorough review of these comments, OSHAhas concluded

that the number of hearing impairments prevented by the final amendment

should be measuredusing the fences of 15, 25, and 40 dB. These fences are

defined as the average of a person's hearing threshold levels for the

frequencies ZOO0, 2000, and 3000 Hz. As described in the discussion on

health affects, these frequencies were chosen as those most appropriate to

describe the ability of persons to understand human speech under everyday
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conditions. The levels were chosen to describe the numberof persons with

various degrees of hearing loss: mild hearing loss, material impairment,

and moderate to severe impairment,

Dose-Response Relattonshipo A person's hearing ability can be

estimatedby analyzingtwo components: the loss in hearingabilitydue to

noise and the loss in hearing ability due to the effects of aging

i (presbycusis). The following discussion will focus on these two
i

i components,presentingOSHA's argumentsconcerningthe best availableand
i

most appropriateevidencefor each,

! The change in hearing abilitydue to noise exposure is measured in
I

i terms of the permanentdecibelshift in hearingthresholdscausedby noise.

! This change, the amount of lost hearing ability, is more commonlycalled

the Noise°InducedPermanentThresholdShift or NIPT$. An examinationof

the bearing less studies cited in the Health Effects section reveals a fair

degree of consistency in their basic findings concernlng the amountof

NIPTS caused by various combinations of exposure levels and'durations, One

way to incorporate all of the information in these studies is to average

the results. Col. Daniel Johnsonhas recommendedsuch an approach (Ex. 17,

p. 2) and EPAhas applied it to the data of Baughn, Burns and Robinson, and

Passchier-Vermeerboth for establishingcriteriafor noise regulation(Ex.

26-3) and for identifying safe levels of noise exposure (Ex. 30, p. C-g).

Recently Col. Johnson published a variety of calculations based on

avereglngthe data of Burns and Robinson(referredto only as "Robinson"by

Johnson)and Pesschier-Vermeer.(Ex,310).
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OSHA has chosen to use the studies of Burns and Robinson and

Passchler-Vermeer because of the completeness of their data for describing

the NIPTS at frequencies from 500 to 6000 Hz for various population

percentiles, noise levels, and exposure durations. Baughn's date (Ex. 11)

were not available for individual frequencies, thus preventing the

averag!ng of hearing threshold levels at 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. The

NIOSH data (Ex. 26-2) were llmtted to exposures of 85, 90, and 95 dB, thus

preventing the estimation of hearing loss for exposures to 80 and 100 dB.

OBHAhas determined that the results of the Burns and Robinson and

Passchter-Vermeer studtes can be strengthened'by averaging the NIPTS values

from e_ch. Because Johnson's recent publication, Derivation of Presb_ousis

and Noise Induced Permanent Threshold Shift (Ex. 310), provides e

convenient presentation of this date, OSHAhas used it aS the basis for the

calculation of the n_er of occupational hearing tmpatments. Table A.7

of Appendix A presents the NIPTS values, derived from the Johnson

publication, whtch were used by OSHA.

The second component that detemines a person's heertng ability is

calculated by observing the effects of aging (presbycusis) on the hearing

ability of a "normal" population. For thls study, OS_ has used a

presbycuslsbase developed by Johnson from the data of the U.S. Public

Health Survey conducted In 1960-62. In this survey,6,672 persons aged

18-79, drawn from the civilian,non-instltutionalpopulationof the U.S.,

were given audlometrlcexaminations. Thus, the survey gives a detailed

picture of t_e actual )earing 'abilityof the U.S. population. Other

researchers, most not_hly Burns and _oblnson, have screened their

populationsquite severely in order to eliminateall individualswho have
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been exposed to gunflre,or had ear dlseaseoor other ear abnarma]Itles.

These screenlngtechniques were deslgned to create a popu]tlon that Is

otologtcally "normaT."

But the actual workforceis not otologically"normal." Some workers

have been exposed to gunflre,both ?tom sport shootlngand from service in

the armed?orces. Other workershave or have had ear diseaseor other ear

abnormalities. OSHAhas therefore dectded that the 'presbycusts base to use

tn calculating the number of hearing impairments in the work ?orce should

re?lect, as closely as possible, the real world heartng abfltty of the U.S.

population. The Publlc Health Survey represents the best available

description of this hewing abtltty. An examination of the aging curves in

Baughn (Ex. 12, p. 26) and Berger, Royster, and Thomas {Ex. 266A, ppm 42,

43, and 57) reveals that the data o? the Publlc Health Survey are

consfstent with other major presbwcusis bases.

The two components,the NIPTS and the presbycusfs,may then be added

togetherto ?ind the total hearlng loss for populationsof glven ages and .

sexes exposed to specified levels and durations (see Johnson's discussion,

Ex. 310, pp. 16). Johnson has irovided a convenient computer progrmn (Ex.

310, pp. 43-47) which was used to generate dose-response relationships. A

slmple llnear fnterpolatlonwas used to match the exposure distribution

wlth these dose-responserelatlonshlpsto createthe risk matrlces (Tables

A.g, A.IO, A.ll) used in the calculatlon o? the number o? hearlng

Impairments.
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Hearin 9 iProtecter Use andAttenuation. Underthe current noise

standard, hearing protector use is mandatoryfor workers exposedabovethe

PEL (90 dB TWA)where there are no feasible engineering or administrative

! controls. Under the amendmenthearing protectors must also be providedto

all workers exposedto noise levels between 85 and 90 dB, but of these

workersonly thosewhohaveexperiencede significantthresholdshiftare

requiredto wear hearingprotectors. It is impossibleto project

accurately the numberof workers exposedto noise between85 and90 dg who

would voluntarilychooseor be requiredto war hearingprotectors.

However,it is probablethat the annual audlumetrlctest, by showing

significantthresholdshifts,will identifythe employeesmost vulnerable

to occupationalhearingloss. Theseemployeeswillthenbe requlredto use

hearingprotectors,whichshouldpreventmost of them from Incurringa

materialimpairmentof hearing.Thus,thefollowingcalculationsarebased

on the assumptionthatfollowingtlleIn_}lementatlonof this_endment,all

workerswho are vulner_leto occupationalhearinglosswillwearhearing

protectors whenexposedto nolse_>85d8.

The CPAreport did not present any assumptionsconcerning hearing

protector use or attenuation. BBN assumed for correct usage, an

attenuation value of 30 dB (8BN, Ex. 192, p. 2-34). As the following

studiesindicate,thlsis an attenuationthat isgenerallyachievedonlyin

laboratorysettings.

In a NlOSH-sponsoredstudy{A FieldInvestlgationof NoiseReduction

Affordedby Insert-T_peHearln9 Protectors,Ex. 30B),a te_ of researchers

investigatedthe attenuationreceivedby workersusingvarioustypesof

hearingprotectorsin actual industrialsettings. The three earplugs
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tested had median attenuation values of 7.5, 10.0, and 12.8 dB (Ex. 308, p.

26). Padtlla's study revealed an overall mean attenuation of 12 dB at BOO

Hz for the earplugs he tested. He estimated that this was equal to

approximately 7 dB over the frequencies 125-8000 Hz. ("Ear Plug

Performance in Industrial Field Conditions," Ex. 301, p. 34). Regan found

mean attenuation values of 25.11 and 19.74 dB for two types of earplugs and

33.04 d8 for one type of earmuff (Real Ear Attenuation of Ear Protective

Devices Worn in Industry, Ex. 300A, pp. 67-71). In addition, Berger.

presents information from the Nations] Acoustic Laboratories (Australia)

for Four different earplugs. For these earplugs, the Noise Reduction

Rating with a correction of two standard deviations ranged from 0-14 d8,

while with e correction of one standard deviation the range was 9-19 dB

("Laboratory Estimates of the Real World Performance of Hearing

Protectors," Ex. 321-35E).

The results of these studies reveal, for the earplugs tested, e mean

attenuation of approximately 10-15 dB in industrial settings. It is

.reasonable to assumethat the training and audtometrtc testing provisions

of the hearing conservation mendment will improve Industrial hearing

conservation progr_s to at least maintain the upper bound of this average

attenuation range. Moreover, those exposed to very loud workplece noise

can use earmuffs or a combination of earmuffs and earplugs. These t_

options appear to have a higher attenuation rating than the earplugs tested

in the studies mentioned. Accordingly, for the purposes of these

calculations, OSHAhas concluded that a reasonable assumption is that

workers using personal hearing protection will receive an attenuation of 15

d8.
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/_btlit_. The OSHAcalculations were based on the assumption

that _orkers do not move between Jobs with harmful noise exposures and Jobs

without such exposures. Both BBNand CPAgenerally assumedsuch mobility

to calculate the number of material hearing Impairments. However, they

used different procedures and assumptions concerning the effect of mobtltty

on the number of materia] Impairments tn the population and the number that

would benefit from reduced occupational notse exposure. BBN's calculatfons

suggest that assuming"mobility reduces the number of additional workers

protected by controlling noise levels to 85 dB. (BBN, Ex. 192, Table 2.11,

p. 2-30). CPA, on the other hand, argued that an essumpticn of mobtllty

dr_llettcally increases both the estimated number of matertal Impairments in

the pre-regulation population and the numberof impairments that would be

prevented by regulatory action (Ex. 232, pc 5-8. See also discussion at the

hearings by CPA: Hearlng Transcript, Oct. 8, 1976, pp. 2286-92, 2343-g,

2354-8 end BBN's reply in their Post-Hewing Comments, Ex. 278, pp. 60-65). i
J

I
Occupational mobility has two separate, contradictory effects. First,

mobtltty from Jobs with hamful noise exposures to jobs without such

exposures means that each individual _orker will be exposed to harmful

levels of noise for a shorter length of time because he or she will not

have spent an entire llfettme exposed to harmful levels of occupational

notse. This shortened duretfon of exposure lowers a worker's chance of

suffering an occupational hearing impairment as well as the _nount of lost

hearing ability, end thus _ould tend to reduce the numberof impatments tn

the entire populationo The second effect of mobility, however, is to

tncrease the population exposed to harmful noise levels, even though for

shorter periods of time° This increase in the population at risk will tend

to tncrease the numberof occupational hearing impairments.
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CPAhas calculated that, on the average, _orkers hold three different

jobs during their lifetimes. If one assumes that during one of these Jobs'

they wfll be exposed to harmful occupational noise levels and that the

other two Jobs have no such notse exposure, then the total population at

risk w111 be increased threefold. (The noise exposure distribution

indicates that approximately one-third of the Jobs in the Ig industries

have noise exposures >85 dB; while two-thirds have exposures less than

this. See Table 4.) In order For there to be no difference in the

estimatednumber of hearingimpairmentswhen comparingthe assumptionsof

mohilit_ and no mobillty,this threefoldincrecsein the numberof workers

must be matched by a two-thlrdsdecreasefor each Worker in the percentage

risk of crossing a fence. If the decrease is less than two-thirds, then

n_obtltty will increase the number of impairments. [? it ts more than

two-thirds, then mobillty w111 decrease the number of impairments.

CPAcalculated, using the equal energy rule (the 3 dB exchange rate),

equivalent lt?ettme exposure levels For _orkers holdtng one Job _tth

Jlarmful noise exposures .and two Jobs without such exposures during a

worktng lifetime, Thts calculatfon reveals that the maximumreduction tn a

worker*s ltfetime exposure level wtth an assumption o? three Jobs per

worker ts about 5 dg for exposures >_gOdB, 4 dB For exposures o? g5-gO dB,

and 3 dg For exposures of 80-85 dB (CPA, Ex. 232, Table B-6, p. B-14). An

ex_lination o? the risk matrices (Tables A.9, A.IO, A.II) shows that these

reductions in lifetime exposure levels lead to a decrease of less than

two-thlrds in the percentagerisk. There?ore, the decrease In the

percentage risk ts more than matched by the fncrease fn the population at

rtsk due to mobility, Thus, even though an indlvidual's rtsk o? Impairment

declines From the shortened exposure duration, the increase tn the number
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of persons at risk leadsto an increasein the total numberof impairments

in the population.

Accordlngly,the Agency concurs with the Judgement of CPA that an

assumptionof mobility will increase the estimated number of material

impairmentsin the noise-exposedpopulationand thereforewill increasethe

estimatednumberof impairmentspreventedby the regulatlon. As CPA also

argued,this effectoccurswhenever_orkersmove between Jobs with and jobs

without harmfulnoise levelsend is intensifiedby increasingthe assumed

numberof Jobs per worker(CPA, Ex. 232, p. 5-8). This effect followsfrom

the shape of the dose-response curve for noise, which is such that the

first exposure to noise is more d_agtng than successive increments of

exposure(HearingTranscript,Oct. 8, 1976, p. 2357).

However, the current record does not contain sufficient information on

the current pattern of occupational mobility for the tndbstrtes under study

to enable OSHA to update the hearing impairment calculations using a

specific mobility rate. Therefore, OSHA has assumed that no mobility

occurs. Since such mobility does take place, this assumption wt]l lead to

an understatementof the estimatednumber of material impairmentsin the

population as well as to an understatementof the number of hearing

impairmentspreventedby the final hearingconservationamendment.

Results of OSHA',sCalculations

Occupatlonalhearing impairmentis a function of age, sex, exposure

level, and exposure duration. OSHA's methodology for calculatingthe

numberof materlalimpairmentsincorporatesthese functionalrelationships.
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The six bastc steps used to calculate the number of materta] lmpat_nents

prevented by the hearing conservation amendmentwere:

1. Develop an age distribution,

2. Oeve]op an age by exposure level distribution,

3. Adjust exposure levels for the use of hearing

protectors,
L
I 4. Develop s sex distribution and cor_btne with the age
i

by exposure level distribution,

5. Calculate the numberof hearing impairments from

all causes,

6. Determine the number of occupational hearing

tmpetrn)ents.

These six steps, as woll as the procedure used to estimate the tntertm

benefits of the regulation, ere described in detail in Appendix A. It

should be noted that OSHA's procedure uses an age distribution that

includes retired workers, as well as incorporating a distribution of the

work force by sex, thus improving upon two deficiencies of previous

studies.

The benefits of the hearing conservation amendment will accrue

primarily to future populations of workers, slowly reducing the number of

material impairments in these populations until an equilibrium is reached.

The results of these calculations show that 1,060,000 individuals currently

have crossed a 25 dB fence (1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz) due to occupational

noise. Hearing conservation programs are expected to reduce this number to

848,000 persons 10 years after implementation; 583,000 in 20 years; 354,000
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in 30 years; 261,000 in 40 years; and 162,000 at equilibrium (See Appendix

A, Table A.15). In each of these years, the number of hearing impairments

which would have existed in the absence of hearing conservation programs

remains constant at 1,060,000.* Consequently, the number of hearing

impairments prevented by hearing conservation programs can be calculated by

subtracting the "number that will exist in any of the years from the

1,060,000 impairments that _ould have existed. Hearing conservation

programs, therefore, are expected to reduce the number of hearing

impairments (25 dB fence) by at least 212,000 in the lOth year after

implementation; 477,000 in the 20th year; 696,000 in the 3Orb year; 799,000

for the 40th year; and 898,000 at equilibrium (See Table 5). The reduction

of 898,000 impairments at any one time after the establishmentof

equilibrium represents 84.7 percent of the occupational impairments that

• would have occurred without hearing conservation programs.

In addition, OSHA has calculated the number of individuals with

hearing impairmentsat any one time after the establishmentof equilibrium

for two other fences--15 dB and 40 dB at 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. These

calculations reveal that without hearing conservation programs, 1,624,000

people w111 be across a 15 dB fence, and 473,000 will be across the 40 dB

fence due to occupational noise exposure. Hearing conservation programs

for those exposed to levels_85 dB are expected to reduce this to 321,000

across the 15 dB fence, and 59,000 across tile 40 dB fence {Table A.13).

Thus after the establishment of equilibrium, these programs can be expected

*This is based on the assumption of a constant size for the work force
exposed to noise, as discussed above.
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Table 5

Hearing ImpairmentsPreventedby the Hearing ConservationAmendment

YearsAfter Implementation

10 20 30 40 Equilibrium
w,,

NumDerof
Impairments
Prevented

15 dB Fence ° 1,303,000

25 dB Fence 212,000 477,000 595,000 799,000 898,000

40 dB Fence - 412,000

I,

Accumulated
Person-years
of Impairment

I Prevented
I 25 dB Fence 1,000,000 4,505,000 10,370,000 17,848,000 43,300,000
[
]
i

Source: OSHA,Office of RegulatoryAnalysts.
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to reduce the nmber of persona across the fences by 1,303,000 for the 15

d8 fence, and 412,000 for the 40 dB Fence (See Table 5), reductions of 80.2

percent, and 87.1 percent, respectively.

Ftnally, the number of person-years of impairment prevented can be

calculated. (The procedure used follows that of CPA, Ex. 232, and is
i

described tn Appendix A below.) In the 70 years following implementation

of the amendment, the total accumulated person-years of prevented

Impairment ts 43.3 million. The pattern of this accumulation ts presented

in Table 5.

T_o conclusions follow from these date: First, without hearing

conservation programs, a large number of workers will suffer hearing

impairment and reduced hearing ablltty. Therefore, OSHAhas determined

that workers wtlo are exposed to occupational noise >85 dB (TWA) face a

significant risk of material tmpatrn_ant. Second, hearing conservation

programs for all _rkers exposed to >85 dB (T_A) wtll substantially reduce

that rtsk.

Full Compltonce Assumptions

In keeping wtth past practice concerning the preparation of economic

analyses of OSHAregulations, full compliance with the hearing conservation

amendment, Including 100 percent usage of hearing protectors, has been

assumed. For a variety of reasons, this may not occur. Many workers

cannot or will not wear heartng protectors. Workers with irregularly

shaped or tnfeeted ear canals cannot wear ear tnserts. Similarly, persons

needing to wear etther prescription or safety glasses often cannot wear ear

muffs because the fr_nes of the glasses will break the seal the muff makes
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around the ear. Hore often, hearing protectors will not be worn because

they are uncomfortable. Workers have complained about headaches,

claustrophobia, and general discomfort from the use of ear protectors. In

addition, the use of earplugs may lead to ear infections, especially in

dirty workplaces.

Fell compliance with this amendmentwill have substantial beneft.ts.

Partial compliance will also provide benefits, although not to the sane

extent. Moreover, the estimated attenuation of 15 dB after regulation may

also be an overestimate of' tire benefit achieved from the use of hearing

protectors. In order to provide this attenuation, hearing protectors must

be fitted carefully, worn properly, maintained conscientiously, and

repleced tn a ttmely fashion. As illustrated in Table 6, if all workers

who are required to do so wear hearing protectors, if they receive a 15 dB

attenuation, and if they wear their hearing protection every day that they

are exposed to noise, then the total pool of material hearing impairment

from occupational causes (at equilibrium) will be reduced by 898,000

persons. If only 10 dB of attenuation is achieved, the numberof matertal

impairments prevented falls to 759,000. However, if only 50 percent of

workers exposed above 85 dB receive 10 dB attenuation and the regaining BO

percent do not wear ear protection, then the reduction in the number of

impairments decltnes to 381,000. The effectiveness of hearing conservation

programs Is therefore very dependent on the attenuation that hearing

protectorsprovtde and their daily use by all workers.
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Table 6

Sensitivity Analysis for Assumptionson HeartngProtector UseandAttenuation

Numberof
Occupational
Impalments

Assumption Prevented*

I00I of workersrequlred*_ear hearing
protectors and recetve 15 dB attenuation 898,000

IOOXof workers requtred*_e_" heartng
protectors and receive 10 dB attenuation 759,000

50_of workers required*ewear hearing
protectors andreceive 10 dB sttenuetton 381,000

Nohearln9 protector use 0

Source: OSHAoOfftce of Regulatory Analysis.

*Hearing threshold levels > 25 dB averageof 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz.
Dataare for equtltbrfum.-

**All workers exposedto levels > 90 dB after feasible engineering and
_lmtnis_ra_tve controls havebeen Implementedand all workersexposed>S5 dB
whohave showna pemanentsignificant threshold shfft;
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These calculations of the number of impairments prevented are also

.based on the assumption that workers exposed above 85 dB do not currently

use hearing protectors. However, the current OSHAstandard for noise does

require the use of hearing protectors by workers exposed to levels above

the PEL of' 90 dB (TWA) and the establtsl_llent by each employer .oF a

"continuing, effective hearing conservation program" For these employees

(29 CFR 1910.gB(b)(3)), Moreover, there ts evidence tn the record to

suggest that sameemployees currently do wear hearing protection and tMat

some companies have established hearing conservation programs (The BBN

exposure estimates were based solely on the use or non-use of engineering

i controls. The use of personal hearing protectors was not Factored tnto

I thetr estimates.)

t But the effectiveness of these programs and the length of time thW

hove been In operation is, less clear. Submissions by Newport News

Shipbuilding (Ex. 131), Oupont (Ex. 273A), and Burlington Industries (Ex.

175) describe hearing conservation programs for three large companies that;

appear to be effective. But .one cannot reasonably conclude that al1

companies with workers exposed to levels greater than 90 d8 are maintaining

such programs. A NIOSH study revealed Chat only 29 percent of the

manufacturing respondents had such programs, while another 20.1 percent

were plannfng such programs. Most of those without programs or,plans

claimed no noise problems (EXo 321-14B, p. B-3), This study also included

the testtng of equipment used by 65 companies with hearing conservation

progr_ns. These tests revealed that 80 percent oF these companies were not

tn compliance with at least one of the then existing ANSI specifications

for audiometers and audiometrfc test booths (Ex. 321-146, p, 55).

Basedon data from NIOSH's National O¢cupattona_ Hazard Survey (Exo

321-14D), It is reasonable to coflclude that up to 20 percent of those
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exposed to greater then 90 d8 currently wear hearing protectors, The lack

of adequate audtometrtc testing, monitoring, end training activities,

however, make it is less likely that a 15 dB attenuation would be achieved.

A more reasonable estimate of the current attenuation would be 10 dB, which

is the lower bound 'of the average attenuation range, revealed in several

studtes on the real world attenuation of hearing protectors..(See

discussion above.) OSHA has calculated, using the procedures and

assumptions detatled in this section and tn Appendix A, that the effect, of

+ thts current hearing protector use would ultimately be a reduction of

120,000 material tmpalments (25 dB fence) from the 1,060,000 that would

continue to exist at any one time in the absenceof hearing protector use.

OSHAanticipates that fully effective hearing conservation programs

for all workers exposed to levels greater than 85 dB _ould prevent 898,000

tmpatnllents after the entire populetlon has worked with hearing

conservetion programs tn effect. Thus, the incremental or abdttional

benefits due to the hearing conservation amendmentwill be the difference

between these benefits and the 120,000 impairments expected to be prevented

by existing programs. The final hearing conservation amendment,therefore,

is estimated to prevent 778,000 material impairments over and above the

number expected to be prevented by current hearing conservation programs°

(These 778,000 impairments prevented consist both of workers exposed to

levels _ 90 dB who are not currently receiving hearing protection as well

as those exposed between 85 and gO dB who wil] benefit from hearing

conservationprogramsfor the first time.)
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This discussion on the benefits of preventing hearing impairment has

shown that there are substantial heneffts to be gained from reducing

workplace noise exposure by 15 dB for those exposed above 85 dB. It was

assumed tn thts discussion that the reduction of noise exposures would be

achieved through the use of personal hearing protectors. However, that

reduction could else be acht_ved by engfneerfng controls, including the

,, redesign of machinery and the contructton of baffles to impede the

i transmission of sound energy. Engineering controls provide more consistent
; and dependable protection to worker he_'tng than personal hearing

protectors and are still preferred by OSHA.

Zmproved Workplace Safety

A second benefit of the hearing conservation e_endment Is improved

workplane safety. The presence of untreated workplace noise can increase i

the number of accidents because (1) noise can mask warning signals or

shouts, and (2) noise exposure might lead to inattentiveness and fatigue,

both of which may precipitate ancldents. Edith Gultan's summaryof studies

In the European literaturerevealedno clear consensuson the relationship

between noise end accidents. One study found no relationship,while two

others concludedthat noisemy have contributedto accidents(Gullan,Ex.

gT, p. 60). Two other studies In the record, by ex_nlnlngthe Job safety
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records of workers before and after the institution of hearing conservation

programs, showed a statistically significant reduction in the number of

accidents and injuries occurring after the initiation of hearing

conservation programs.

$chmtdt, Royster, and Pearson (Ex. 321-22F) studtecl a cotton yarn

plant _here a hearing conservation program requiring the use of heartn9

protectors was instituted in 1972. Using a statistical technique by which

each _rker serves as his or her own control, the researchers compared the

mean number of injuries in the 4-ye_" period prior to the beartng

conservation program tO the 4-year pertod following institution of the

hearing conservation program for two groups of employees exposed to notse

levels of 92-96 dB. The results showed a statistically significant

reduction in reported injuries.* For one group, the reduction tn the meA'l

fn_uw rate wos from 0.4 to 0.2 tn_urtes per year, or by about 50 percent;

fop the other group, the reduction was from 0.5 to 0.3 tnJurtes per year,

or by abcul_40 percent (Schmtdt, et el.; Ex. 321-22F, p. 22).

A second study was performed by the Raytheon Service Companyunder

contract to HIOSH (Ex. 26-11)o The researchers _tudted the records of a

boiler fabrication plant for the 2-year period before the initiation of a

bearing conservation program and the 2-year period after program

initiation. The results of this study showed a statistically significant**

*Statistical significance refers to the probability or confidence, based on
laws of probabtllty end statistics, that the decltne in the number of
accidents was not due solely to chance. In this case, the confidence level
was 99.9 percent.

**99 percent confidence level.
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reduction Jn the number of accidents amongworkers exposed to no_se levels

>95 dB after the Initiation of the hearing conservation progr_. The

medtan frequency of accidents was reduced fr_ 3,8 to 2.3 accidents per

worker per year, or by 39.5 percent (Raytheon, Ex. 26-11, pp. 3-5 to 3-6).

[nfor_natfon From the Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that annual]y

there .ere about 2,474,000 reported occupational lnJurtes tn the 19

Industries tn this noise study, of which about 1,052,900 ere lost workday

cases (Bureau of Labor Statistics, Occupational In_urtes and Illnesses tn

197B: Sumnlar_, March 1880, Report 586, Table 3, pp. 12-13). If these

accidents are distributed evenly omong a11 workers tn these industries

without regard to noise exposure, then approximately 851,000 total cases

end 362,000 lost workdw cases could occur each year far those exposed

above 88 d8 (T_) [2,474,000 Injuries X 34.4 percent (workers exposed_.>88

dB) , 851,056; 1,052,900 lost workday cases x 34.4 percent • 362,198].

Similarly, there are 477,000 total cases and 203,000 lost workday oases

_ong those exposed above 90 dB (TWA) _2,474,000 injuries x 18.3 percent -

477,482; 1,052,900 lost workday cases x 19.3 percent , 203,210_. The

Schmtdt, Royster, and Peasen study, and the Raytheon Study together reveal

that the tnttiat_on of hearing conservation programs may reduce this yearly

toll oF accidents.

The reductfon fn the number of accidents, bestdes _mprovlng the

qualtty of worker lives, may also provtde financial benefits to employers

by reducing the costs of accidents. These costs include administrative and

legal fees, safety administration, damage to equipment, loss of

productfvlty, supplements to _orkers' compensation pe:fments, end lost
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incomedue to inefficiencyof replacementpersonnel. RobertSharkey,

SafetyAdmlnlstratnrfor Alcoa,estimatesthat thesecoststotal $14,000

per lost-workdaycase. (SeePeterJ. Sheridan,"WhatAre AccidentsReally

CostingYou?"OccupationalHazards,March1979,pp.41-43.)

Extra-Audltar_HealthBenefits

As describedin the HealthEffectssection,thereis a wealthof

evidence suggesting a link between notse exposure and ill effects,

includingcardiovascular,respiratory,allergenic,musculo-skelmtal,and

glandulardisorders.However,becauseprecisedose-responserelationships

hove not yet been developedOSHAhas not attempted to quantify these

benefits. One ex_nple does reveal the magnitudeof the occurrence of

cardiacdlseosein the U.$. today. The currentrate for deathsdue to

heartdlso_e for thosebetween45 and 64 yearsold is 53(.7per 100,000

(Bureauof the Census,StatisticalAbstractof the UnitedStates,1979,p.

77, T_hleI11.)Ifthisroteappliesto the4,984,000workersaged45-64in

the 19 industries,than approximately27,000will dle of heart disease

annually. By reducingnoiseexposure,the hearingconservationamendment

may helpto preventsomaof theseprematuredeaths.

Reduced Absenteeism

The reduction in noise exposuresdue to hearing protector use should

reduce the numberof noise-induced illnesses andcould also lead to better

workerattitudestowardstheirJobs,thusimprovingbothattendancerecords

andJob performance.In bothcases,employers,firms,and consumerswould

benefit from increased output and reduced costs. The Raytheon study

(Raytheon, Ex. 26-11) found that the medtan numberof absencesfor the
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group exposed to >95 dB fell by 12.4 days per year after initiation of a

heartng conservation "program. This was a reduction of about 63 percent

from the preconservatton program level of absences (Raytheon, Ex. 26-11,

p. 3-177).

Several studies of the economic impact of the proposed regulation

placed a monetary value on the expected reduction in absenteeism. CPA, in

their first study_ assumeda reduction in absenteeism of l day per .year per

worker exposed over 85 dB. This was calculated to provide an estimated

benefit of $2 billion per _ear (CPA, "Some Considerations," Ex. 138A, p.

2-55). In their secondstudy, CPAused a more complex mothodologY based on

information from the Raytheon report concerning the reduction in the

average number of days absent. CPAcalculated tile value of _ost production

based on Tower and upper bounds--I.e., average production worker wages and

value added per production worker. Based on 1975 dollars, CPA estimated

that the value of improved worker attendance for an 85 dB PEL would be

between $341.04 million and $1.2484 btllion per year (CPA, "Economic/Social

Impact," Ex. 232, p. _-28)o A third estimate of the value of absenteeism

savings was performed by the Council on Wage and Price Stabiltt.y (CO_tP$).

Although not based' on any mptrtcal studies, COWPSassumedthat an 85 d13

PEL would reduce absenteeism by 1 day for those prevtousl.y exposed to 85-90

dR and b.y 2 days for those exposed above 90 dB. COWPScalculated the

savings by multip_.vtng the number'of' person-days saved by the average daily

wages of' manufacturing workers, tnc]udtng an estimate of the costs for

turnover and new worker training. Ftna]ly, COWPSconcluded the_

controlling noise exposures to 85 dB would produce a benefit of $271.7

million per year (COWP$,Ex. 20B, p. 19).
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After a review of these estimates, OSHAhas concluded that the best

estimates ere provided by the methodology used by CPA in their September

1976 report, which was based on information from the Raytheon study. OSHA

has chosen to reestimabe the absenteeism benefits by updating the CPA

calculations for the increase in the size in the labor force and changes in

wage rates since 1976. For this update, OSHAhas used only the wage rate

to estimate the value of production lost from absenteeism. These

calculatfons, which assume that hearing conservation progr_ns wtll reduce

exposures to below 85 dB for those exposed at 90 dB and above, Follow the

CPA methodology° Ftrst the tote1 number of worker-d_ys of absenteeism

prevented were calculeted by using the number of workers exposed to noise

>90 dB and the number of days of absenteeism saved according to the CPA

presentation of the Raytheon data (See CPA, Ex. 232, p. 5-25). The

equation used was: 1.243 mtlllcn workers exposed >95 dB X 3.9 days saved

per worker ÷ 1.636 million workers exposed to 90-95 dB X 1.55 days saved

per worker • 7°384 million worker-d_LYSsaved. The value of the production

gain frorG reduced _hsenteeism was then estimated using the 1979 average

wege rate in the 19 industries (See Emp1o_11entend Earnings, 27, 3, March

1980, Table C-2.)o Thus, 7.384 milllon worker-days saved X 8 hours per day

X $6.76 per hour - $399°3 million. This gain of about $400 million per

year from reduced _bsenteeiam will benefft employers by partially

offsetting the costs of herring conservation programs and feasible

engineering and administrative controls.
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ReducedMedical Costs

Workers, and also society, indirectlythrough third party medical

'payments, will benefit financially through reduced medical costs. Although

in most cases noise-induced hearing loss is untreatable and irreversible,

there still is e drain on medical resources--principally professional

time--used to reach those diagnoses. In addition, there is the purchase

of prescribed hearing aids in the minority of cases for which hearing aids

can help, as well as the hearing aids purchased by workers vainly hoping

for a cure. In .all three cases, social resources are consumed. The

prevention of occupational hearing impairments will free those resources

for other uses.

Ideally, the magnitude of this loss could he quantified. However, the

current noise record does not tnclude either estimates of this loss or

information from which estimates could be calculated. Becauseof this lack

of infomotion, OSHAhas not attempted to quantify these savings, a]though

preventing 898,000 hearing impairments should lead to a substantial

reduction in _edlcal costs.

ReducedWorkers' Compensation Pa_ents

Two estimates of the anticipated reduction in workers' compensation

payments for occupational hearing loss are contained in the record. BBN

estimated that the additional workers' compensation liability saved by

reducing noise exposures to 85 dB would be $16.097 million (BBN, £x. 192,

p. 2-38). This is the additional savings, comparing a gO dB with an 85 d8

PBL, not the total reduction expected frc_n the implementation of hearing

conservation progr_s. CPA made an estimate of the total potential
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workers' compensation payments that a noise regulation might save. They

calculated that the present value of the stream of potential savings for an

85 dB PEL over the next 40 years would be $530 mtllton (CPA, Ex. 232_ p.

5-34).

But any of these estimates ts speculative since heartng fmpat_ent ts

often not compensated. Over 70 percent of manufacturing workers tn the

U.S. ltve In states that pay few or no hearing tmpatment clatms (EPA,

OccuRattonal. Hea_tn9 Loss: Workers' Compensation under State and Federal

Programs, Ex, 321-16C, p. vttt). EPA estimates that tn 1977, 6,095 clatms

totolltn9 approximately $13 million were patd for occupational hearing

loss, Thts ftgure could ohan9e considerably fn the futuv:e because the

number of clatms filed has been increasing dramatfcally (EPA, Ex. 321-L6C,

pp. 14-15).

It has been potnted out that an estimate of reduced workers'

compensation payments cannot be dtrectly added to the other benefits

desoribe,d in thts sectton. As COHPStestified:

IAlthough e reduction In workmen s compensation payments :
ts a beneftt to employers _ho no longer have to pay i
workmen's compensation premiums, It represents an
almost equal and offsetting cost to workers wl|o no
longer receive such pa)_nents. (COHPS, Ex. 208, pp. i
7-8)

In other words, workers' compensation payments are transfer payments from

employers to impaired workers. The true soctal cost fs the Incidence of

occupatfonal hearing tmpat_nent and the vartous other tll effects of noise;

the true soctal benefit is the reduction in the number of hesrtn9

impairments and tll effects.
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Annoy_ce

Several of the studies tn the record quantified the benefit of reduced

annoyancefrom noise exposures. (See CPA, "Some ConsideratJonst" Ex. 138A,

pp. 2-55 to 2-59; Smtth, The OccupationalSafet_ and Health Ac_, Ex. 261A,

pp. 46-52; COHPS,Ex. 208, pp. 17-18.) Although these calculations provide

Interesting Information, they primarlly app1_ to the beneftts of using

engineering controls to reduce noise exposures. The use of heortng

protectors to echteve notse reductions will not create the full value, of

these benefttst becouse hearing protectors also create dtsuttllttes,

especially worker discomfort, for those who must wear them. Thus, the

benefits of less onnoyonce due to lowered notse levels are likely to be

considerably reduced by thts dtsutfltty although there, are no data fn the

record enabltng OSHAto m_e e more prectse deteminatton.

Worker Producttvtt_

The hearing conservetton amendmentmw also improve the productivity

of workers exposed to high. levels of notse. There ere two posstble

mechanismsFor thts: (1) through improvements tn conscious worker attitudes

towards thetr Jobs, and (2) through subconscious reductions In

psychological and physiological stress. The heartng conservation amendment

wtli improve the queltty of worker lives by preventing occupations] heertng

loss and by reducing the incidence of other noise-induced illnesses. These

improvements tn the quallty of ;tfe may tmprove worker attitudes towards

thetr Jobs, thus leadtng to increases tn the quantity and the quaTtty of

goods and servtces they produce. The reduction of noise exposures through

the issuance and use of hem'tng pretectors may also improve worker

performance even tf it does not improve conscious worker morale. In
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particular,workers may still hold the same attitudestowards their jobs,

but m_LYbe more productive because of a reduction in the subconscious

psychological and physiological stress experienced by workers exposed to

workplacenoise.

In both cases, employers, workers, and consumers would benefit

financially. The increased production and improved product quality would

benefit employers by offsetting, at least partially, the cost of the

_endmont. To the extent that the increases in output and improvements in

quality increase the productivity of labor inputs; workers could be able to

gain improvements In wages and fringe benefits. Finally, consumers would

benefit from the increase in the quantity and quality of output. This

increase would enable them to purchase an increased quantity at existing

prices om continue to purchcse the existing quantity but at reduced prices.

Thus, one can reasonably believe that reductions in noise exposure

with the use of hearing protectors could, through improved worker morale

and reduced subconscious stress, improve worker productivity and lead to

financiol benefits for _ployers, workers, and consumers. However, the

empirical literature s_am_ized in submissions to the noise record does not

provide enough data to confirm or reject this.

In their criteria documenton occupational exposure to noise, NIOSH

reviewed some of the literature on the effect of noise on Job performance

(NIOSH, Criteria for a RecommendedStandard, Ex. 1). NIOSH discovered that

the effect of noise appears to be quite variable depending on the type of

noise, the nature of the Job, and the attitudes of the person affected. It

also _opeared that impulsive noise (recurring bursts of noise of high

intensity) and intermittent noise (on and off exposures} create greater
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performance losses than continuous noise. The nature OF the Job is also

important--Jobswhich require "unremitting attention" or "which place

extreme mental d_ends on the employee" appear to be the most vulnerable to

decrements in employee performance under noise exposures. For stmple,

repetitive tasks, performance may be enhanced by the presence of low to

moderate levels of noise. Finally, it appears that certain attitudes and

personality factors influence the effect noise has on task performance.

Tense, anxious individuals, as well as those already dissatisfied with

their jobs may be less able to perform productively under noisy conditions

that other persons (NIOSH, Criteria for a RecommendedStandard, Ex. 1, pp.

IV-13 to IVo16).

ErA and Edith eulian drew similar conclusions from their reviews of the

literature. ErA concluded that continuous noise levels above go dB can

! impair Job performance for "noise sensitive tasks," such as vigilance,

I information gathering, and analytical tasks. Noise levels of less than

gO dE can be disruptive, especially if the noise is composed of high

Frequencies, or if it is "intermittent, unexpected, or uncontrollable."

The amountof this disruption is a ?unctfon of the nature of the task, and

the psychological and physiological state of the individual. The studies

surveyod showedthat noise does not usually affect the total quantity which

a person produces, but may increase the variability of the work rate and

reduce the accuracy of the work (ERA, Public Health and _elfare. Criteria

For Noise, Ex. 31, pp. B-1 to 8-7). Gulian's survey of the European

literature Found several studies which indicated increased production with

reduced noise exposures, but concluded that the literaturewas inconclusive

on the effects when noise levels were lower than 100 dE, although under
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certaincondil_ionslower levelshave shown adverseaffects on productivity

(e-ulian,Ex. g7, pp. ig-20).

'Many of these studies involved testingthe ability of persons to

perform certain experimental tasks under laboratoryconditions and not

actual jobs under industrialworking conditions. Moreover, the studies

mentionedaboveinvestigatedprimarilythe effectsof noise on performance.

They did not examinewhat effectthe issuanceand use of hearing protectors

might have on Job performance.

One study that did examinethe effectof hearingprotectors indicates

that the issuanceand use of hearing protectorsmay have an adverseeffect

on productivity. This study, by L.R. Hartley (cited by CPA, "Some

Considerations," Ex. 138A, pp. 2-45 to 2-46), examined the ability of test

subjects to perform a laboratory task under four conditions: qutet, quiet

while wearing hearing protectors,noisy, an(lnoisy while wearing hearing

protectors. Under quiet conditions, subjects were exposed to broad-band

noise at a C-weighted sound level of 70 dB; for noisy conditions exposures

were at a C-weighted sound level of g5 dB. The researcher used two

measures of subject performance--the number of gaps (pouses of 1 1/2

seconds) and errors. The results revealed that without hearing protectors,

exposure to noisy conditions increased both the number of gaps and the

number of errors compared to the quiet conditions. Hhen the subjects were

exposed to conditions of quiet, the use of hearing protectors increased the

number of gaps and errors. Finally, under noisy conditions, the use of
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hearing protectors decreased the numDer of gaps, but increased the number

of errors. CPAconcluded their discussion of thts study by suggesting that

these results:

.,.tend to give added support to the preference of
OSHA, NTOSH, and ErA for engineering solutions to
noise, rather than personal ear protection. The
widely-observed resistance of_rkers to the discomfort
and annoyance of et least someear protectors increases
the probability that thetr Imposition may sometimes

i have negative effects on the qualtty, ff not the
r quantity of industrially-produced goods (CPA, "Some

Considerations," p. 2-46).

r

A final detemtnetton of the effect of notse and hearing protector use on

productivity _atts the completion of Further research. Therefore, 0SHA

has not based its Justification of the hearing conservation _endment on

posstble gains in worker productivity.

Conclusion

In this section, the benefits of the hearing conservation' amendment

were delineated and discussed. The prtmary benefit will, of course, be a

substantial reduction in the incidence of occupational hearing impairment

tn the population exposed to _orkplace noise. The additional benefits to

be gatned include improved workplace safety, reduced absenteeism, reduced

medical costs, and a possible reduction in cardiovascular and certain other

illness. The range of health, safety, and financial benefits, and the

magnitude of their favorable impact on the quaHty of life for U.S workers

serve to Justify this _endment.
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IV. COSTSOF COMPLIANCE

Introduction

Many industry groups strongly recommendedto OSHA that hearing

conservation programs are e cost-effective and affordable means of reducing

noise induced hearing impairment amongworkers. Bolt Beranek and Newman,

(BAN), in their' 1976 report for OSHA, ("Economic Impaat Analysis of

Proposed Noise Control Regulation," Ex. lg2) estimated that the hearing

conservation provisions of the proposed standard would cost the

manufacturing and utilities sectors of the U.$. economy a total of $289°3

million par :/ear in 1975 prices. This mounted to an annual cost of $65

per _}rker included in the progrm° The monitoring, recordkeeping, and

associated tasks ware estimated at $155.2 million annually, (p. 3-9) and

ware based on the assumption that a typical plant had 50 production workers

and could be surveyed by a noise engineer for $600. The annual cost for

audiometric testing was calculated at $20 per production worker for $89.1

million, end hearing protectors were estimated at $10 per WOrker for e

total of $45 million per year (Ex. lg2, p. 3-33). None of these cost

estimates were adjusted to reflect the existence of hearing conservation

progr_ns already.established by industry.

The BBN estimates of these provisions were not widely criticized.

However, certain differences between the proposed standard and the final

rule, as well as the availabilityof more timelycost data, have convinced

OSNAto update these estimates of the expected compliance costs. The

current estimation prooedurest which are based on a thorough review and

analysisof the entirerecord, are presentedbelow for each major provision

of the final regulation(AppendixB providesthe detailedcalculationsfor

a sz_npleSIC industry). Overallthese new calculationsshowthat the total
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annual cost of the regulation will average about $53 for each of the 5.1

million workers estimated to be covered by the hearing conservation

amendment. Thus, the total cost of complying wtth al1 of the provisions of

the amendmentare estimated at about $270 milllon a .year. After accounting

for some of the compliance activities already taking plate, OSHAestimates

that the new compliance costs will not exceed about $254.3 million a .year

and most ltkely wtl1 fal] well below this amount (see Table 7).

Table 7

Estimated New Annual Compliance Costs of the Hearing Conservation Amendment

Monitoring $ 73,731,000

Audtomotrtc Testing 87,199,000

HeaPing Protectors 45,534,000

Training _0,029,000

Warning Signs 1,795,000

Recordkeeptng 6_033_0Q0

Total $254,321,000

Source: OSHA, Offtce of Regu]atory Anal.ysts.

Honitortn 9

The proposed standard directed employers to monitor worker exposure to

noise on an annual basis. The ftnel _endment will be less costly because

tn most cases, it requires men,toPing to be performed only every other

year, Although the final heertng conservation amendmontrequires that a

new representative exposure be obtained whenever there is a change in noise

]evels that would render the employee's hearing protection inadequate, in
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practice, the general availabilityof hearing protectorsrated to reduce

high noise levels should make these occurrences infrequent.

A numberof consultantshave submitteddocumentsto the record listing

their fees for noise measurementservices. For example, Exhibit 319 B-8

lists $440 plus expensesas t_e daily charge for a noiseengineerand $360

plus expenses as the daily fee for a technician. Exhibit 319 B-11

indicatesfees from $250 to $350 for an engineer and from $180 to $240 for

a technician,while Exhibit319 B-16 reported between $229 and $465 plus

expenses for an engineer and between $175 and $2BB plus expenses for a

noise technician.The averageof these daily fees is about $362 for an

engineer and $262for a technician.Travelexpenseswill vary accordingto

each firm'slocationrelativeto the consultant. However,as the demand

for these servicesgrows,economiesof scale will operate to reducecosts

below current market charges. For example, the expanded market for

consultantserviceswithina regionwill stimulatethe supplyof monitoring

consultantsin the area, therebyminimizingtravel expenses.Also, noise

engineersshouldfind it increasinglyprofitableto combineresourceswith

audiometrictesting firms to provide industrialclients with a complete

range of hearingconservationservices. A growing numberof firms already

market thesecomprehensiveconsultingprograms(Ex. 305;Ex. 319 B-12),and

this one-stop approach to satisfyingmonitoring,testing and training

requirementsshouldsubstantiallyreducethe costs of these services over

time.

Based on its surveyexperience,OSHA has estimatedthe averagetime it

would take noise expertsto take measurementsin plantsof varyingsizes.

Table 8 shows OSHA's estimateof the cost of hiring a noise consultant,
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Table 8

Cost of _nitoring by Consultant

Nmnber of Days in Field Days in Office Cost
of Emplo.vees
Measured

._ Engineer Technician Engineer . .. _

I-I0 1 $ 412

11-20 i .5 $ 593

21-40 1 I .5 $ 855

41-60 1.5 2 .5 $1,298

61-80 2 2 -1 $1,660

81-100 2.5 3 1.5 $2,284

101-120 2 4 2 $2,546

121-140" 2 5 2 $2,808

Source: OSHA,Office of Regulatory Analysts.

based on the dally fee of $362 for an eng]neer, $262 for o technician, and

a $50 average travel expense.

The monitoring provision of the amendmentrequtres the reporting of

representative exposures of all workers exposed to a time weighted average

(TWA) of noise above 85 dB, rather than an actual measurementof each such

emplo,vee. Thus, a neasure of the exposu're of one e_ployee may be used tO

represent stmtlorl,v exposed emp]ayees. Since the data shown in Table 0

correspond to measured workers (as opposed to others who are represented by

the measured workers), an estimate of the number of employees who would be

tndtvtduo11,v measured ts necessar,v to assess the total monitoring cost.

However, there is no data base available to tdenttf,v stattsttcal;,v the

determinants of the number of emplo,vees who would actually have to be
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measured accordingto the final rule. This n_ber will vary due to the

nature of the industrialprocess and the diversityof the work areas and

tasks. For instance,in workplaceswhere noise levels are fairly uniform

throughout the shop, fewer employeeswill need to be monitored than in

workplaces where the noise exposures vary extensively among workers.

Nevertheless,it can be assumedthat, in general,the percentof the work

force to be measuredwould vary inverselywith the size of the plant. (See

Ex. 309, p. 35, Table 3.1 for an exampleof how the percentageof _orkers

to be sampled within a group of similarly exposed workers might decline as

the group grows larger.) Table g gives estimates of the percentage of

employees who would have to be measured indlvidually to provide

representative exposures of workplace noise for all exposed workers. These

estimates mere developed by OSHA, .based on its broad experience with noise

surveysfor numerousindustrialest_hllshments,and are consistent_Ith the

final monitoringrequlre_entas they are predicatedon a sampllngstrategy

designed to place employees within 5 dB ranges.

mm

Table g

I Percent of EmployeesMeasured to ProvideRepresentativeExposures

Numberof Employees Emplo_eesMeasured

1-19 100%

20-4g 60%

50-99 50%

100-249 . 40%

250 and over 30%

Source: OSHA,Officeof RegulatoryAnalysis.
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To refine the estimate of the cost of using consulting services to

conduct industrial noise measurements, it was necessary to construct a

statistical distribution of the number oF production _rkers in

manufacturing establishments of different sizes. The U.$. Bureau of the

Census provides 1977 data on the total number of mployees in Five

establishment size categories (Coumt_ Business Patterns, CBP-77-1). The

conversion of this size distribution from total employees to one limited to

production workers was accomplished by combining these data with

_ information from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) (Emplo_ent and

Earnings, IgOg-1978) to obtain a 15-year average Patio of. the number of

production workers to the total number of e_ployees. Whenmultiplied by

the 1977 Census estimates of tots1 employment by industry and establishment

stze, this procedure yields estimates of 1977 production worker enployment

by industry and estabHshment size. These data are shownin Table lO.

OSHAbelieves that the best estimates ot the total number of _rkerm

affected by this hearing conservetlon progra111are obtained from the BBN

data on the percentage oF workers exposed to various levels of noise in

those industrial sectors which include most manutanturing and public

utility fir_lS (Ex. Ig2, p. 2-7). BBN's industry-wide estimates, as

presented in Table 11, were developed from surveys of 68 firms representing

19 two-digit SIC categories, were based on yesrs oF extensive experience

and expertise in noise control surveys, and were the most comprehensive and

detailed noise exposure estimates submitted to the record. Thus, they

remain the best source of data on TI_Aexposures in typical noisy industrial

surroundings.

TechntcaTly, representative exposures are only required For workers

with a TWAexposure to noise oF 85 dB or above. However, it seems probable
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Table 11

Percentage of Production Workers Exposedto Noise

SIC 90 dB 85 dB 80 dB ' 75 dB

20 16 28 47

21 6.6 9.7 28

22 52 75 87

23 0 1 20

24 72 94 97

25 12 30 53

26 21 40 59

27 19 45 66

28 20 37 55

29 52 76 82

30 8.9 2O 40

31 0 1 20

32 4,8 16 42

33 38 63 81

34 19 34 B6

35 13 26 48

36 2.5 7 27

37 13 23 42

49 30 74 ,sg, i
Total 19,3 34.4 53.1 71.5

Source: Bolt, Barenek, and Newman. "Economic Impact Analysis of Proposed
Noise Control Regulation," (Ex. 192, p. 2.7; and BBNworksheets).
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that manyemployees exposed to notse below a TWAof 85 dB would be surveyed

also. This is because, at least Initially, employers would not know which

workers were exposed to 85 dB without monitoring representatives of most of

the workers stationed In fairly notsy work areas. Consequently, all

workers exposed above a TWAof 80 dB were assumedto be surveyed for cost

estlm_ton purposes despite the fact that, as employers become inore

knowledgeable about the exposures, this adjustment wtll overestimate

monitoring costs.

Therefore, the .number of measurements for each establishment size

category in each SIC tndustry studfed can be estimated by the following

equation:

(1) M- (PM/IOO)(PW/E)(N)

where: M- the number of measurements

PM- the percent of workers actually measured (Table 9)

PW• the number of production workers (Table 10)

E • the numberof establishments (Table ZO)

N • the percentage of workers exposed to _80 dB (Table 11)

This formula simply multiplies: (the percent of workers that the sumpling

strategy would require to be actually measured) x (the average number of

production workers per establishment) x (the percentage of workers exposed

to _> 80 dB), Whenthe number of measurements for each establishment size

are matched to estimates of the corresponding consultant charges (Table 8)

this provides estimates of the average cost for a Firm using a noise

consultant. Since monitoring will usually be required biennially, the

annual consultant cost is one-half of the values listed in Table 8.

However, employers may elect to monitor with in-house personnel. An

accel_table dosimeter, readout and calibrator, such as described in Exhibit
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319 A-7, costs $I,230. The standard capital recovery formulawith a 10

percent interestrate and a 10-yearequipmentlifetimegives an annualized

capital cost of about$200. Periodic calibrationcosts could add another

$50 a year. In addition,it might take an employer about an hour per

measured employeeto selectrepresentativeworkers,make dailycalibrations

of the dosimeter,and place and remove the dosimetersfrom the individual

workers. Sincethis taskmay be performedby the employeror by supervisory

employeesearningmorethan the averageindustryproductionworkerwage, an

averagecost 'of$10 per hour was used to accountfor the timerequired to

completethis task. Thus, the average annualcost for each establishment

can be calculatedas $260+ ($10x the numberof measuredworkers/2years).

The resulting values imply that monitoring would usually be done by

in-housestaff only in the largestplants mere the averagecost of $765"

is substantiallybelowthe'$1,14_ averageconsultantcost. However, for

the smallest establishments, the annual consultant fee of $20B is

significantlyless than the cost of developing an in-house program by

purchasingthe requiredequipment.

Alternatively,soundlevel meters and calibratorsmay be purchasedfor

$610 (Ex. 31g A-7). Since these meters are expected to last at least 10

years (Ex. 319 A-7; Ex. 31g A-72), a 10 percent interest rate yields an

annualtzed equipment cost of $99.27. Biennial calibration would add an

additional$30 per year (Ex. 319 A-7). However,the time employerswould

need to makeTWAexposure measurements wtth a sound level meter would often

*$2B0 + (10 x M/2) - $755, where M is defined as in equation (I) and
equals,on average,(.30x 8,287,52B/13,285x .531)which is gg.

**Table 8 indicatesthat the consultantsfee for measuringgg workers was
estimatedat $2,284. Ifperformedbiennually,the annualcost is $1,142.
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exceed the time required using a dosimeter because sound level meter

measurements often requtre following employees through vartous phases of

the work process. For this reason, the following calculations ass_e the

use of dosimeters for in-house monitoring.

It was ¢ssumedthat employers _uld select the least expensive modeof

complying with the provision. Therefore, for each SIC sector, multiplying

the number of establishments tn each stze class by the average consultant

cost where consultant services would be more efficient (generally the first

three or four establlsl_mnt size categories), and the average in-house cost

using dosimeters for the larger size categories where in-house progrms are

more efficient, provtdes on estimate of the industry's monitoring cost.

Summingthese costs over all the SIC's gives total costs of $78,427,000 to

initiate monitoring programs in a11 establishments in the studied

industries,

Howover, many firms already have extensive monitoring programs.

Although precise estimates are not available, a survey of hearing

conservation programs conducted by The NatlonaI Instltutefor Occupational

Safety and Health (NIOSH) (Ex. 321-14B) evaluated responses from 1,410

manufacturing flrms (p. 7). Twenty-nine percent stated that their firm had

a program concerned with hearing conservation (p. B-3), and go percent of

those firms, or 26 percent of the respondents, reported that they currently

monitor workplace noise (p. 8-7)° Since the survey sample was heavily

weighted with firms of over 100 employees, the results may apply primarily

to these larger firms. Table 10 indicates that there are about 33,775.

establishments with more than 100 employees in the industries studied.

Based on the NIOSH study, it Is reasonable to conclude that 26 percent of

the firms with more than 100 employees already have monitoring progr_s.
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Thus, the new annual cost of this monitoring provision falls to about

$73,731,000 for the 19 SZC sectors (See Appendix 6 for a detatled example

of' the computational procedure).

Even mrs important, however, is the tmplausfb111ty of the assumption

that every single establishment tn the industries studied would have

workers exposed to e Ti(A of 85 dB or greater. The only large-scale survey

that presents estimates of the numberoF plants wtth noise levels above 85

dO ts the National Occupational Hazard Survey (NOHS)prepared by the NZOSH

(Ex, 321-140). The Center for Poltc.v Alternatives (CPA), Hassschusetts

Institute of Technology, presented a prelfmlnaw s_nmery of these data,

stating that "flZOSHhas collected extensive data on noise exposures tn

_orkplaces representative of _lertcan industry...' (Ex. 138A, p. 2-6).

Since NZOSH directed tts staFF to note "Any continuous no.t.s.e in the

_rker's normal envtromlent equal to or exceeding 85 dltA..., regardless of

exposure duration.,." (NOH$, vole l, p. 15), it is clear that these

estimates of the n_nber ot noisy firms would exceed projections made on a

TSVAbasis. Table 12 displays the results of this survey, which indicate

that only about 49 percent of' the plants tn the studied industries have

workers exposed to noise levels of' 85 d8 or greater as measured by NOHS.

If r this survey is eccurete, the monitoring costs estimated above are

substanttol ly overstated.

Horeover, the current record does not adequately indicate the widespread

current or future ._vatlability of rental markets For dosimeters or sound

level meters. An tnformal telephone survey reveals that even the

relattvel-y more expensive dosfmeters can 9enera11-y be leased For under

$100 per month. On a b_enntal basis this is ]ess than S50 per .Year for

n_st of the 311,094 establishments in the _ndustrfes studied, for a total
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Table 12

Number of Plants with Continous Noise above 65d8 in the National
Occupational Hazard Survey

No. of Plants with
Industry Total Workers exposed to Percent of Plants
Sector P]ants* Continous poise** with Continous No.ise .

Manufacturing 141,397 68,949 48.8

19 113 72 63.7

20 16,173 7,711 47.7

21 196 48 24.5

22 3,225 1,560 48.4

23 15,565 4,115 26.4

24 3,091 2,214 71.6

26 4,618 3,132 67.8

26 4,859 3,673 75.6

27 13,609 5,248 38.6

28 6,743 2,423 35.9

29 993 599 50.3

30 5,640 2,967 52.6

31 1,653 796 48.3

32 7,955 4,425 55.6

33 5,040 3,716 73.7

34 19,615 12,558 64.5

35 14,190 6,949 49.0

36 6,073 1,937 38.2

37 3,457 1,849 53.5

49 - 45.8***

Source: National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health, National
Occupational Hazard Survey, Vol. III (Ex. 321o140).

*NZOS_, Table 1, pp. 42-43.
**NIOSH, Table 49, p. 290.
***Preliminary HOH5estimate reported in Exhibit 138A, p. 2-8.
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yearly equipmentcharge of only $15.6 million. Alternatively,some firms

will share noise monitoringmeters rather than purchasethem. Thus, the

true new monitoring costs attributable to this hearing conservation

amendmentmay be substantiallybelow OSHA's $73.7 million estimate which

was based solelyon data inthe noise record.
°

@BN's economic impact ana_ysls (Ex. 192, p. 3-g) projectedannual

costs of $155.2 million for the proposed monitoring provision. This

estimate overstatesthe cost of the final provisionfor several reasons.

.First,the BBN analysiswas based on the proposed requirementfor annual

monitoring,whereas the final rule will generally require only biennial

monitoring. Second, BBN's methodolmgyassumed that a11 industrialfirms

emplo:ted 50 production workers and would hire noise consultants to conduct

the monitoringrequirements. OSHA has determinedthat larger flrms will

find it substantlollymQre economicalto obtainnoise measuringInstrL_ents

and to performthe monitoringthemselves. Third, BBN_s estimate includes

the cost of recordkeeping_hlch OSIIAtreats as a separatecost category.

Fourth,the BBN estimatesdo not reflectthe currentmonitoringactivities

whlch are alreadytaklng pl_:e. OSHA believes that these factors taken

togethermore than offsetthe price increaseswhichmay have occurredsince

BBN's 1976 report andconsequentlyaccountfor the divergentestimates.

AudiometricTesting

An analysis of the record indicatesthat the cost of audiometric

testing will vary with the size of the establlshment, Very small plants

ere likely to send productionworkers who requiretesting to o clinicor

doctor. Somewhat larger plants will contract with audiometrictesting

firms ?or the actualexam and review. Still larger plants will find it

cost effectiveto purchasethe equipmentfor audiometrlctesting,to train
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the industrial nurse or safety director to give the test, and to use an

outside firm or doctor to review the audiogr_ns. The largest firms will

perform the entire service in-house.

Commercial specialists who evaluate workers' hearing have submitted the

following per employee costs for audiometric testing, review and reporting:

$7.50 to $10.65 (Ex. 317); $10.00 (Ex. 319 B-6); $3.00 or less for more

than 100 (Ex. 319 8-12); $7.00 to $20.00 (Ex. 319 B-S); and $12.00 (Ex.

293). These firms generally provide this service by transporting an

audiometrtc test booth in a mobile van directly to the con_nercial

establishment that has contracted for the testing. Employees of the

smallest finns, however, will often be sent to a clinic or doctor's office

to be tested. These fees will vary greatly and some are rather high (Ex.

2C-71-3, p. SO reported '$20). However, many clinic or physician fees

should ultimately be comparable to those charged by mobile units because

(1) negotiated fees ape a traditional practice in industrial medicine, (2)

employers of small firms may group together to gain scale economies, and

(3) stationary medical facilities do not bear the substantial

transportationcosts borne by the operatorsof mobile vans. {For example,

the WashingtonSpeech and HearingSociety currentlycharges $120 plus $10

per ex_n for their central mobile unit but only $7.60 per test at their

facility.)

Becausethe current market for audiometricservicesis small relative

to the demandthat would follow the promulgationof this regulation,it is

not possibleto make precise estimatesof the cost to all firms that would

purchase these services.However,in order to estimate the regulatory

cost, it is reasonableto assumethat the averagefirm sendingworkersto a

clinicwould lose about 2 hours in lost productiontime plus _hout $15 per
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worker for test fees and travelexpenses. For firms largeenough to take

advantageof mobile units, the estimatedlost productiontime per worker

would be about one-half hour, and the submissionscited above imply an

averagetest fee of about 512.00.

For large firms, In-house programs will be substantlally less

expensive. A comment to the AdvisoryCommittee(Ex. 102, Sec. g, p. 15)

estimatedthe cost of providingaudiometrlctestingprogramsfor firms _.ith

200, 300, and 500 employees at about $6.00, $5.00, and $4.00 per audiogram,

respectively. N_erous submissions in the record itemize the specific

components of these costs. For example, audiometrtc test booths sell for

about $1,700 (Ex. 319 A-44; Ex. 319A-51| Ex. 2C-71-3, p. 47), and

installation could add about 5300..Audiometer price quotes average about

5500. (_x. 319 A-51; Ex. 319 A-53; Ex. 319 A-B0; Ex. 319 A-62; Ex. 319

A-66; Ex. 31g A-67) and are expected to operate for 10 years (Ex. 319 A-go;

F.x. 319 A-B0). The calibration procedures require a coupler which costs

about $13,0 (Ex. 31g A-16; Ex. 31g A-11) and a sound level meter with an

octave filter set which costs about $1,000. The operator's certification

course is good for 5 years and costs $250 plus 3 days of an employee's time

{Ex. 319 B-4) which _ounts to 5240 at $10 per hour. The cost of

celibrettng the audiometer could be another $100 every other year (Ex. 102,

Sec. 9, p. 16). Thus, the total capital outlay is about $4,200. Ass_ning

that the test booths last For 20 years, the other equipment lasts for 10

years, the certification course is given every 5 years, end the interest

charge is 10 percent, the total annualized cost amounts to about $650.

Since one exam takes about 10 minutes of time (Ex. 306-J5C, p. 9; Ex.

31g B-B), approximately4B workerscan be tested by a technicianearning a

daily rate of about $80. Thus, the cost to the firm of the technician's

time amountsto $1.67 per workertested. The cost of .reviewingaudiograms
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and reporting the findtngs Is also dependent upon whether this servtcets

contracted out or done in*house. Contractor fees for reviewing audiograms

are reported at $2.25, 22.50, $3.00, and 24.00 per audiogram (Ex. 317; Ex.

319 B-12), whereas the tn°house review by a physician or audiologist was

estimated to cost only $0.25 each (Ex. 102, sec. 9, Audiometric Testtng, p.

16). Thus, using 22.50 as a reasonable • average cost to review the

audtogram, a typical cost for administering the tests as well as reviewing

the audiograms would mount to $4.17 per unit ($1.67 + 22.50). Finally, a

cost for one half hour of lost production for each worker durtng the test

procedure adds an additional one-half of the hourly wage per worker tested.

In sun_ory, the annual cost of the in-house audtometrtc program is esti-

mated at about $650 per establishment for equipment and certification-

related charges, and about $4.17 plus one-half of the industry hourly wage

for each emplo3ee tested.

The CanManufacturers Institute, Inc., (Ex. 2C-71-3, p. BO) stated that

it would become cost-effective for a firm to develop its own eudtometric

testing capability when the number of audtograms it required reached about

100 per year. Dr. W.G. Thomas, (Ex. 102, set. 9) put the break-even point

between in-house and contracted audtometrtc testing at a_out 300 employees.

To estimate the number of firms that would develop their own testing

facilities, it is appropriate to use the Table 10 estimates of the number

of production workers in the five establishment stze categories for the 19

industries studied. The data in Table 10 imply that if the BBNestimate of
i

34.4 percent of production workers exposed to a TWA_85 dB remains constant

across establishment sizes, the average number of workers per establishment

in the hearing conservation program will be less than 2 employees for the
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smallest size category and g, 21, 46, and 213 employees, respectively, in

the larger establishment size categories.

It is likely that workers in the two smallest establishment size

classes (1°19, and 20-49 employees) would travel 1;o facilities outside the

firm to take tMe audtometrlc exam. As explained above, the estimated

annual cost for these establishments in each SIC sector would be the number

of workers exposed to noise at or above a TWAof 85 dB x (2 hours at the

tndustr3 hourly 'dage + $15 per test). For workers in the third end fourth

largest size categories (50-99, 100-24g employees), the best assumption ts

that hearing conservation firms with mobile vans wtll service the

employees. Since each employee would mtss only about a half-hour of work

time, the annual cost per industry for these intermediate-sized firms ts

the number of workers exposed to noise et or above a TWAof 85 dB x (°5

hours at the industry hourly wage + $12 per test).

Most Firms tn the over 250 employee size group would choose in°house

audiometrio programs. The annual cost for these firms, as detailed above,

is estimated et ($650 x the number of establishments) + [the number of

workers exposed to e T_A of 85 dB or greater in these establishments x

($4.17 + .5 hours at the industry hourly wege)].

The data needed to complete the above calculations include the percent

of workers exposed to 8 TWAof >_85dB as shown fn Table 11, the numberoF

production workers and pTants by establishment size in each industry as

presented tn Table 10, and the 1979 tndustry average hourly wage as

reported by 8LS (Employment and Earnin.qs, March 1980). However, workers

employed for less than 120 days with one firm are exempt from this

! provision. Employment data from the BLS as well as submissions to the

: record (Ex. 14-27g; Ex. 14-512) indicate that SIC's 20 and 21 hire a
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substantial number of seasonal employees. In fact, the 1979 BLS average

monthly emplo_nent estimate would fall by 17,100 and 1,400 in SIC's 20 and

21, respectively, if _nployment in each industry's 120-day peak employment

pertod were adjusted downward to the level of the following month. The

data from Table 10 were revised to reflect this exemption in order to

estimate the cost of audiometric testtng. Temporary workers in other

industries will also take advantage of the exclusion, but the lack of

appropriate dabs have prevented further adjustments to these calculations.

In addition to the annual audiogrem, some workers will need to be
s

retested during the year owing to threshold shifts, operator errors, or

, . Inconsistent test results. A number of workers will 'exhibit temporary

threshold shifts If they are tested toward the end of the _orkd_Y after

being exposed to excessive noise° Wearing effective and properly inserted

hearing protectors prtor to the test would lower the incidence of temporsry

thresh_Id shifts, whereas testing at the start of the day would

substantially eliminate their detection. The number of permanent threshold

shifts recorded wtll depend upon the intensity of the noise exposures, the

worker turnover rates, and the effectiveness of the heaping protectors. In

addition, the requtre._ent for a recheck ts waived if the annual test is

conducted after 14 hours free from workplace noise. If as many as 20

percent of the workers require rechecks, the overal_ cost of audiometric

testing would total $92,352,000 or about $18 per workeP tested.

This discussion has assumed that no audiometrtc testing is currently

provided. The noise record, however, indicates that many industrial

establishments already offer audtometrtc testing to their employees. For

example, a survey by the Forging Industry Association revealed that 82
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percent of the 151 member firms responding do periodic testing, (Ex.

321-25), while Table gO of the NOHS (Ex. 321-14D) shows that in their

sample, 40 percent of the manufacturing workers exposed to contlnous noise

above 85 dB received audiometric ex_ns. Table 13 of this same exhibit

indicates that primarily the largest-sized establishments provide this

service for their workers. Still another NIOSHhearing conservation survey

shows that annual and btannual audiometrlc tests account for about 23

percent and 13 percent, respectively, of current Industry testing programs,

with retosttng periods in other pnograms ranging from 5 months to ever}, 5

years {Ex. 321-14B, p, 30). For cost estimating purposes, It seems

reasonable to assumethat on average, these tests are already provided on a

biennial basis to 40 percent, or on an annual basis to 20 percent of the

workers In plants with more than 250 "employees. Since the number of

establishments providing these services ts unknown,an accurate accounting

of the costs already accepted by tndusty is not possible. Reducing only

the labor-related cost of the largest firms by 20 percent to reflect

current practice bPtngs the total cost of thts provision to $87,199,000 a

' year (See AppendixB for an example of the calculations). This' estimate is

not significantly different from BBN's 1976 estimate of 8g.1 million even

though BBNdid not adjust their data to acknowledge current programs and

simply used a $20 per worker cost (Ex. 192, p. 3-33)°

Hearing Protectors

Hearing protectors used tn industry include ear muffs, disposable ear

plugs, molded plugs, and custom-molded plugs. Unfortunately, there is no

survey information on the percentage of _rkers who wear each tyoe of

protector. In hot, humid environments, workers are like]y to choose plugs.
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It is probable that plugs will be chosen in more than a majority of

instancesas they are often associatedwith e lesser,degreeof discomfort.

Substantialdata on the priceof ear protectorshave.been collectedfor

the record. For example, disposablefoam ear plugs can be purchasedfor

$0.15 a pair (Ex. 31gA-41) and are reusable. If employeesuse two pair a

week, the yearlycost is $15.00. Disposable non-foamear plugscost only

from $0.06 to $0.07 a pair (Ex. 319 A-)O; Ex. 319 A-37). For a new set of

plugs each day, these costs would averageabout $16.60 a year per employee.

Molded ear plug prices are quoted at about $1.50 (Ex. 319 A-30; Ex. 319

A37), and would cost $6.00 a year if workers used 4 pair per year. Custom

molded plugs can be purchased in a kit that makes up to BO pair of ear

plugs at )3.10 e pair (Ex. 319 A-35). These plugs, with minimumcare, will

last 2 or 3 years (Ex. 319 A-3@). Ear muff pricesare listedat $9.50 (Ex.

319 A-30), $7.60 (Ex. 319 A-31), and $8.40 (Ex. 319 A-37). The est'imated

cost of about $10 per year per employee reported by the Industrial

Fasteners Institute (Tr. 1611), Bethlehem Steel Corporation {Ex. 145), and

BBN(Ex. 192, p. 3-33) appear consistent with these rates. Based on a cost

of $10 per year per employee,if hearing protectorswere providedto all

employees exposed to noise at or above a TWA of 85 dB, the cost of this

previsionwould be $51,296,000.

The NIOSH NOH$ survey also indicates that about ZO percentof the

workers exposed to contlnous noise at or above 85 dg are subject to

attemptsto reduce exposures(See Vol. III, Table 51). Moreover,the data

in Table 90 of the NOHS study show that hearing protectorsare almost

always the method selected to accomplishthis reduction. Sincethe data

show that 20 percent of the workers exposed above 85 dB are provided

hearingprotectors,this impliesthatmore than 20 percentof thoseexposed
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above gO dB have them. This is because it ts probable that most of the

current worker use of hearing protectors takes place among workers whose

exposures exceed gO dB. However, if we assumethat Just 20 percent of the

workers exposed to noise above a TSVAof 90 dB are already supplied with

hearing protectors, the total cost of this provision is $45,534,000. This

may be an overestimate of the cost to the extent that not all workers

exposel_between 85 and 90 dB are required to use the hearing protectors.

Tratntn_ Pro.qram

The major cost elements for the training programwill be the cost of

the production lost while the workers are being trained, and the cost for

the individuals providing the training. Because the training session may

lest about an hour, the cost for production time lost while training takes

place can be emtlmeted by multiplying the industry average hourly wage

tt_s the number of workers trained. The cost for the people conducting

the training will vary wtth the size of the emtabltshment. The data from

Tables 10 end 11 imply that establishments with under ZOOemployees average

less than 21 workers exposed to noise at or above a TWAof 85 dB. A

training program consisting of one hour per year per establishment seine

appropriate for these stze classes. For establishments with more than 100

employees, it is reasonable to assume that one individual could train 30

people in one session.

Consequently, the cost of training can be estimated at {the average

production worker hourly wage x the number of workers exposed to noise > a

TiVAof 85 dB) + (the number of establishments with less than 100 employees

x the cost of providingone hour of training)+ (the numberof employees

exposed at -->85dB in establishmentslargerthan 100 employeesdividedby
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30 workers per session x the cost of providing one hour of training). If

assume that the cost for the person providing the training is $10 an

hour, the cost estimating equation for each SIC is:

$ Tr • (W)(PW)(P)+ $10 • + $10/30 (PWE)(P)

were:

$ Tr • the cost of training

W • the hourlyproductionworkerwage

PW • the numberof productionworkers(Table10)

P • the fraction of _rkers exposedto >85 dB (Table 11)

e • the number of establishments with less' than 100 employees

(Table 10)

PWE- the number of production workers in establishments with over

100 employees (Table 10)

Sumntng over a11 SiC's, the total cost of training for the 19 industw

s_tors is estimated at $40,029,0()0. Although a number of cum_nts

described _-_11 organized training progr_ already in operation (Ex. 307,

JZC, p. 11; Ex. 147C, p. 335; Ex. 147A, p. 6), and it is likely that many

firms do some training,no estimates_ere av611ableof the total numberof

such programs currentlyin existence. Therefore,the above estimatefor

the cost of this regulatory provision is overstated by the extent that

industry alre_y provides this instruction.

Warnin_Signs

The cost for noise warningsigns will vary with the plant layoutand

the number of entrances into the noisy area. Signs are availablefor

slightlyover a dollar (Bilsom International,Inc., Product Order Form,

etc.). If, on the average,one sign accommodatesten workers and takes 15
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minutes to tnsta11, the cost to e Firm for placing one sign _ould be about

$3.50 at a $10 hourly wage, and the total cost of the provision would be

$1,795,000. Although OSHA's calculations treat this estimate as an annual

cost, it is probable that most signs will last for considerably longer than

one year.

Recordkeepint

Updating records of noise exposure should take no longer than' 10

minutes per _rker measured. Thts mounts to 5 minutes per _orker per

year. Recordkeeptng of audlograms, could also take about 5 minutes per

employee per year, The cost oF this lost _ork tfme would equal 1/6 of an

hour x the industry hourly wage x the number of workers exposed to noise at

a TWAof_85 d8.

In addition, recordkeeptng of periodic calibration of audiometers could
)

take 20 minutes per year. If every establishment wtth over 250 employees

in the SIC's studied maintained an audiometer, the total cost For the

activity _uld be 2/6 of an hour x the industry hourTy wage x the number of

establishments, It can reasonably be assumed that most firms that market

hearing conservation services already keep these records so that their

additional costs would be negligible. Thus, the total recordkeeping costs

are estimated to _ount to $5,033,000.

Conclusion

Overall, the above calculations show that the annual cost of

compliance with all of the provisions OF this regulation would amount to

about $53 for each of the more than five mt11Ion workers protected by the

program. The total cost of hearing conservation programs, as measured in
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current dollars, is about $270 million a year. After adjustmentfor some

of the complianceactivitiesalreadytakingplace,the totalnew costs fall

to $254 million per year.

OSHA's estimatesdo not appear inconsistentwith industrystatements.

For example, testimonyfrom the IndustrialFasteners Instituteimplies an

annual cost of $50 per e_ployee (Tr. 1611, 1612), and the _erican Boiler

Manufacturers Associationcommented that $35 per productionworker is a

conservative estimate (Tr. 1573). Dupontstated that its comprehensive

program cost the firm between $10 and $20 per worker per year (Ex. 305 -

JBc). Moreover, a study submittedby the _nerican TextileManufacturers

Institute estimated on annual cost of $14.15 per employee (Ex. 275 B,

Attachment I). BBN offered the only industry-widecalculation. However,

as describedabove,their cost estimateof $65 per workerdoes not reflect

significantchanges from the propOsal to the final rule.

Table 13 dlsplsys the new compliancecosts attributableto this

amendment as estimated by OSHA for each industry sector. To the extent

that many establishments in the industries studied are not affected by

noise, or already comply with most of the requiran_nts, or that rental

equipment is easily avallablefor monitoringpurposes,actualcosts would

be substantially below the estimates provided.
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Table 13

Estimated NewAnnual Compliance Cost of Hearing Conservation Amendment

SIC Industry Estimated Cost

20 Food $17,319,440

21 Tobacco 224,058

22 Texttles 17,756,670

23 Apparel 6,134,562

24 Lumber& Wood 30,864,350

25 Furniture & Fixtures 5,117,161

26 Paper 9,076,951

27 Printing & Publishing 22,284,030

28 Chemicals 10,944,270

29 Petroleum & Coa_ 4,454,069

30 Rubber _ Plastics 6,721,314

31 Leather 909,841

32 Stone, Clay& Glass 7,348,522

33 Primary Metals 23,072,240

34 Fabricated Meta]s 23,505,250

35 Machinery, Except Electrical 25,519,890

36 Electrical'Machinery 6,843,939

37 Transportation Equipment 12,914,530

49 Utilities 22t310tO00

Total $254,321,000

Source= OSHA,Office of Regulatory Analysis.
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V. ECONOMICIMPACT

Introduction

The cost of the hearing conservationamendmentwill generatea series

of economic effects on those industries that expose their employees to

significant amounts of noise. It is difficult to forecast precisely the

magnitude of the specific impacts that will occur because they depend in

part upon decisionsby individualemployerson how best to respondto the

costs of the amendment. However,the economicfr_neworkwithin which the

decisions will be made can be described, and the potential range of

subsequent impacts can be identified. For example, compliance costs will

exert upward pressure on the prices of the products produced in those

industries. Conversely, profits and employment may decline if sales c_nnot

he maintained at the higher price levels. However, the analysis presented

below indicates that the economically adverse effects of the program will

be exceedinglysmall comparedto each Industry'sabilityto finance them.

_reover, it is shown that the most severe of these impacts will hardly

influence the various financial indexes used to assess each fnduatry's

economic well-being.

The analysis that follows is based upon the ass_nptton that the cost of

production in each affected industry wtll rise by the full extent of the i

• compliance costs as estimated in the previous section. However, even if

these compliance cost estimates are approximately correct, it is probable

that the accounting ledgers of the impacted industries will not reflect the

full burden of these c_sts. In fact, studies cited in the Benefits section

above support the vfew that the amendmentmay cause significant cost

savings due to decreased rates of industrial accidents, absenteeism, and

workers' compensation premiums. To the extent that dollar outlays for
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these business expenses are reduced following the Implementation of the

amendment,the net regulatory cost to industry will diminish. However, to

demonstrate conclusively the economic feasibltty of the amendment, this

section does not adjust the above compliamce cost estimates for these

potentially important cost reductions.

Price Impact

Economic reasoning indicates that firms will attempt to pass on higher

.production costs by increasing the selling price of their products. If an

industry Faces a perfectly inelastic demand for its output, the

manufacturers _ould shift the entire cost of complying with the amendment

to their customers through a price increase without a contraction of

industry sales. This market condition, however, is seldom the case. On

the other hand, if the industry supply curve is perfectly elastic, product

prices will rise by the full amount of the cost increase, but industry

output will fall to the extent that sales are inversely related to price.

Except for over very long time periods, this industry response _uld also

be considered unusual.

In general, Firms wt11 try to pass on cost increases by raising

product prices, and cons_ners will respond by reducing their purchases of

the industry's products. Most firms, therefore, wtll find that they cannot

quickly recoup ell of their profits through price hikes, but must settle

for price increases allowing less then a full cost pessthrough. If Firms

could pass on their entire cost increase, however, the maxim_ expected

price rise can be calculated by dtvtding the estimated compliance cost for

each industry by the sales of that industry, and expressing the result as a

percentage. Table 14 presents the percentage price increase that _ould be
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Table 14

MaximumPriceIncrease

Estimated 1979 Maximum
Cost of Total Price
_endment Shipments Increase

SIC Industry ($ millicns) ($ millions) (Percent)

20 Food 17.32 234,828 0.0074

E1 Tobacco 0_22 12,173 0.0018

22 Textiles 17.76 46,992 0.0378

23 Apparel 6.13 40,080* 0.0153

24 Lumber & Weed 30.86 39,781" 0.0776

25 Furniture & Fixtures 6.12 16,853" 0.0363

26 Paper 9.08 66,033 0.0138

27 Printing & Publishing _'_.28 . 49,527* 0.0450

28 Chemicals _0.94 149,181 0.0073

29 Petroleum & Coal 4.45 134,041 0.0033

30 Rubber & Plastics 6.72 44,742 0.0150

31 Leather 0.91 7,508* 0.0121

32 Stone, Clay, Glass 7.35 48,185 0.0153

33 Primary Metals 23.07 140,122 0.0164

34 Fabricated Metals 23.51 109,463 0.0215

35 Machinery, Except Electrical 25.52 157,695 0.0162

36 Electrical Machinery 6.84 110,713 0.0062

37 Transportation Equipment 12.91 194,461 0.0066

49 Utilities 22.31 _** 0.0191
TOTAL 254.32 1,71"9_-40_ 0.0148

5ource: 05HA, Office of RegulatoryAn_|ysls. U.5. Departmentot Commerce,
Surve_ of Current Business {July 1900). S.4.

*Data for 1977. See U.S. Oepartment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census,
Prel|mtnar_ Report+ 1977 Censusof Manufactures, Table 2, p. 4-23.

**Revenues from sales to customers for electric power and gas utilities. See
U.S. Department of Commerce,Survey of Current Business (July 1980): S-23.
This figureslightlyunderstatestotal revenues_or the entireSiC 49 because
it does not include revenues from sanitary services.
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attributable to the a_endment if the entire cost is passed on solely and

exclusively in the fom of price increases•

The table shows that the overall impact of the proposed mendment, if

al1 of the costs were passed on, would be to increase prices by 0.01

percent, i.e. one hundredth of a percent in the 19 Industrial sectors

studied. This cleerly impltes a negligible change to any of the nation's

more aggregated price index series. While there is variation anRng

industries, in only a few cases are the estimated price increases greater

than a few hundredths of a percent. The largest increase in price, 0.078

percent, ts recorded for the lumber and wood sector, an industw estimated

to have over 94 percent of its production workers exposed to noise levels

above 85 dB. However, even this price increase is o? such a small

magnitude that its effect _ould be hardly noticeable acong all of the other

cyclical factors affecting the industry product prices.

FtnanctallImpant

The discussion _ove illustrates the impact on prices if.the costs of

the _endment were shifted entirely to industry customers through higher

prices. Alternatively, the entries in Table 15 show the impact upon profits

tf the costs were solely and exclusively absorbed from profits. The

percentage decrease in profits was calculated by dividing the cost of the

amendmentfor each industry by its estimated lg7g profit level. Table 15

indtcetes that even in the highly unlikely event of no price change,

overall profits would decrease by only 0.1g percent. Profits would fall by

under 1 percent in all industry sectors, and in the greet majority of

cases, the anticipated decline is less than one-half of one percent.

Horeover, to the extent that output prices rise at all, profits will fall
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T_le 15 *

hextmumProftt heductton

Is, _nlBQd _79
COlt of _|-t&x Proftt

• _nd_nt Proftts Roduct:ton
9ZC |OdUStry (S nll|11tons) (1 m1111onsl (pore|or)

20 Food 17.32 10,061 0.1718

21 To_l_:o 0.22 2.:'32 0.0090

22 Text 4los 17,76 2,291 0.7752

23 A_rol 8.13 2,033* 0.3015

24 Lmiam- & klOOd 30.8_ 3,140,* 0.9820

25 Furn|turc E F_xtur|s 6.12 8_3-* 0.5931

20 PIMOP' 9._ 4,814 0._0

27 Pl"tntlng & Publishing 22.35 6,077 0.3_0

Z8 _mtcals 10.94 13,372 0.0818

35. I_1:ro|oan & Coil 4.45 25,235 0.0174

30 Ruaper & Plattc| 4.72 1,520 0.3464

31 Lootluw 0.91 447 0.1404

02 $_ml, Clty, 61as 7.35 3,4_0 0.2914

33 Prtnu-3 Ht_;|10 Z3.07 4,215 0.3712

34 Fa_ertcl_ed I_;als 23.51 6,030 0.3442

36 P4chtmn,.v, f.lcept [lectrtcal 2S.82 15,404 0.1548

36 (le_'trtcal Mr.htnery 0._4 10,804 0.0420

37 Trcnlpo_nton [qotpmint 12.91 0,005 0.1490

45 22.31 ?]13_m_ 0.3126
U_t111:1eSTOTN. 2ST_J2 131,5_ 0.1932

_o;rco: L_tl_ OTflcm OT KitgO)a_r.v #dlalyS/S. U.3. r_aral Tr_le _1SSlOil,
_un.t_l_ F4oanctaT R_r0, Ftrs1: QU_r 1500, PP. 10-53,

_'ho O_u_m.l_, Ffnmc141 Rn_or_ _greg_os tilC_aiefop "OUler itondur_1os"
(SZC's 2U and 3_.}. i_re prc-_sx" |ccnmoof $2._60 mill|on _an alloca1:ed t_ _hq

rlapeC_ve $_¢*s on t_n basts of _e 1570 Znt:m-n41RevenueSi_t¢o (%RS)
d_a, T_ 1R$ surge)),gives 75.64 percent, of "He1:_nr_m _less doftctl;)" to
$IC 35 and 24.10 percent 1:o SiC 31. Sit ln1:_rnal Revenue:srv_cn,
Frolhetn_r_ he_r_. S_t_sttcs of incmm *o 19761 _rporal;_oo _11¢or_}T4x

_Th| _m'torl_* Flnmctsl Raper, 1ts1_$tnc_ae for 'O_her Our,;,lo
/_muflc_urao9 h-educes- ,_Ic;1 FS composedof SICks 24, 25, _xl 39. The
pre-_ tncomoof $|_034 mt_l_an vu also slIoca_od on the btSts of the 197_
IR_ da_a (sire * _ovo). The distr_b_ton van 52.91 percent for $1¢ 24, 14.80
peroan_ for SZC26, and 32.21 wcenl; for SZC 35. $|n¢0 39 via not: |nclud_d
fo _hts Stu_.v, _o proft1:| fran _hit tndustr.v &'o ucluded from thts table.

mThts _oan_ ts ilso band upon _h_ 1570 [R5 ds1:o s_o * _ovo). The 1976
profit r4_m oe4 ¢alc_14_nd by dtv|ding _t Znc_m_(loss dot ¢ t: by tel:st
r_cotp_s. This proftt: rot:w. 9.1 percent:, wssthen mutttplt_ b). _ho to_al
1979 revenues pros|mt:_ |n T'hlo 14.
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by a smaller mount than 11sted. Thus, even these frabtJonal values must

be considered estimates of the maxlmurnreduction in industry profits,

The ability of the affected industries to ratse sufficient compliance

funds through normal cemn_rctal channels ts another relevant consideration,

Table 16 presents several fJnancfal Indlcetors for U.S. manufacturing

industries as presented tn the qu'arterl_. Financial Reports published by the

U.S. Federal Trade Commission. The three indicators - cash on hand,

outstanding short tern loans, and net worktng cabitel - have been choosen

because each helps to establish the abtttty of an industry to finance the

costs of the amandn_enC.Comparing the magnitude of these variables to the

volume of required funds Indicates whether the dollar outlays _ould be

disruptive to the trabitional financial operations of the affected

industries.

Table 16 shows that for the 19 Industries studied, the cost of the

amendment ts only about 0.6 percent of current cash on hand, The table

also Indicates that for those Industries where data ere available,

complianee costs average only about 0.7 percent of the short-tern debt, and

0.1 percent of the net working capita]. Although sonm Industry-to-industry

variation exists, none of these ratios Is above 2.56 percent. Thts clearly
i

demonstrates thor the cost of compliance will be small relative to each

tndustry's, ability to comply wtth the regulation, On this basfs, the

record indicates that the regulatory burden would not be an undue financial

hardship for eanh of these sectors.

Other Sectors

The 19 Industrlal sectors for whtch de, ailed feasibility data _ere

presented _ove include almost ell manufacturing and utility industries.
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Table 16

Compl.tanceCost as a Percent of Selected Financial Indicators (1979)

Cost as a Cost as a
Cost as a Percent of Percent of
Percent of Short-Torah Net Working

SiC [ndustry Cashon Hand Loans Capital

20 Food 0.57 0.37 0.09
21 TobAcco 0.12 040 0.01
22 Texttles 2.40 2.32 0.23

31 Leather 0.58* 0,34" 0,08*
23 Apparel
24 Lumber& _od 2,66"* NA NA
25 Furniture &Ftxtures
26 Paper 0.60 1.92 0.12
27 Printing & Publlshtng 1.04 2.61 0.26
28 Chemicals 0.33 0.68 0.04
29 PoC.roleum& Coal 0.08 0.15 0.03
30 Rubber & Plastics 0.99 0.65 0.11
32 Stone, Clay, Glass 0.58 1.59 0.11
33 Prtmary Ptetals 1.04 1.13 0.14
34 Fabricated Metals 0.99 1.04 0.15
35 Machtnew, Except Electrical 0.62 0.57 0.00
36 Electrical Hachtnew 0.18 0.36 0.03
37 TransportAtion EquiFnant 0.21 0.34 0.06
49 Uttl tries 0.96 *'n NA NA

TOTAL O.50 O.7G;.;;; O,1CP'_m*

_ource: 05HA, Ufflce of Regulatory Final?sis. U.5. rogers] Trace commission,
qum'torl_, Financial Report, First Quar'ter 1980, pp. 18-53.

*FTC reports on13 aggregated data for the non-durables group which consists
of SIC's 23 and 31.

**FTC reports Aggregated data of $2,109 mfllton for the Durables group
consisting of SZC's 24, 25, and 39. Thts value was allocated ¢¢cordtng to
IRS data indicating that SIC 24 had 50 percent and SIC 25 about 16 percent of
the mCash"balances reported by ftrms in these industries tn 1975. See U.S.
Department of the Treasur.v, Znternal Revenue Service, Source 8oak,
Statistics of Incame --1975 t Corporation Income Tan ReEG_'s--_l_s'lTtngton,
_'.u., J._/9}, p. o_:.

*'_r"Cash" as defined b.v the ZRS for tax purposes, and thus not strictly
comparable to the FTCdefinition. See IRS, Ibid., p. 52.

**'V'Excludes SIC's 24, 25, and 49.
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These sectors were Initially selected by BBN (see their "Economic Impact

Analysis of Proposed Noise Control Regulation," Ex. ).92 p. 2-I) because

they were believed to be the areas under OSHA'sJurisdiction which were

_st likely to have occupational noise problems. However, industrial noise

meLYalso be found in someservice-oriented industries. _verthelass, there

ts no reason to believe that firms in other industries could not slso

provide adequate hearing conservation programs for the estimated average

cost of $53 per exposed worker. Therefore, there is no reason to expect

other major _verse e_anomio Impacts.

In addition, the 'industries covered by OBHA's verttosl standards for

the maritime industriesmay alsobe affectedby tJ1ishearingconservation

amendment. These industries include shipbuilding, ship repair,

shipbre_ing,"and 1ongshoring. Shipbuildingand ship repairare included

tn SIC 37 (Trans_rtation Equil_nent) for which cost estimates were

presented _ove. $hipbreaktng (or the disassembly of ships) and

longshoring are included tn SIC 44 (Water Transportation) which was not

_(nongl:he 19 t_-dtgit Bit's studied by OSMA. According to the Bureau of

Labor Statistics, in 1979, there were 225,300 total employees in SIC 44,.

Ustng the $53 per worker cost, even if ell of these employees are exposed

to noise levels >B5 dB (_A), the total cost of the hearing conservation

amendmentfor this industry _uld be $11.9 million. Since this _emuntsto

less than 0.2 percent of total business receipts and only 2.1 percent of

net IncomeS*, it is clear that the hearing conservation mendment would

_U.$. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Emp1o_montand
Earnings, 27 (March 1980): 53.

e'In 1974, receipts for SIC 44 totalled $6,958,289,000 while net incomewas
$570,287,000. See U.S. Departmentof the Treasury, InternalRevenue
Service, Statlsti_s of Income--1974T Corporation Income Tax Returns,
(Washington__._., ¢gIBJ,p. LZ.
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hove a minor economic impact on this industry. Moreover, this estimated

cost and economic impact are substantially overstated because the total

employment figure used includes, white collar workers as _e11 as those

production workers who are exposed to noise levels below 85 dB (TWA).

Since,for the most pert, the numberof workers exposed to severe noise in

the nonmanufacturin9 .sectors ts small compared to the number ip heavy

manufacturing, it is even less probable that compliance costs in these

industries would be the cause of ma,.ior economic disruption.

_all Business

OSHAhas alw_s attempted to mtnimtze the regulatory burden on small

business as long as it would not jeopardize worker safety and health. To

conform wtth this+practice; as well as to comp]y with the spirit of the

Regulatory Flexibility Act, the Agency has made a concerted effort to

analyze the spectal problems that small business might face tn tempi:fin9

with thts amendment. (The requirement for a Regulatory Flexibility

Analysis appltes only to proposed regulations issued after aonuary 1, 1981,

not to ftnol regulations issued after that date.) Where possible, the

proposed regulation was modified to ameliorate potential hardships. For

example, the requirement for monitoring may affect smeller businesses

disproportionately because they wtll often rely on consultants, whereas it

ts easier for larger firms to develop an in-house monitoring capability.

After analyzing the record, OSHAdrafted the present provision to allow the

obligation to recur every other _ear tn most situations, rather then at

least annually as was originally propos.ed. Also, the proposal required

thata _rkar repeat the audiometricexam if a significantthresholdshift

was detected. Tilefinalamendmentde;etesthisrequirementfor workerswho
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were tested after 14.hoursaway from workplacenoise. Althoughit may not

be practicablefor large firms to schedulemern'ingtests for all of their

exposed workers, small businesses should be _hle to l_ake full advantage of

this exemption.

Despite these efforts, Mall business firms may find compliance more

of a burden than large firms. Table 10 in the Costof Compliance section

Shows that there are only 1-19 employees in almost two-thirds of the

311,094 establishments in those industries primarily affected by noise.

The table implies that o firm classified in this slze group hires an

averageof five productionworkers. Based on the 8BN exposure data (see

Table 11) an average of 34.4 percent, or only _Mout 2 workers, would be

exposed to noise at or above 85 dB in these small establishments.

Small firms will often find ways to reduce monitoring costs by working

togetherto share equipmentor by rentingmonitoringequipmentto measure

noise exposures. However, following the cost estimation procedures

developed above, if these firms do hire consultants to satisfy their

monitoring requirements, the annual monitoring cost would average $205 per

• firm. Using BL$ data to calculate a weighted average hourly earnings of

$6.76 for production workers in these industries, the estimated cost of

sending two workers for audtometrtc testing is $68 per _ar. Annual costs

for these small firms to provide training and heortng protectors come to

about $24 and $20 respectively, while costs for recordkeeping and the

posting of signs add $6.00 per firm. Thus, compliance costs for

establishments in the smallest size category may average about $324 per

year.

Costs of this magnitude are obviously significant to the smallest

firms. However, except for the most marginal of these establishments, they

are not likelyto affectthe economicviabilityof an otherwiseprofitable
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operation. Moreover, these costs may be substantially offset by the

potential financial benefits of reduced worker absenteeism and workptace

accidents. In _ddttton, 0$HAoffers free onstte consultation tn every

state, funded under Section 7 (c) (1) of the 0SHA Act. This service is

delivered by State 9overnments QP prtvote sector contractors using trained

and qualified professional staff, To the extent that these resources

allow, OSHA will make a special effort to respond to requests from

employers for professions1 advtce and assistance. Also, OSHAis tn the

,process of developing prtnte_ pemplets that _tll assist empleym_s in

providing appropriate tratntng to their workers. The avatldatlity of these

additional resources should significantly enhance the abtltty of small

bustness to ccmpl_ wtth the provisions of the hearing conservation

amendment.

V,,ll
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Vl. RESOURCEAVAILABILITY

For the compliance activities of the hearing conservation"

amendmentto be feasible,industrymust have the specializedequipment

and personnel essential to an acceptable program. As documentedin the

following paragraphs, the noise record indicates that industry need not

develop new technologies to implement hearing conservation progr_ns

since the equipment required by the new rule is already being

memufactured and sold to industrial purchasers.

A substantive issue that remains to be addressed, ho_ver, is the

general accessibility of the necessary human and material resources.

An assessment of the present availability of equipment and personnel

would be useful but it _uld not provide a realistic Indlcation of the

future availability of these resources following the promulgation of

the _mndment. In the absence of e detailed requirement for hearing

conservation programs, many employers have not felt obligated to

protect workers from hearing loss. As a result, there has been ltttle

incentive for manufacturers to step up the production of appropriate

equipment. Similorly, the n_nber of properly trained hearing

professionalshas been limitedby the demandfor their services. As

industry begins to implement the hearing conservationactivities

mandated under this rule, it is anticipated that the supply of these

resources would rapidly expand to satisfy the new requirements.
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Monltorin9

The feasibilityof the monitoringprovision,which requires the

determinationof a representativenoise exposure for each worker

exposedto an 8 hour TWA of 85 dB or more, dependson the availability

of appropriate instrumentation for firms perfomtng in-house monitoring

•or of qualified monitoring consultants for firms that choose not to

obtainthe necessarynoise measuringequipment. Commentsto the noise

record indicate that currently at least 6,000 doslmoters are

manufacturedeach yesr (IX.319 A-I;IX. 319 A.7; IX. 31g A-12; Ix. 31g

A-20; Ex. 319 A-Bg; Ex. 319 A-72). A]though not al1 of these

dosimeters meet the specifications of the final rule, someappear to

comply with the amendmentby meeting the range and lower threshold

requirements as _11 as the specifications of ANSI S1.25-1978 (IX. 319

A-8; and 0SHAtelephone survey to dosimeter manufacturers). Kamperman

(Ex, 321-32) has tested one of those instruments and found that it

meets a test OSHAbelieves to be more rigorous than the one this

_enCnent requires. Other manufacturers should also have ltttle

diffloulty butldtng units that comply _tth the umendment as the

technology is avallable to both domestic end foreign firms. In

addition, there are at least 5,300 sound level meters manufactured each

year that csn be used to measure _orker exposures (IX. 319 A-l; Ex.

A-7; IX. 319 A-12; IX. 319 A-72).

The analysis described in the Cost of Compliance section concludes

that only the largerllndustrlelestablishmentsore likelyto purchase

monitoringequipment. In the 19 Industrlslsectorsstudied,there ere

less than 34,000 establishments with over 100 employees (see Table 10).
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It is not known how many of these fires already possess accedt_ble

monitoring instruments. However, the rates of production listed above

for units that will last a number of years Imply that e substantial

amount of equipment is already available. Further, because many of the

sm_ller establishments wtll opt to rent or share equipment, each

instrument wtll frequently be used by nurmrous employers.

The significant increase tn the demandfor monitoring instruments

which wtll follow the implementation of the heertng conservation

progrms wtl1 provide = sharp stimulus to their production. Of the 12

companies currently menufecturtng dosimeters, only 2 m_ufactured

acoustical mecsure_nt equipment prior to the presage of the 1969 notse

stored=Pal. Since that time, the reoetntng companies either exp_ded

their product lines to tnclude sound level meters and dosimeters or

were established in response to the anticipated demand for nots=

me=sure,ant equipment. In slmtlar fashton, extsttng manufacturers _d

new firms will be _le to supply dosimeters and sound level meters to

meet the new demend. To provide adequate time for this tncrecsed stele

of production, OSHA is o11owlng a 2-year ported before the more

stringent specification requtr_ents for dosimeters becomeeffective.

In addlt:lon, the widespread occurrence of Industrial noise has

festered the est_ltsl_ent of numerous =ousttcai consulting ft_1_ that

wtll be aveil=ble to ¢commodate those employers who choose to rely on

specialized acoustical technicians to mecsure worker exposures (Ex. 319

B-8; Ex. 319 B-9; Ex. 319 8-11; Ex. 319 8-15). Audiometrtc testing
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firms also frequently offer monitoring services (Ex. 319 B-g; Ex. 319

B-12; Ex. 305; E_. 321-7). Thte approach is accept_le as long as

employers ensure that the consultants use qualified personnel and

appropriate equipment and that they follow the requirements of the

amenenent. Each consulting ftrm can provide mon'ttorlng services to

numerous Industrial eltents as the surveys do not always requtrea

substantial degree of technical expertise (especially where dosimeters

are used), and the smaller establisl_nenta can he surveyed tn no mere

than one day (see Table 8). Alttlough the record does not indicate the

number of consultingfirms that current]:/have the capeJo111tyto

conduct no]so measurment surveys, the capacity of such f]rms would ha

expected to expand'accordingly If the current supply of these services

provesto he Insufflclent.

Audtometrtc Testtn 9 •

"The date developed in the cost of compliance section tndtcate that

there w111 be _)eut 5,125,000 workers in audtometric testing programs.

The _endment requtres that an otolar.vngologtst, an audiologist, or tn

their _sence, a qualified physician oversee each program. %n

addition, the audlemetrtc ex_ninstton" must be administered by one of

these professionals or e eer_tfied technician trained tn a course that

contains materiel equivalent to that approved by the Council for

Accreditation in Oecupettbnel Hearing Conservation, or The Gutdelfnes

of the Inter-Society C_mmftteeon Audiomet_]c Technician T'raintng.

%n 1975, the _ertoan Speech and Hearing Association (ASHA)

reported that course work fn industrial hearing conservation was

offered by 'i00 university and college programs. The ASHAestimated

that there wore 3,500 audiologists at that time and that this number
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would probably double in the next ftve :/ears. (Ex. 15-30, p. 4).

Indeed, by 1980, the P_nerlcan Speech-Language-Hearing Association

(ASLHA) reported that there were currently 5,052 audiologists who are

members of ASLHA, another Z,O00 who are lfcensed, end an additional

1,600 students who were about to receive masters* or doctoral degrees

(Ex. 319 S-7). Thus, within the near future, there will be _bout 9,652

eudlologlsts who can supervise eudlemetrlc programs. A]though It Is

unltkalw since many firms wlll have a medfcel doctor to oversee the

program,, ff only these audiologists supervised audtometrtc testtn9 for

a11 5,126,000 workers, they would see an average of 531 workers each.

The n_er of workers tested per audiologist, therefore, ts _baut 2 per

day, which ts cle_ly a manageable task.

In additlon to eudloloolsts, otolaryngologlsts and other quellfled

physlciens can oversee audlometHc teetlng programs. The _rican

Councll of 0toleryngolo_y (AC0) =stlmated that there were almost 5,000

practicing otoler3mgologists In 1973 (Ex. 321-5, p. 17). Accordlng to

the AC0, by 1985 there w111 be e surplus of 253 otolar_mgologlsts (Ex.

321-5, p. 94). Moreover, In 1977 there were 382,000 professionally

active M.D.'s tn the U.S. (Statistical Abstrac'_ of the U.S., 1979, p.

105), and e major study recently submitted to the U.S. Oepartment of

Health and Human Services concludes that the U.$. will have an

oversupply of 70,000 physicians by 1990 (Report of the _,,duate Medtcal

Education National Advisor.v Connntttee, Vol, I, GMENACSumary Report,

Sept. 1980, p. 3).

Currently, the Councll for Accreditationin OccupatlonalHearing

Conservation (CAOHC) indicates that they have certifiedabout 6,700
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audtometrtc technicians (Ex. 319 g-4), apd there are about 700 course

directors approved by the CAOHCto provtcle tralnfng for 20-30

tectlntctans per course. If each course dtrector teaches only one

course per .veer to 20 people, thts represents an _ldtttonal 14,000

techntcfans. Thus, wtthln o year, about 21,000 techn|ctans could be

availableto perform audlometrlctests, whlch averagesto about one

technician per 244 workers. However, many technicians Rove received

'tralnfn9 and certlflcatlanby Instl'cutlansand professlanalsotherthan

the CAOHC, _nd _dlologlsts and physl¢lansother the those oertlf1_

as Instructors by the CAOHCwt11 be able to train additional

technicians. Thus, the supply of technicians ]s 1tkely to be even

larger than the 21,000 esttmoted here.

As explained In the previous section on the cost of compliance,

_out 829,000 workers wt11 reoetve audtometrtc tests supervised by

physicians or audilologtsts at cltntcs and tn prtvate practices. The

253 excess otolar.vngologtsts that the ACOpredicted to b'e available In

1955, alone, could provide 1,170,000 offtce vtstts (Ex. 321-5, p. 94).

Thus, there ts no Indication that the total supply of

otolar.vngolog_sts,oudluloglsts,and physicianscould not.meet thls

demand.

About 1,447,000 workers were estimated to recetve audlometrlc

tests from mobtle vans which can travel to virtually any plant

facility. At a testtn 5 rate of 48 persons per day .(Ex. 319 g-5

.suggests 56 per n-hour day), the worlcers could be tested In 150 da.vs by

167 moblle vans. The use of these vans ts already a commonpracttoe

top many hearing conservation ftrms. Although the number of vans

presently equlpped to provtde audfometrtc servtces was not submitted
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¢o the record, ttts recsenable to expect that the existing audiometric i

firms, along wtth new firms entering the market will be able to supply i
these mobile services.

Approximately 2,890,000 _rkers were estimated to have their

heaping tested at in-house progr_s in 1.3,285of the largest industrial

establishments. Many of these firms already offer sudfozetrtc tests to

their employees. Moreover, additional audiometrtc technicians can be

rea(ltly tratncd by sending employees at each fzciltty to an appropriate

institution for training. Thus, it ts unlikely that these large firms

will have difficulty ftndtng appropriately qualified personne;.

In general, the trained personnel are _ldely disseminated

throughout the nation. For ex_ple, there an_ about 2.1

Qtolan:n19ologtsts per 100,000 people in the U.S., with a range from 1.7

tn the ecst south central region to 2.5 in the pacific region {Ex.

,_ 321-5, p. 21). By federal geographical regton, the distribution of

Audiologists listed on the ASLHAmailing list ranges from 285 ASLHA

audiologists in Region 8 to 1,186 ASLHAaudiologists in Region 5.

_evertheless, one objection raised against audtometrtc testing was that

some commrolal anttvittes, such as loggtng operations, _ould not be

• :cesstble to qualified persamnel (Ex. 14-264; Ex. 14-260). However,

OSHAbelieves the record sho_s that in almost all cases, the widespread

availability of professional and technics1 personnel supplying mobtle

audtometrfc services should be adequate for even outlying Industrial

sites.

The ma.lor equipment required to perform audiome_ri¢ examinations

are audiometers and sudtomatrtc test booths. Based on 2,000 hours of'

use pen year an;_ a 10-minute examination period, each audiometer can
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potentially be used to provide 12,000 tests. If the audiometers are

operatedat only half this rate, it would take about 1,000 audiometers

to test5,126,000workers. The currentproductionof this equipment,

each unit of which is expectedto operate for about 10 years, is at

least 5000per year. {Ex.319 A-51; Ex. 319 A-60; Ex. 319 A-64;

Ex. 319 A°67). Moreover, all of the manufacturerswho commented

indicatedthat they could meet an increaseddemand, and it is likely

that most of the existing audiometerscurrentlyused by industryare

acceptableunder the _endment.

There are three majormanufacturersof audiometrictest booths in

the U.S. Although there is no informationin the record about the

numberof unitsproducedeachyear, manufacturerscould increasetheir

production fairly rapidly by adding second and third shifts if the

current supply proves to be inadequate to meet an increased d_nand. In

i addition, other firms could expand into this area. However, someusers

! of sudiometrlctest booths may have difflcultycomplylng with the

I maximumoctave band sound pressurelevelsallowedin the booth duringJ
audiomotrictesting. This may be particularlydlfficultin the GO0

Hz octaveband. In an effortto a11eviatethis difficulty, OSHA has

chosen to use 27 dB as the maximumsound pressure level in the 500 Hz

octave band ratherthan the more stringentlevelof 21.5dB specified

in the ANSI S3.1-1977 standard. Although there is evidence on the

record that the levels specified by ANSI $3.1-1977, with the adjustment

at 500 HZ, can be met duringindustrialaudiometry(Ex. 266A, p. _3;

Ex. 295), some users msy have to relocate their booths to a quieter

location in order to comply with this provision. Since only the

largest industrialestablishmentswill develop in-house audiometric
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facilities, quteter enclosed areas should be genera11.v available.

Nevertheless, barrier walls could be constructed or double-walled

booths purchased where a problem persists. Since thts part of' the

requirement does not becomeeffective until 2 _ears after the effective

date of the _nendment, moat users should have sufficient ttme to make i

the neoassaW adjustments, i

!
Other Provisions i

The recources required to comply wtth the use of heartng i
t

protectors, training, the pQsting of warning signs, and the keeping of

records w111 not be diffloult for companloa to flnd. The general

availability of heartng protectors ts amply d_onatratad by the 11st of

175 medals of Ile_tng protectors from 45 different menuf'asturers or

suppliers published by NIOSH tn 1975 (Ex. 321-14A). Tra!ning

materials, warning stgns, and record ferns also can be readlly

purchased from .manysafety supplJ¢houses.

r

i

i
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VII. REGULATORYALTERNATIVES

The 1974 OSHA noise proposal retained the currentpermisslble

exposurelevel(PEL) requiringemployersto limittlme-weightedaverage

(TWA) exposuresto 90 dB by engineeringor administrativecontrols,

where feaslbie. The proposal also mandated various requirementsFor

monitoring,hearing protectoruse, and audlometrictestingfor workers

exposed to noise levels _>85 dB (TWA). Commentson this proposal were

solicited, informal hearings were held, and • formidable record was

compiled. Many of the regulatoryactionssuggestedby the participants

to these proceedings can be classified as.follows:

1. Revise the PELfor noise,

2. Initiate e hearing conservation program where noise'exposures

exceed a TWAof 85 dB as suggested in the proposal,

3. Initiatea hearingconservationprogramat eltharhigheror

lower exposure levels than 85 dB, and

4. Revisethe monitoringand audlmmetrictestingprovisions.

This section discusses some of these alternatives and 'summarizes the

basis for OSHA'sfinal determination of these issues.

Revised Permissible Exposure Level

A number of ogmmentetors stated that OSHAshould lower the BEL

from the current 90 dB level to an 85 dB level achieved through

engineering controls. However, m_y others asserted that the noise

record is not adequateto addressa11 of the feasibilityproblemsthat

would be crested by requiring additional engineering controls to
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achieve an 85 dg PELfor occupational noise• OSHAconcurswtth the

statements that these Issues are Important and that there are many

unansweredquestions regarding the feasibility of engineeringcontrols

tn spectftc Industrial settings. Therefore, although the Agency is

committedto continueefforts lo resolve these feasibility issues, the

ftnal promulgationof a new comprehensivestandard must await the

collection and ana;ysts of substantial newdata•

Notwithstandingthe lack of adequatedata on the feastbt;tt.v of

ustng engineeringcontrols to reach 85 d8 1eve;s, t;_enoise record does

contain conclusive evtdencethat current noise levels are damagingthe

hearing ahfllty of a sizable fraction of the worker population. Thus,

OSHAts cgnvtncedthat until the engineering feasJbtltt.v record can be

augmented,the only regulatory approachcapaple of reducingtile extant.

and severity of occuloationally Induced heartng tmpatment Is s

requtr_ant for effective he_1ng conservation programs.

.I.I.FtnalHeartn9 Conservation_endmant

A he_tng conservation _mendmentcovering workersexposedto a TWA

of at least 85 dB was the option u_ttmotel.v selected by the Agency.

In the absenceof hearing conservationprograms,data presented tn the

Benefits section Indicate that over one million people _uld suffer

materleT fmpaJ_ent of heeling causedb.voccupations; noise° It was

estimated thct implementationof hearing conservation programswould

prevent at least 212,000 Indtvtduo;s from suffering matertel impairment

of hearing tn the lOth year; 477,000 in the 20th year; 696,000 tn the

3Oth year; 799,000 tn the 40th .veer; and 999,000 tn an equilibrium
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year. _recver, by the 7_h year, 412,000peoplewould be prevented

from crossing the 40 dB fence, whtch indicates a more severe

tmpatment.

A number of cements to the record assert that OSHAmust

d_annstrate that benefits compareFavorably to compliance costs before

promulgating a standard (Ex. 251A, p. 39; Ex. 27, p. 475; Ex. 208).

However, for the most por_, %hes_ submissions do not Imply that the

benefits must be expressed in dollar terms. Because the loss of

hearing generally impedes personal relationships more than market

transactions, OSHAhas determined that the m_or benefit of the hearin9

conservation amendmentcannot be valued in monetary equivalents despite

_he willingness-to-pay approachdeveloped tn the economics literature.

OSHA, therefore, relies ulmn the total benefits, not :lust the

monetlz_hle beneftts of heartn9 conservation programs to Justify thts

amendment.

The Council on Wage and Price Stability (CoHPS) did net assert

that the total benefits of a noise regulation should be assigned dollar

values, but suggested that estimates of %he cost per Impairment

prevented be used as a measure of the s%andard_s relattve

cost-effectiveness (Ex. 208, p. 14). Oivtdtng the $269.9 million total

annual cost for.hearing conservation programs by the 898,000 material

tmpatr_nts prevented at equilibrium gives S301 as the annual cost per

impairment prevented tn an equilibrium :m_'. However, this value may

not be a clam" indicator of the oasis-effectiveness of the requirements

because the annual compllanoe cost ts incurred from the first year

following implementation, whereas t_e equilibrium number of material

impairments prevented does not nccu_ for up to 70 years. This problem
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cannothe resolved by comparingan estimate of the sumof the annual

compliance costs to the equilibrium nt_ber of impairmentsprevented

becausemanyofthe individualspreventedfromsufferinghearingdamage

beforethecompletionof the70-yearperiodwillnotbe aliveafter70

years. TheseInterlobenefitseraneglectedwhen countingthe number

of materialImalrmentspreventedat an equilibrlumyear.

The precedingparagraphrelatesto thecost-effectlvanessof all

hoarlngconservationprograms. However,in accordancewith the

existingOS_ noiseregulation,some industrialworkersalre_y use

hearingprotectors,andwlllachievesomehearingconservationbenefits

evenwithout the implementationof this newamendment.If as discussed

in the Benefits section, 20 percent of the _orlcers exposedto >gO dB

arealre_yreceivingtOdl)of attenuationfromhearingprotectors,the

existing progrme wouldprevent about 120,000 materiel impairmentsef

hearlngby an oqulllbrlumyear. Since the programsthat wlllbe in

effectfollow.ingthe implementationof thisamendmentare expect_to

preventa totalof 898,000materialImpalr_nents,the additional77Bo000

preventedimpairmentsk(lllbe directlyettrlbut_leto the new

regulation.Olvldlngthese_dltlenalbenefitsby the$264.3million

annualcostof the nw complianceactivities{SeeT_Ia 7) yields$327

as theannualcostpern_ Impalrmentpreventedin an equilibriumyear.

This is not substantlellydifferentfrom the S301 annualcost per

impairmentpreventedforallhe_Ingconservationprograms.

An alternativemethodology,described in the Benefits sectionend

AppendixA, tracksthe interimFlowof benefitsby calculatingthe

n_er of person-yearsof materialimpairment.This approachprovides

a cumulativemeasureof the person-yearsof Impslment that ere

expectedto be preventedover a designatedtime period. The

person-yearsof _aterlalimpairmentpreventedthat are attrlbut_le
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to heartng conservation requirements were estimated to rtse from

slightly over 1 mt_lton after 10 years to mere than 43 mtllton after 70

.Years. Thts measure avotds the problem of overlooking the tntortm

benefits but does not account for current patterns of heartng protector

use. Zn addttlon, because the beneftts do not occur for a per4od of

years, tt does not totally resolve the problem of relating them to a

stream of annual compliance costs.

The record provides conflicting vfews with respect to thel correct

trea_nont of costs _nd beneftts when they are distributed over time,

Sunrntngthe annua| costa over the relevant number of _ers ts not

valid, because Irrespective of Inflation, e dollar spent tn the future

ts not equivalent to a dollar spent tod_y. Znterest can be earned

during the period that the payments m'e dale.red, making it less

burdensomefor either an Individual or a sectary to spend a dollar tn

the future than tn the present. The appropriate methodto evaluate the

sum of the annual hem'tng conservation costs ts to calculus the

present value of the cast stream. Thts requtres discounting the future

p_-ymentsby the market Pete of tnterest before totalling the strecn of

costs. In order to standardize these ce|culatfons, the Offtce of

Hanegement and Budget (OHB) has suggested that agenctes use a 10

percent interest Pete (OHBCircular No. A-94).

On the benefits side, however, ttts not clear that the prevention

of future heartng loss should be considered _ess valuable than the

prevention of current .veers of _mpefrment. In their study, CPAchoose

not to discount beneft_s and potnted out that:
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Discounting non-monetary beneftts tsa backhanded
way of attaching monetary charanter]st]cs to
ncn-n_netary goods. Zmpltctt in discounting ]s the
notion that the goods at any one t]me can be traded
off for edutvalent goods at another time. In
reality few markets exist for thts direct trade.
(Ex. 323, p. 5-45.)

A COWPSofficial expressed an opposing opt'nton by suggest]rig to CPA

that there was a "fundamental fallacy in .your methodology for

dtscount]ng costs 45 ,years ]n the future hut count!ng...a _ear of

hearing loss 45 years from now...the santa as a hearing loss of

today..." (_rrall, Tr. p. 2198-9).

After considering these viewpoints, OSHAhas made a pol]cy.

decision that It _ould be misleading to apply an .arbttrar,y discount

•rste where the market does not reveal the appropriate discount for

these delayed benefits. Although OSHAagrees that the economic value

of future production ]ross Is properly subject to a market rote of

discount, this ]og]c does not neces'sarlly apply to the path and

suffering that eccompan]es the non-economic component of s state of

]rrevorstbl.v imps]red health. The record provides no evidence to

suggest th_ a year of hear]rig tmpa]rlnent suffered 20, 30, 40 or even

70 years in the future _ould be more accept,hie than current

afflictions. In fact, the tradltlonaltlme preference for current over

deferred eonsunpt]on may not _pply tn this ease because a future _ear

of hearing tmpotment is more 11kely to occur when the fndtv]dua1*s

other sensors faculties are ]n decline, further enhancing the need ?or
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acute hearing perception. Indeed, tf offered the choice between a .

present or a future year of hearing impairment, it might not be

unreasonable for workers to forgo a current Year of nomal hearing tn

favor of adequate hearing tn e later year. Thus, OSHAfirmly believes

that a long-term perspective is required to protect the health of

_orkersover their lifetimes.

On the other hand, OSHA understandsthat there are methodological

problemscreated by discountingcosts but not benefits. For example,

the total Of the discounted costs will ultimately stabilize, but the

person-yearsof Inq_alrmentpreventedwlllcontlnueto clln_ as the time

period chosen for analysis lengthens,allowingthe Justlflcatlonof

almostany program when consideredover e sufficientlylong tlmospon.

However, because the time pattern of benefits frm the alternative

regulationsis similar, a descriptivepresentationel'the relationship

between the discounted costs and the hearing loss prevented over ttme

can provldesome insightIntothe relative effectiveness of alternative

regulations. One such illustration would result from dividing the

present value el+ the annual cost stream by the estimated person-years

of impairment prevented over various time periods. The resulting trend

In the present value of the cost per person-year of l_alrment

preventedby hearingconservationprograms,as displayedin Figure6,

d_llnes sharply from $1,565after the lOth year to $510 by the 20th

year, to $245 by the 30th year, to $148 by the 40th year, and to $62 )y

the 70th year. Simply sumlng the costs wlthoutdiscountlngyields a

cost par person-yearof impairmentpreventedof $606 by the 4_h year

and $436by the 70th year.
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There is no preconceivedrule that will unequivocallyJustifyor

reject a decision to allocate an increasedportion of soclety's

resources to the reduction of future cases of hearing impairment.

However,the pain, discomfortand socialdisabilityaccompanyinglost

hearing at any stage of life are clearlysubstantialrelativeto these

costs when viewed over a time horizon long enough to allow the

menlfestatlonof the program'sresults. OSHA,therefore,Is convinced

that the omendment'scontributionto an improvedqualityof lifefor

hundreds of thousands of workers and their friends and families more

than balanoes the estimated cost of the a_mndment. Moreover, this

conclusion ts only strengthened to the extent that extra-auditory

health effects increase the measured benefits, and that fewer accidents

and reduced msoncmetsmand medical payments decrease the cost burden,

as suggested by the evidence cited In the 8aneflts section above.

Alternative Initiation Levels

Numerouscommentsto the record addressed the appropriate noise

exposure level at which to initiate hearing conservation programs.

Although manyc_nentators agreed that 85 d8 was e proper level, others

asserted that gO dB would be sufficient, and at least one participant

stated that 75 d8 should be the long-range goal (See Ex. 5, p. 43802).

The scientific evidence presented to Ju_tlfy these alternatives

primarilyrelateto the rtsk of hearinglossat variouslevelsof noise

exposure. As explained In the Health Effects section, OSHAbelieves

that the results of this research are best represented by Johnson's

synthesis of the Passchter-Vemmer, and 8urns and Robinson studies

(Ex, 310) which show that significant levels of risk appear at
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noiseexposureswell below gO dB.

Johnson's data indicate that for the more sensitive lOth

percentileof workers exposed over a workinglifetlme,the Mount of

noise induced permanentthreshold shift (NIPTS) for the frequencies

1000,2000, and 3000 Hz is 11.1 dB for _orkersexposedto 90 dB, 4.7 dB
+

for workers exposed to 85 d8, and only 1.8 d8 for workers exposed to 80

dB (see Table A-7 in AppendixA). Moreover,a risk matrix based on

these data, and reproducedin Table A.IO of AppendixA, impliesthat

the probabilityof crossing a 25 dB fence solely due to a 401year

exposureto occupationalnoise of 90-95 dB is 25 percentfor males and
l

+ 28 percent for females (deduct risk of >gOdB exposures). For noiseI
I
I exposuresbetween85 and go dB, this probabllltyremainsa relatively

high 11 percent_nd 14 percent for males and females,respectively.

However, for exposures of 80-85 d8, the probability of crossing this

fencebecauseof work-relatednoise fallsto 5 percentfor males and 6

percentfor females.

To Illustrate further how the 85 dBamendmentcomparesto various

alternatives,OSHA has used these risk matricesto estimatethe number

of individuals who would suffer hearing impairment following a

reduction in the emendment'ecoverage to go dB or an expansion in scope

to 80 dB. The procedures for these calculationsare based on the

methodology outlined in the Benefits section and in Appendix A.

Table 17 presents the number of persons at the equilibrium time

period who would have hearing threshold levels_ZB dBt 25 dB, and 40 dB

for the alternativeregulatlons. Thus, withoutthe use of hearing

protectors, 1,624,000 individuals would be across e 15 dB fence;

1,060,000 would be across a 25 dB fence; and473,000 would be across a

40 d3 fence. This is 9.2 percent, 6.0 percent, and 2.7 percent,
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Table 17

Persons wlth Occupational Hearing Impairment at EqutltbrJm
(1000, 2000, 3000 HZ)

15 dB Fence 25 dE Fence 40 dB Fence

;,

Regulatory
Alternatives Number Percent* Number Percent* Number Percent*

No Hoartng
Conservation
Progran 1,624,000 9.2 1,060,000 6.0 473,000 2.7

90 dB 675,000 3.8 351o000 2.0 136,000 O.S '

85 dB . 321,000 1.8 162o000 0.9 59,000 0.3

80 dB 125,000 0.7 63,000 0.4 23,000 0.1

3ourco: OSHA,Office of Reguletory Analysts.

* Number of Impairments as a pereent_e of the number of persons tn the
population s_udted (17,538,000).
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respectively, of the. populatlon studtedo Instituting heartng

'conservation programs at 90 d8 reduces these Impairments by only 58-71

percent, whereas heartng conservation at 85 dB decreases the number of

Impairments by 80-88 percent, and the 80 dB alternative by

92-95 percent.

Table 18 displays estimates of the annual costs and the number of

hearfn 9 Impairments expected to be avoided by hearing conservation

programs Initiated at 90. 85. and 80 dB. Using the same methodology

that was used to develop the cost estimates for the 85 dB amendment,

but disregarding current comp|tance efforts, the onnuai costs for the

90, 85 end 80 dB alternatives were calculated as $179.3, $269.9 and

$373.8 mt111on respectively. The table shows the number of heertng

Impairments that _uld be prevented at equilibrium end at 4 interim

years for the 25 dO fence, and at equilibrium for the 15 and 40 dB

fences, Ftgure 6 Illustrates the ttme path of these benefits

calculated for the 25 d8 fence.

A number of different _echntques have been d_veloped by social

scientists to assure a rattans1 selection among alternative publtc

poltcy octtons. One such technique recommendedby COWPSsuggests that:

The first step in the analysts ts to eliminate the
options thor are .not cost-effective relative to
some other option, To determine which are not
cost-effective, the margtnal (additional) cost per
additional worker protected with each increasingly
stringent "standard must be calculated. Whenever
margtnal costs decllne (l.e., it costs less to
protec_ one more worker than to protect the
previous worker)t one should reject the weaker
standard in favor of the standard offering more .
protection. (Ex. 208, p. 14.)
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However, even assuming an adequate demand for the regulation, this

approach is useful only where the added cost of protecting addttfonal

workers declines. Where morgtnal costs rise, making tt more expensive

to prevent an additional metertal impairment than a previous material

tmp_trlnent, the COHP$sug9estion will not help to identify the proper

scope for the regulation. (Traditional eoonomtotheory tmpltes that •

schedule shewing rising mergtnal costs per tmpatment prevented also

indicates the numberof impairments that employers would be willing to

prevent if they wore reimbursed by varying anounts. Thus, it ts o fore

of "suppl.Y curve" for regulation. However, the corresponding "desnand

curve" cannot be constructed because the predominant portton of the

benQflts cannot be monettzed. Therefore, a soctally efficient level of

regu|atton cannot be specified.)

To demonstrate that the cost of preventin9 an edditiona_ matertal

impairment does, in fact, rtse as the coverage of thts regulatlon

expands, the additional costs end the _tdtttonol material impairments

that would be prevented by trnplementtn9 the successively more tnctuslve

altQrnatives 4re presented tn Table 19. Since the baseltne for thts

analysis ts no hearing conservation progr_, the numbers tn the 90 dB

row ere unchangedfrom T_le 18. The 85 and 80 dS entries in T_le 19

were calculated by t_ing the difference between the 85 and 90 dB rows,

and the 80 end 85 dB rows, respectively, from Table 18. Table Z9

Indicates, for ex_ple, that the 83 dR xnendment would cost $gQ,S

mtlltan a .year more then the 90 dB alternative, but would prevent

38,000 more matertal Impairments by the 10th .veer after promulgetton of

the _nendment.
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However, to assess the relationship between these alternatives

According to the C0WP$mothodology, the IncrementAl beneftts of each

Alternative must be expressed In terms of the additional costs they

would impose. Unfortunately, the cost differentials that were

estfmated for these alternatives are samewhAt btesed because of the

unrealistic assumption that all establishments tn the Industries

studted wtll have at least some _mrkers tn the hearing conservation

program. This assumption not only overstates the monitoring costs of

the final rule, but Also necess_-ll3, understates the cost

differentials mOng the AlternAtive stand_u'ds. In practice, more firms

would be impacted bY the 80 dB alternative than by the 85 dB standard

whtch in turn would effect more firms then the 90 dB Alternative.

Thus, the magnitude of the overstatement of the costs falls as the

coverage of tile standard ts expended, osustng the more Inclusive

alternatives to Appeor relatively more cost-effective than ts

warramted.

Notwtthst_ldtmg the shortcomings of these data end the conceptual

difficulty tnvolved tn relating annual costs to impairments prevented

At A future time period, Table 20'displAys the resulting estimates of

both the average annual cost per motertA1 impairment prevented at

equilibrium, and the additional ennuA1 cost per matertal impairment

prevented at equilibrium by the successively more Inclusive standards.

The t_ale grAphtcA11.Y illustrates the rtse tn the additional cast per

material fmpAtr_nont prevented As the stendsrd lncresses its coverage.

Moreover, this upward trend re_atns for calculations based on the

present value of the costs per person-year of impairment, or for other

time periods or fences; and occurs despite the bias in the cost data

which tends to favor the more Inclusive standards. Thus, the COWP$
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suggested criterion for selecting the cost.effective alternative, which

ts dependent upon ftndtng a regulatory alternative with declining

margtnal costs, ts not a relevant consideration tn this Instance.

Table 20
Average and Additional Cost per Material

Impairment Prevented at Equilibrium
(25 dB Fence)

Average Annual Cost _altlona] Annual
Regulatory per Impairment • Cost per Impairment
Alternet tve Prevented Prevented

gOdB $253 $ 253

aS dB 301 479

80 dB 375 1,040

Source: OSHA,Office of Regulatory Analysis.

These data do, however, indicate the dtfferentt_ effects likely to

follow the prcmulgetton of the alternative regulations. Moreover, they

show that even if OSHA_ere to enforce diligently the hearing

conservation portions of the existing notse regulation the new

amendmentwould bring substanttel additional benefits. For example,

Table 18 shoveadthat a regulation limited to workers exposed to s THA

of 90 dB or *hove _u]d prevent a large number of material tmpah_nents

of hesrtng. "By the equtltbrtum_ear, this alternative would achieve 79

percent of the impairments prevented by the 85 dB amendment.

Although this percentage is significant, Table Z9 indicates that after

10 years, we would expect to find 38,000 more individuals exceeding a
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25 dB fence with the 90 dB alternativethan with the 85 dB flnal

amendment. These addltionolimpairmentsrise to 100,0(]0after20 _mars

and 143,000after30 years. At an equilibriumyear,there _uld be an

additional189,000 people meterlellyimpaired,75,000 of whom would

suffer the more serious hearing loss measured by the 40 dB fence.

Furthermore, Table 19 indicates that to prevent these additional

impairments by extending coverage to workers exposedto e TWAof 85 dB

would cost $90.6ml111ona year more than the 90 dS alternatlve.This

amounts to an average cost of only about $41 for each of the 2.2

million workers exposed to noise of between 85' and 90 dB. Although

Table 20 shows that the 85 dB _mendmentcosts more per materiel

impairment avoided than the 90 dB alternative, the additional costs do i
i

not appear excessive In terms of the hardship they would prevent, i

An alternei:ivepresentation of these data consists of calculating

the number of person-years of materiel impairment prevented using the

procedures described tn Appendix A. Tables 21 and 22 show the

cumulative and additional, cumulative person-yeans of material

impairment prevented for durations of 10, 20, 30, 40, and 70 years

following the implementation of hearing conservation progr_s at the

alternative initiation levels. For instance, Table 21 notes that

during the first 20 years after initiation,programscovering gO dB

exposureswould prevent3,_25,000person-yearsof material impairment

end programs covering 85 dB exposureswould prevent4,50S,00gsuch

years. Table 22 displays the increments, showing that hearing

oonservatlonprograms initiatedat 55 dB would prevent880,000more

person-yearsof material impairmentthan programsinitiatedat 90 dB

over the 20-year period. Over the next 70 years, almost 9 million
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Teble 21

Cumulative Person-Years of Matertal Impairment Prevented
(25 d8 Fence) (millions)

Years
Regulatory
Alternotlve 10 20 30 40 70

90 dB .87 3,625 8.275 14.20 34.815

85 dB 1.05 4.508 10.37 17.845 43.30

80 d8 1.175 5.09 11.805 20.268 48.675

Source: OSHA,Offtce of Regulatory Analys_s.

T_le 22

Additional Cumulative Person-Years of Meterfal Impairment Prevented"
(28 dB Fence) (millions)

Years
Regulatory
Alternative 10 20 30 40 70

90 dO .87 3.625 8.275 14.20 34.315

85dB .19 .880 2.095 3.645 8.985

80 dB .115 .585 1.435 2.420 5.375

Source: OSHA,Offtce of Regu;atory Ano1_s|s.
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eddtttonal persono?ears of matertol Impairment wou_d be avoided by

Implementing the 85 dB a'nendmentas opposed to the 90 dB alternative.

The present value of the added cost per person-.year of motertal

impairment avoided by Initiating the program at 85 d8 rather than st 90

dB can be calculoted by dtvtding the present value of the strem of

eddttlonal amnuel costs ($g0.6 mtllton per year) by the eddtttonal

Impairments prevented. The resu]tlng estimates range from $2,932 after i

10 .veers, to $408 after 30 :fears, to $10l after 70 :fears. Once agatn, " !
!

OSHAbelleves that those oan_pllance costs are below the value that

soctety places upon the personal cost of heortng Impairment.

The data also stgntf.v somertsk of he_.'tng Impairment to workers

exposed st notso levels below o 11_Aof 85 d8. Table 19 shows that e

rope extensive heartnq conservation program coverlnq workers exposedto

aS low aS 80 dB would prevent almost ZO0,OOOadditional matertal

impairments at oqutltbr]um. However, at this time OSHAhas deotded not

to require the Implementation of heortng conservation programs for

workers exposed below o THA of 85 dB. While tnittatfon of a hesrtng

conserver+an program at such exposure leve]s would undoubtedly be to

the advantsge of many workers, such o dectslon _uld requtre the

coverage of almost three m|l]ton additional workers tn thousands of

workploces. Including these addltlonalworkers wsu]d Intensify the.

Increased demand expected for dosimeters, sound level meters,

eudlometrtc test booths, mobt]e van sudfometrtc test untts and

audiologists, otolFngologtsts and certified oudtometrtc technicians.

Infomotton and deto tn the record clearly tndtcote the availability of

these resources to meet a standard Implementing the hearing conserva-

tion program at 85 dB. However, if a11 workers exposed to notse above

a TWAof BO dB were covered, further information would De needed to
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assure that the increased demand generated by covering so many more

workers would not tax these resources to the point that tt might be

difficult for employers to comply by the effective date of the various

sections of the standard. The Agencymay gather new information on the

feanibiltty of Implementing the program bolero a TWAof 85 dR when the

other issues remaining in. this rulemaktng proceeding, such as the

appropriate pemlssible exposure level and method Of compliance, are

reso;ved. However, OSHArematns concerned about the risks from

these lower noise levels and will continue to study the implications of

these exposures while concurrently urging employers to tnclude these

workers in he_'tng conservation programs.

! Alternatfve Monftorlngt Trafntngt and Audtometrtc Testtn 9 Provisions

i Hany groups sug9ested modifications to the monitoring, andE

audiometrfc testing requirements listed tn the 1974 proposal. Zt _uldi
be Informative to have numerical estimates bf the distinct benefits

.associated with each of these provisions and the suggested

alternatives. However, OSHAfound that tt was not possible to make

quantifiable estimates of the benefits attributable to the individual

provtsfons of the ffnal e_endment because each requirement was

developed an an integral component of a comprehensive program. Most"

industrial noise experts agree that workers will not use ear protectors

often or appropriately _less their cooperation has been gained as a

result of educatlonal activities. Thus, monitoring, training and

audtometrtc testing de not provide benefits tn and of themselves, but

only as they support and enhance other aspects of the progr_ by

heightening the awareness and motivation of employees and employers.

In the absence of carefully designed experimental stud.tes, OSHA

believes that precise numerical estimates of these individual effects
%,
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would be highly speculative. Nevertheless, the final form of each

provision was based on expert testfmony in the record regarding those

heartng conservation practices that are generally considered necessary

to safeguard worker heartng during exposure to htgh _evels of noise.

In addition, the economic consequences of these provisions were

considered tn order to assure the selection of the least burdensome

alternative that would st111 provide adequate worker protection. The

annual cost per worker fncluded tn hearing conservation programs ts

esttmoted at about $15 for monitoring, $18 for sudfometrtc testing, end

$8 for trotning. OSHAbelteves that the lmpert_lce of the tnfemotton

these activities provide to the workers at risk of hem-tng Impairment

substanttolly exceed these values.

J

Conclusion

The date presented adore de_lonstrate that OSHAhas thorcughl),

considered _nd doc_fnentedthe need for regulatory ectton, assassed the

economtg consequencesof the _nendment, and evaluoted the tmplfcoticns

of selecting alternative regulatory pro9rams. It was estimated that tn

the absence of hearing conservation programs, over one million

individuals would suffer metertal tmpoirment of he_'tng (stress e 25 dB

fence) becouse of Job-related noise. Extsttng hearing conservation

programs m_v ultimately reduce these impatr_nents by about 11 percent.

However, tf the hearing conservation programs required by the new

amendmenteffectively reduce at-ear noise levels by 15 dB, they would

prevent at least 70 percent of the impairments by the 30th .year, and at

least 85 percent by the 70th year, following fmp_ementation. In

addition, evidence was presented to tndicate that the Incidence of

extra-auditory health effects, Job-related accidents, and worker

absentee levels could decltne significantly.._
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The compliance cost of the amendmentwas estimated at about $53

per exposed worker and constitutes less than 0.2 percent of the profits

tn the m_er affected industries. It was shownthat this level of cost

cam be easily ftnenced without causing economic problems to the great

m_ortty of business ftms in e_:h industry sector. Celcu_atfons

dertvtng the _lnual compliance cost per impairment avoided at

equtltbrtum ytelded $301 for all hearing conservation programs and$327

when the estimated cost and benefit of existing programswere excluded.

Calculations off the present value of the cost per person-ye_" of

tmpetment avoided because of hearing conservation programs came to

$245 by the 30th ye_" and $62 by the 70th year. Theseom_pltance costs

are clearly reasonable compared to the Intangible but very reel

persona; costs of enduring e ye_r of tmpaJred hearing.

Alternatlve initiation levels for the hearing conservation pro_'_n

were considered and re_ected. Although the 90 dB alternative would

reduce _lnuel compliance costs by $g0.5 million, tts selection _ould

permit an estimated 189,000 additional matertal fmpatments by the

equilibrium year. Therefore, the amnuel cost per tmpe_mamt prevented

et equ111br1_n due to extending the scope of the _nendmentto 85 dB

rather then 90 dB was estimated at $479. The present value of the

streml of additional costs per person-ye_" of Impairment prevented by

extending the scope of the regulation to 85 dB was estimated at about

$400 over e 30-year ttmespen, and at _out $100 ever a 70-year hortzon.

Consideration of the 80 dB alternative has been deferred pendtng the

.collection of further date relating to its feasibility. Basedon th_s

lnfometton, OSHAhas concluded that most _ndtviduals, as well es

society as a whole, wtll consider the heartng conservation _endment to

be e Judicious Investment tn the quality of life for this nation's

work force.
"_
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APPENDIX A

CALCULATIONOF THENUMBEROF HEARZN6_MPAZRMENTS

Colculatton of the Equilibrium Numberof Hear_nq _mpetrments,"........

Six baste steps were used to calculate the numberof hearing

impairments occurring under the four regulatory alternatives:

1. Deve]op an age distribution,

2. Develop an age by exposure level dtstrtbuttOno

3. Adjust exposure levels for the use of hearing protectors°

4. Develop e sex dlstrtbut_on and combtne with the age by
exposure level distribution,

5. Calculate the number of heartng mmpotrmentsfrom a]]
causeso and

'6. Determine the numberof occupationally caused herring
Impairments.

This methodology basically follows the proceeures used by the Center for

Policy Alternatives (CPA) ('Economic and $0cta1 Impact of Occupattonol

He]so Exposure Regulations," Ex. 232). Although the conclusions of thts

study were subject to extensive discussion at the hearings, no one criticized

the methodology used by CPA to esttmate the number of hearing lmpetments

prevented, OSHAhas therefore concluded that the CPA procedures form a

reasonable bests for these celculations. Additionally, information on

the number of.retirees tn the population, the sex distribution of the

v_rk forget and the attenuation afforded by the use of hearing protectors

has been Included.
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Develop an'AEe Distribution ._ .

An age distribution of the work Force was developed because hearing

impairment is partiolly a function of age. Ideally one would develop

a distribution based on the actual work Force in the 19 industries under

s_udy. Since such a distribution ts not ovoilab]e, these calculations

used a Bureau of Census age distribution For the entire populotton between

ages 18 and 64. Such use assumes that this distribution adequately repre-

sents the octuel distribution tn the 19 industries and wtll continue to do

so for the next 70 years. In addition, it was assu_ed that no one _ounger

than 18 or elder than 64 years of age is in the production _ork Force in

the 19 industries. The age distribution of the active work Force in the 19

industries is presented in Table A.Z.

Occupational hearing loss does not stop when a person leaves the _ork

Force, but continues throughout retirement. Consequently, the number of

retirees From the production _rk Force in these industries must be added

ta the age distribution. (Both CPA and 88N understated beneftts by net

incTuding retirees in their calculations.) To estimate the number aF

production _rker retirees From the 19 industries (since o precise count

is not available), it was ossumed that the proportion of production worker

retirees From these indostrtes fs equal to the proportion of retirees From

the entire populotion between 18 and 64 years of age. The fo]lowing equation

illustrates thts procedure.
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Populatlon aged 65+
X Productlon workers in 19 industrles

Populetlon age_ 18-64

• 24.054 m|llton I
X 14.g04 mtlllon 3 ........

131,115 m1111en2

• 2.734 million retired produotlon workers in zg Industrles

The complete age distribution (including retirees) for the 19 Industries is

presented tn Table A.2.

Develop an Age b_ Exposure Level Otstrtbutton .........

Two major assumptions were used to develop an age by exposure level

distribution: First, that notse exposure levels (tn d8) ere Independent

of age. Second, that the duration of exposure (in years) for each 10 _ear

age category can be approximated by using the midpoint nu_er of years since

age 20. For example, those aged 35-44 hove worked 15-24 years stnce they

were 20 years old. The mt'dpoint of the range 15-24 Is 20. The average

duration of exposure for ever.vane aged 35-44 ts thus assumedto be 20 years,

Impltctt here ts the assumption that _orkers do not move between netsy end

non-noisy Jobs. .

The age by exposure level distribution ts created by multiplying the

age distribution (Table A.2) with the exposure level distribution (Table 4

of the Benefits Section) end ts presented in Table A.3.

1U.$. Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract
of the Untted States, 1979, Table S, p. 8. Data are For 197_.

2Table A.1 of thJs Appendix.

3Table"3 of the Benefits Section.
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Table A.1

Age Distributionof the ActiveWork Force
• . .TTl

Age Group TotalU.S. Percent ActiveWork Force
;opulatton* in 19 Industries**
{mtl lions) (millions)

18-24 28.944 22.07 3.289

25-34 33.938 25.88 3.857

35-44 24.383 18.60 2.772

45-54 23.184 17.88 2.839

85-64 20.868 18.76 2.349

Total (18-84) 131.115 100.00 14.904

Source: Bureau of the'Census.

I _U.S_ Oeporment of Commerce,Bureau of the Census, Statistical Abstract of
the United States, 1979, Table 5, p. 8. Data are for 197_.

_r_Calculo_edby assumtn9 that the 19 industries have the samepercentage age
distribution as the total U.S. population.
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Table A.2

Age DtstPtbutton of Che Active/Retired Work Force

Age Group Popula¢lon Percen¢
(millions)

i

! 18-24 3.289 18.65

25-34 3.857 21.87
t

t 35-44 2.772 15.72

t 45-54 2.635 14.9455-64 2.349 13.32

65+ 2.734 15.50

Total 17.538 100.00

Sourc¢: Tablo A.1 and the re¢tree estimate }erformed tn the tex¢.
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Table Ao3*

Age by Exposure Level Distribution
AssumingNo Heortng Protector Use

(Percent)

Exposure Age Group
Level
• (dB) 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-94 55-64 fiS+ Total

......... i

< 80 8.74 10.25 7.37 7.00 6.24 7.27 46.88i,

80-85 3.50 4.10 2.95 2.80 2.50 2.90 18.74

85-90 2.81 3:29 2.37 2.25 2.01 2,33 15.06

90-95 2.0S. 2.40 1.73 1.54 1.46 1.70 10.98

95-100 1.02 1.20 _86 .82 .73 .85 5.47

100+ .54 .53 .45 .43 .38 .44 2.87

Total 18.65 21.87 15.72 14.94 13.32 15.50 100.00

Source: OSHA,Office of Regulatory Analysts.

*Gosod on Table 4 (Noise Exposure 01strtbutlon) one Table A.2 (Age
Distribution). Each cell represents the percentage of the active/retired
work force tn etch combination of exposure level and age. Thus, 8.74 percent of
the active/retired _rk force ts both tn the age group 18 end 24 and ts exposed
to occupetionol noise <GOdG,
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Adjust Exposure Levels for the Use of Hearinq Protectors

The next step of the calculatfons was to factor in the effect that

hearing protector use will have on effective, "inside the ear" exposure

levels. This adjustment Is, of course, unnecessary for the no hearing

conservation program alternative, which assumes no hearing protector use.

For the other a]ternattves, assumptions were made about the number ofT
r

i _rkers who wtli wear personal hearing protectors and the average attenua-

tion they wlll receive°

Zt was assumed that a11 workers required to wear hearing protectors

wtll do SO and that they wt11 receive an average attenuation of 15 dE. A

Table A.4

Exposure Levels, Pre-end Post-Regulation for the Final _endment*
(de)

Pre-Regulatton Post-Regulation

<80 <80

80-85 80-85

85-90 <80A_

90-95 <80

95-100 80-85

I00+ 85-90

Sourco: OSHA, Office of Regulatory Analysts.

*Effective "inside the ear" exposure levels after accounting for heartng protec-
tor usage, i.e. all aorkers exposed_85 dB will wear hearing protectors and wtll
receive Zg d6 attenuation,

"*For _orkers exposedto 85-90 d8, only those who have shown a pemanent,
significant threshold shift ere required to wear heartng protection. Zt 1s
reosonable to conclude that the audiometrtc testing programsand th_ criteria
for significant threshold shift will detect, before they incur material Im
palrment, the workers beth_en 85°90 dg who are vulnerable to noise, From the
stondpolnt of hearing impalrments prevented, the assumption that everyone who
fs vulnerable to noise will rear hearing protectors ts mathematically equiva-
lent to the assumption that everyone will wear hearing protectors. The latter
assumption also simplifies the calculations. Therefore, OSHAhas found it
reasonable to make that latter assumption for the purposes of these calculations.
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Table A.5

Fost-Reguletton Ago by Exposure Level Distribution for the Fine1Pmendment*
(Percent)

ii .....

Exposure Age Group
Level
Ce8)

18-24 25-34 39-44 45-54 98-84 65+ Tote1
ill ......

<80 18.65 15.94 11.47 10.89 9.71 11.30 77.96

80-85 5.30 3.81 3.52 3.23 3.75 19.71

85-90 .63 .45 .43 .38 .44 2.33

90-95

95-100

100_ _ -

Total 18.65 21.87 1S.72 14.94 13.32 15.50 100.00

Source: OSHA,Offlce of Regulotory Anelysts.

eAfter equ_llbr_um_s estobllshed (70 years after tmplementetfon). HeaPing protector
use assumed: 100_ of those exposed >_88dB w111_er hooting protectors and w111

I receive 15 d8 ettenuetten.
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more detatled dtscussston of this assumption is found in the Benefits section.

Table A.4 presents current exposure levels and the effective "inside the

ear" exposure levels after Implementation of the final amendment. •Table A.G

J presents exposure levels by age group, assumingfull use of hearing protectors,

I after tmple_lontation of the ftnal amendment.

............... Oevelop a Spx Distribution and CombineHtth the A_e by Exposure .........
; Level Dlstr.leutlon . _

Hearing impairment ts also a function of sex: Hen appear to be more

susceptible to heartng loss than _omen. Therefore, in the 19 industries

studied, o d_strtbutfoo of the production work Force was developed accord-

tn9 ¢o sex. Nd published data exist that show a breakdown of the produc-

tion _ork force by sex, although 8L$ does publish data on the sex distribu-

tion for all employees {not Just production workers) _o the 19 industries.

Zt was assumedin these calculations that the proportion of male and fema|e

emplo.v_estn the production _ork force in the 19 Industries ts equal to that

for the enttro work force, The calculation procedure wos:

Number of female employees in 19 industries I
Female Fraction -

Tote] work force in 19 tndustrfes 2

G+OgG.9Thousand

20,639.3 Thousand

• .2g5

Hale Fraction - 1 * Female Fraction

• 1 *.295

• .705

1U.S. _partment of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics,
E_plo_nent and Earntnqs 27 (Hatch 1980): 67-73, Table 8-3. Data
are for 1_7_.

ZIbtd., Table S-2.
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Thts procedure v_uld appear to overstate the numberof female production

_rkers and understate the numberof male production _rkers, stnoe ttts

generally peroefved tha_ most production jobs In the manufacturingsector

ore held by men. He,ever, a second,unpublisheddata source_rom the 8LS

91ves a breakdownof Job categories by sex and reveals approximately the

sameratio tn blue cellar _ebs: 71 peroent male ta 29 percent female.

These male and female fractions were app;ted ta =he total population,

_nclud_ngretirees, exposedfrom the 19 Jndustrtes (Z7.635 mt111on)to find

the numberof males (12,433 mt111an) and females (5.203 million). ByasSum-

Ing that notse exposurets independentaf sex, distributions af the nunlber

of persons]n the different age andexposurelevel categories weredeveloped

for Dath moles and females by using the age by exposurelevel distribution

(Table A.5). To the extent that menere'exposed,an average, ta htgber noise

levels than ere _men, th_s assumptiontends to understate the numberof

hearingtmpatrn_nts. The reeults ere shownIn Table A.6.
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TABLE A.6

Numberof Persons Exposed(Equilibrium)*
(millions)

Exposure Age Group
Level
(dB) 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 6E+ Tara]

MALE

<80 2.319 1.982 1.426 1.354 1.207 1.405 9.693

80-85 .659 .474 .450 ,402 .466 2.451

85-90 .078 .056 .053 .047 .055 .289

90-95 - * ,-

95-100 - *

I0_

i
Total Male 2,319 2.719 1.956 1.857 1.657 1.926 12.433 i

d

FEMALE

<80 .970 .827 .597 .567 .505 .588 4.054

80-85 - .276 .198 .188 ,168 .195 1,025

88-90 .033 .023 .022 ,020 .023 .131

90-9S - * -

98-100 *

100÷

Total Female .970 1.138 .821 .777 ,694 .805 5.203

Total Male
and Fcnale 3.289 3.887 2.777 2.634 2,351 2.731 17.636

Source: OSHA,Office of Regulatory Analysis.

• 70 years after implementation. _ts table is generated by applying the percentages
of Table A.9 to the total numberaT males (12.433 mt_lton) and females (5.203 million),
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........ Calculate the Numberof Nearing Impairmentsfrom A;1 Causes..................

Risk matrices were developed, utilizing the data presented tn the

Johnsonreport (Ex. 310) and the computer program listed as an appendix

to that report. Tables A.7 end A.8 present noise-induced permanentthres-

hold shift (NZPT$) and presbycusts data from the Johnsonreport used otth

the computerprogram. Table A.9 presents the risk matrix for a 15 dB fence

at the frequencies 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz. Each cell in Table A.g gives

the percentageof the _rk force tn each agegroup-exposurelevel category

v_Ioolllhavehearingthresholdlevels>15 d8 averagedat thefrequencies1000,

2000,and3000Hz. (.Similarriskmatricesforthe 25 and40 d8 fenceswere

also developedand are presented ts Tables A.10 andA.11.)

One assumptioninherent in this step has already been discussed--the

assumptionthat duration of exposurecan be adequately represented for each

lO.year age group by using the midpoint numberof years since age 20. Simi-

larly, tt was assumedthat the midpoint of eachexposurelevel rangeadequa-

tely predictshearinglossfor the entirerange(SeeTableA.12).

The numberof personsexposed(TableA.6)was thincombinedwlth the

appropriateriskmatrix(TableA.I0)to determinethe numberof personsno

wouldbe across the 2g dB fence after implementationof the final amendment

(TaBle A.13).
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; Table A.7

Noise-Induced Pemanent Threshold Shift (NIPT$)*
(dB)

• l

Exposure OuratJon
(Percentile of Population)

Exposure lo years ZO years 30 years 40 years
Lave1
(dB) !

(.0 .s .1) (.g .s .i) (.9 .s .i) (.g .s .I)

7S 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 t:

80 .1 .8 1.8 .7 1.0 1.8 1.7 1.1 1.8 2.6 1.3 1._

85 .7 1.9 4.7 1.5 2.4 4.7 2.6 2.9 4.7 3.7 3.2 4._ ;

90 1.8 • 4.1 9.3 2.9 S.3 10.2 4.3 6.4 11,1 6.0 7;3 11.1

95 3.3 8.1 15.6 5.4 10.4 17.9 8.5 12.7 19.5 10.9 14.4 20.4

100 7.1 13.6 23.3 10.6 17.4 26.6 14.4 20.8 29.2 17.9 23.5 30.8

Source: Oontel L. Johnson, Derivation of Presb_custs and No|so-Induced Permanent Threshul_
Shift, Ex. 310, Table 5, p. 19.

*The NIPTS values presented hero are the decibel shifts in hearing ability for the 90th,
50th, ¢uldlOth percentiles of populations exposed for 10, 20, 30, and 40 years. These
NZPTSvalues are the average of the shifts at the frequencies 1000, 2000, and 3000 Hz.
Following Johnson's suggestion, the data published in his report for 80, 85, and gO dB
levels wore adjusted to ensure that the NIPTS for a particular exposure duration at a
particular exposure love1 would be equal to or greater than the NIPTS for shorter
exposure durations (See Johnson, Ex. 310, p. 10).
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Table A.8

Presb3custs Data from the U.S. Public Health SurveY*
(dS)

Age
(Percen1:11e of Population)

30 ,yeors ao .yeors _u yo_rs" _0 .years ....

..... . "_ex'" (._ .5 .lJ (._ .5 .1) (._ ._ .1) (.9 .5 .1)

Mole -1.3 3.7 12,3 0.3 6.7 23.0 2.0 10.7 29.7 4.3 15.3 40.0

F_ale -3.3 1.7 8.7 -1,7 3.3 12.7 O.O 6.3 19.7 2.3 10.3 27.0

Source: Dante1 L. Johnson, OeP4vot4onof Presb_custs and Notse Induced Peemonent
Threshold Sh4ft, Ex. 310, Tooles /-5, p. 31.

{ *The data presented here ore the ueroge of heartng threshold levels at 1000, 2000, and
3000 HZ fop the 90th, 50th, and lOth percentiles. As suggested by Johnson, o 2 d8
¢orrectfon has been opplfed to the values for the 90th and lOth percentiles (See
discussion in Johnson, _.' 310, pp. 13-14).
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Table A,9

Risk Matrix - 19 dE Fence*
(Percent)

........... i

Age Group
Exposure i
Level 18-24 25°34 35-44 49-54 95-64 65+
(dS)

T

MALE

<80 0.0 4.7 26 39 52 52
; 80-85 0.0 11 32 44 63 63

85-90 0.0 20 39 53 73 73

90-95 0.0 33 51 70 85 85

85-100 0.0 50 7G 86 94 94

100+ O.O 60 81 92 97 97

FEMALE

<80 0.0 0.9 9.7 20 36 36

80-85 G.0 4.6 12 28 43 43

8s-go O.O 1E 22 38 55 95

90-95 0.0 25 37 56 7$ 75

95-100 0.0 42 6G 79 91 91

100+ 0.0 52 73 89 96 96

Source: Dante1 L. Johnson, Derivation of Presb_custs and Noise Induced Permanent
Threshold Shift, (E_. 310).

*Hearing threshold levels >1S d8 averageat 1000. 2000, and 300OHz.
Each cell of thlsmatrix gTves the percentageacrossthe 15 dB fencefor each age
and exposure level combination. Johnson's report presents information for exposure
levels of 80, 85, gO, 99, and 100 dB. Linear interpolation ts used to calculate
the percentages for the midpoints of the exposure ranges: 82.5, 87.5, 92.5 d8. The
matrix Is generatedby using the computerprogrm listedin the Appendixto the
Johnsonreport.
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Table A.IO

Rtsk Matrix - 29 d8 Pence*
(Percent)

AgeGroup
Exposure
Level 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-94 99-64 65+
(de)

HALE

<80 0.0 0.3 7.8 17 31 31

80-88 0.0 1.3 12 22 36 36

85-90 0.0 3.8 18 29 42 42

90-95 0.0 10 28 41 98 56

95-100 0,0 22 41 59 76 76

100+ 0.0 30 48 71 86 86

FEMALE

<80 0.0 0.3 0.3 3.8 13 13

80-85 0.0 0.6 1.3 ?.G 19 19

85-90 0.0 1.6 4.6 14 27 27

90-95 O.O 5.8 14 27 41 41

95-100 0.0 16 29 47 EE 85

100+ 0.0 23 39 59 80 80

Source: Dante1 L. Johnson, Derivation of Peesb_custs and Noise Induced Permanent
Threshold Shift, (Ex. 310).

*Hearing threshold levels >2E dB average at 1000, 2000, and 3000 HI.Each cell of this matrix 9Tves the _e. centage across the 1S dE fence fop each age
and exposure level combination. Johflson's report presents information for exposure
levels of 80, 85, 90, 95, and 100 dG. Linear ]nterpolatton ts used to calculate
the percentages for the mfdpotnts of the exposure _anges: 82.5, 87.5, 92.5 dE. The
matrlx is generated using the computer programlisted in She Appendix to the
Johnson report.
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TABLEA.I1

Risk Matrix - 40 d8 Fence*
(Percent)

ii

Age Group
Exposure
Level 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 85+
(dE)

MALE

<80 0.0 0.3 0.8 2.8 10 10

80-85 O,0 O.3 1.8 4.6 13 13

85-90 0.0 0.3 3.3 8.3 18 18

90-95 0.0 0.8 8.1 16 28 28

95-100 0.0 3.6 18 28 41 41

100+ 0.0 5.8 21 38 48 48

FEMALE i

<80 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.3 1.3 1.3

80-85 0.0 0.3 0.3 0.6 2.8 2.6

85-90 0.0 0.3 0.3 1.8 5.8 5.8

90-98 0.0 0.8 1.6 8.1 14 14

95-100 0.0 2. i 8. i 18 29 29

100+ 0.0 3.3 9.3 23 37 37

Source: Dante1L. Johnson, Derivation of Presbycusis and Noise Induced Permanent
Threshold Eh_ft, (Ex. 310).

*Hearing threshold levels >28 d8 average at 1000, 2000, end 3000 Hz.
Each cell of this matrix 9_ves the percentage across the 15 dB fence for each age
and exposure level combination, aohnsoo,s report presents infomation for exposure
levels of 80, BE, 90, 98, and 100 dE. Linear interpolation is used to calculate
the percentages for the midpoints of the exposure ranges: 82.8, 87.9, 92.5 dE. The
matrtx ts generated using the computer program listed in the Appendix to the
Jennson report.
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Table A.12

Midpointsof ExposureLevelsUsed for Calculetlons

ExposureRange Midpoint
(d8) (dB)

80-8S 82.5

85-90 87.5

90-95 92.5

: 95"100 97.5

J

Source= OSHA,Office of RegulatoP_ Analysis.

i
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Table A.13

Number Of Heartn9 Impatrvnents*
70 Years After Implementation of the Final Amendment

(Millions)
..

AGe6roup
Exposure
Level 18-24 25-34 35-44 48-54 55-64 65÷ Total
(de)

HALE

<80 - .006 ,111 .230 .374 .436 1.157

80-85 - .Q69 .657 .099 ,145 .168 .478

85-90 .603 .010 .015 .020 .023 .071

80-95

95-100 - -

100+ - -

Total Mole .018 .178 .344 .539 .627 1.706

FEMALE

<80 .662 .602 .022 .066 ,076 .168

80-85 - .602 .603 .014 .032 .037 :088

85-90 - .001 ,001 _063 .OOS .006 ,016

90-95 - - .

95o100 - - .

100+

Tote1 Female ,665 .006 .039 .103 .119 .272

Total Male
end Fernole .023 .164 .383 .642 .746 1.978

Source: OSHA,Office of ReGulotory Analysis.

_Heorin9 threshold levels >25 d6 average at 1060, 2000, end 3000 Hz.
6eta were Generated by combining Table A.6 (number exposed) wtth Table A.IO
(RiskMatrixfor 25 d8 Fence).
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.... Determine the Numberof Occupational Hearfn_ rmpatrments ....................

The results of the last step ere the total number of persons who cross

the fences from occupational noise exposure, presbycusts (hearing loss due to

aging}, or a combination of the two. The number of impairments caused wholly

or partially by occupational exposure is simply the total numberof impairments

minus the numberof impairments that would have been caused tf aging were the

sole cause of hearing loss,

Since, tn the data presented by Johnson,exposure levels <80 dB are

assumedto create no notse_tnduced heertng loss, the numberof hearing impair-

ments due to presby_usts can he calculated by multiplying the number of

persons tn each age category (Table A.6, line 7 for males; line 14 for females)

with the corresponding Hnes in the rtsk matrices for exposures of <80 dB (Table

A.IO, ltne 1 fur males, line 7 for females). Tmble A.14 presents the results

of thiscaloulatlonFor the 25 dB fence,

The numberof occupationalhearingimpairmentsremainingin the population

is the total numberof hearing impairmentsminus the numberthatwould have

Occurreddue to aging. For the equilibriumlevelof hearingimpairmentsfor

the final_endment, this calculationIs:

1.978million - 1.816million• .161million.

Thus, 161,000occupationallyimpairedindividualsremain in the population

even after the effects of )he amendmentare fully felt. The results of the

adJustJnent for presbycusts are presented in Table A.15 for all three fences

for the four regulatoryalternatives.
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TABLE A.14

NumberOf Hearing rmpatments*
DueTo Presb_cusls

(H_llfons)

AgeGroup ""-'"

Sex 18-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-B4 65+ Total

Hale ,008 .152 .316 ,513 .Sg7 i.BB6

Female .003 .002 .030 ,OgO .105 .230

Total .011 .154 .346 .603 .702 1,816

Source: OSHA,Offtce of Regulatory Analysts.

*Hear]ng threshold lelvels :>25dB average at 1000, 2000, and 3000 HZ.
These data =re generated b_ multlplytng the numberof persons fn each age
group (Table A.6, 11nee 7 end 14) with the pef'centage expec'ced¢o surfer
hearing l_petr_l_nt from exposures <80 da (TableA.IO, 1thee i and 7).
It ts assumedthat ali hearing impairment fop those exposed at <BOdB
ts dum ¢o presb3cuet$.

A-B1
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Table A.Ig

Numberof Hearing Impairments*
70 Years After ]mplumentat|on (Equ$]tbrlum Leve])

(H|ll]ens)

15 dU fence _gdU fence 40dOfence
Regulatory Alternative Ioral Occupational Total IJccupotlonel Total UccupotJonel

Number Cause** Number Cause** N_ber Cause**

no Iiearln9 Conserver|on
Program 5,598 1,624 2.076 1,060 .934 .473

_" 90 dD Regulatory Alternative 4.649 .675 2.167 .351 .597 .136

05 dR Regulatory Alternative 4,205 .321 1.970 .162 .520 .059

O0 dD Regulatory Alaternative 4.099 .125 1.079 .063 .qO4 .023

Source: O$1JA,Office of Regulatory Analysis.

*Humberof persons with hearing threshold levels_>lg, 25, and 40 dR average at lQO0, 2000, 3000 Ilz.

**Oceupat%onol Cause - Tote1 number m|elJsnumberthat wouldnormally occur due to' presbycusts.
For 15 dR, presbycusis equals 3,974 m|llion; for 25 dR, 1,016 million; for 40 dR, .461 m$llton.



Calculation of the Interim.Number of Hearth9 Impairments _. _

The n_ber of hearing Impairments under each of the regulatory alterna-
i

ttves was also calculated for a number of years prtor to the establishment , i

of equtlbrium*-spe¢lflcelly, I0, 20, 30, and 40 years followin9 Implementation.

These calculations follo_d the sameprocedures outlined _ove for the

equilibrium levels. Steps 1 throu9h 6 were followed wtth one additional step

between steps 2 and 3 to adjust for hesrtng protector use. This additional

step was necessary because tn each of the tntertm years before equilibrium ts

achieved, the population will contain many people whohave only spent part of

their ltves _orktn9 under the hesrtn9 conservation amendment. For ex_plo,

Individuals wile are 40 .years old In 1980 have already spent 20 years workin9

• In a pre-regulatlon noise environment. In 1990, they wtll have spent 20 years

In a pre*rogulatfon environment and 10 years tn a post-regulation envirer_nen_.

These Individuals will never receive the full benefits of the hearing conserve-

tton amendmentbecause they have already lost somehearing ability fr_n exposure

during tha first 20 years,

In order to estimate the number of hearing impairments tn each of the

Interim .years, the pre- and post-regulation exposure levels were averaged to

obtain an equivalent continuous exposure level. Following the methodology of
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the CPA report (Ex. 232, pp. B-11 to B-13, 8-16), these equivalent exposure

levels were calculated using the equal energy relatfonshJp:

_ t_ 10(L_/i°)

Leq • 10 log _,_
tf¢

!

_here _t - exposure levels (de)
• years at each exposure level*

Table A.16 presents a matrfx of equtvalento oontfnuous exposure levels

for the final _nenCnent tn the _ear 1990. The last two Hnes of thfs table

gtve the vartous exposure levels before and after Implementation of the regula-

tion for the vertous ego groups. Thts table was used to calculate an age by

exposure level dfstrtbut_on stmtlar to that shown_n Table A.5. The following

steps remained unchanged: The age by exposure level d_strlbutton was used ta

calculate the number of males end females exposed, the same risk matrix was

appTfed to those exposures to determine the tats1 number af hearing ]mpefrments,

and then the number of oocupatfonally _aosed Impairments was calculated. Table

A.17 presents the results of those calculations and provides the fnformatfon

needed to calculate the numberof heartng fmpa_rments prevented by the regulatfon.

Final1#, the total person-years of Impairment prevented fn the ffrst 70 years

after fmple_entatton were calculated. As Figure 2 of the Alternatives Sectton

shoes, the Increase In the number of fmpatrments prevented ts not linear over ttme.

The numberof person-years of tmpafrment prevented fs squat to the area underneath

*e.g. Robtnsan and H.$. Shfbton, Tables for the Estimation of No_se-_nduced
Heertn_ Loss (Teddfngton, Unites Klngeom: Natlona] P_ys]cal Laeorator2,
1977) pp. 5-6.
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each of those curves. An approximation oF these areas can be made using the

proceduregiven In the CPAreport (Ex. 232, pp. 8-23 to B-24): +

Person-years of hearfng fmpatrment prevented - }

(1o_'s.1 (O+plO)+(Zo_s) (PlO + p2o1+ i
........ i

z 2 i

(10 yrs) (P 20 + p 30 ) + {lO.vrs) (P30 + P40) + (30.yrsICP40 + PrO) i

2 2 2

Where Pn • numberof heartng tmpafrmanCs _revonted fn yearn after

tmp1_enta¢ton.
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Table A.16

Equtvolent Contlnous Exposure Levels (Leq)
For Tile Ftnul /_mendment10 Years After Implementation

(dD)

ExposureLevel A�U Group
(dO)

Pro- Post-
flegulutfon Regulation 10-24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65÷

<80 <00 <00 <50 <80 <00 <50 <00

02.5 82.5 02.5 82.5 82.5 02.5 02.5 02.5

07.5 72,5 72,5 72.5 04.6 05.6 05.3 87.5

T' 92.5 77.5 77.5 77,5 09.6 90.0 91.3 92.5

97.5 02.5 02.5 52.5 94.6 95.0 95.3 97.5

IOO.O 07.5 07.5 07.5 97.2 90.2 90.8 lO0.O

Years of Pre-fle9ulation O 0 ]0 20 30 40
Exposure

Yoors of Post-Regulation 0 10 10 10 10 0
Exposure

Source: OSIIA.Office of Regulatory Analysis.



Table A.17

Occupational Hearflig Impa|rments (25 dD Fence),
10, 20, 30, 40, and 70 Years After ]mp|ementatton

(H]llions)

Years

Regulatory Alternatives lOth 20th 30th 40th 70th

No Ilearin9 Conservation 1.060 1.060 1,060 1,060 1,060
Progrm

90 dD Regulatory Alternative .886 .683 .507 .42Q .351
[%)

85 dB Regulatory Alternative .848 .583 .364 .261 .162
(Ftna! /_nendment)

OOd8 Regulatory Alternative .825 .512 .265 .163 .063

Source: OSIIA, Off|ce of flegulatory Analysis.



APPENDIXB

SAMPLECOSTCALCULATION- SIC 20

Monltorin_

The flrst step In the estimationof the annualmonitoringcost for

SIC 20 was to calculate the average number of antual exposure

measurements expected for each of the five esta_ltsl_nent size

categories. The estimating equation used was:

H- (PM/lOO) (PW/E) (N)

_l_re: M - the numberof nx-_anuremellts

PM- the percent of workers actually measured (TAble 9)

PW- the numberof production workers (Table 10)

E - the numberof establishments (Table 10)

tl • the percent_e of workers exposedto >_80dR (Table 11)

This yields:

1-19 employees: ZOO/%00x 7B,B83/13,118 x 0.47 - 2.7

20-49 employees: 6D/%00x 122,613/4,783 x 0.47 • 7.2

B0-99 empIoyoes: 50/100 x 158,034/2,813 x 0.47 • 13.2

100-249 emp|oyees: 40/100 x 292,110/2,332 x 0.47 , 23.5

>--250 employees: 30/100 x 527,859/1,248 x 0.47 a 59.6

The next step is to determine the cost if employers use noise

consultants to perform the monitoring tasks. Table 8 shows that the

cost of meosuring the exposure of 2.7, 7.2, 13.2, 23.5, and 59.6

employees is $412, $412, $593, $855, and $1,298, respectively. Because

the mnttortn9, will genero11.v be conducted biennial1:/, the annual

monitoring cost by consultant wtll be half of this, or $206, $206,

$296.5, $428, and $649 for the Five establishment sizes.
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Next, the cost of performingthe monitoringwith In-housestaff

for each size category was estimated. The estimating equation for the

average annual cost for each ast_lishment was $260 + ($10 x the number

of measured _orkers/2 years). This gives:

1-19 employees: $260 + ($10 x 2.7/2) • $273.5

20-4g employees: $260 + ($10 x 7.2/2) • $296

50-99 employees: $260 + ($10 x I3.2/2) • $326

I00-2#9 emp]oyems: $260 + ($10 x 23.5/2) • $377.5

>250 emp]oyems: $260 + ($i0 x 59.5/2) - $558

These estimates were then compared to the most of hiring noise

consultents. Because mployers will choose the ]mast costly

a]ternattve, establishments in the three smaller size groups will hire

consultants at _he annual most of $206, $206, and $296.5.

Establishnmnts 'In the largest 2 size groups were assumed to purchase

noise nlonitorlng equipment and monitor in-house at _1 annual cost of

$377.5 and $S52 respectively.

•Multiplying the numberof fires in each size group (Table 10) by

the average est_Iishment cost 3telds:

1-19 _npIoyees: 13,11n x $206 , $2,702,308

20-49 emp]o,Y_eS: 4,783 X 205 • 985,298

50-9g employees: 2.813 x 296.5 • 834.055

I00-249 employees: 2.332 x 377 ,, 87g.154

>250 mnployeoO: 1,248 x 558 - 696t3_]4

$6,097,209

Thus. the cost of cmplytng with alI of the monitoring provisions for

SIC 20 is estimated at $6.1 mi]lton per year.

To estimate the new monitoring costs it was assumed that 74

percent of the firms with more than 100 employees are already

g-2
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complylngwlth thls prev_slon. Thls adjustmentgives:

1-19 emplo.veas: 13,118 x $206 - $2,702,300

20-49 employees: 4,783 x 206 - 985,298

50-99 employees: 2,813 x 296.5 - 834,055

100-249 employees: .74 x 2,332 x 377 - 650,581 i

_250 employees: .74 x 1,248 x 550 - 515_324 i
$5,607,556

OSHA,therefore, estimated the new monltorfn9 costs for SIC 20 at $5.7

mtlllon per yam'.

Audtometrtc Testtn_

The equatton used to estimate the cast of aud]omettc testtng far

establishments wtth under 50 _ployaas Is:

C- (PH - SW) x P x (2 W + $15) x 1.2 test_+ rechecks

• (198,190 - .1(_5 x 17,000) x 0.28 x (2 x $6.27 + $15) x 1.2

• $1,007,332

where: C • the annual cost

PW= the number Of prnducttnn workers (Table 10)

$W • the number of seasonal workers (17,100 x percent of workers

In th]s astabl]sl]mant stze as dartved from Table 10)

P • the fractton of workers exposed to notse >85 d5 (Table 11)

W • the tndustr? average annual wage

For Intermediate stzad establlshments {50-249 employees), the

estfmattn9 equation ts:

C • (PW .SW) x P x (0.5 W+ $12) x 1.2 tests + rechecks

m (450,144 - .3827 X 17,000) X 0.28 x (0.5 x $5.27 + $12) x 1.3

• $2,256,059
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Audlometrfc testtng costs for the largest establishments (>_.250

employees) were estimated as follows: _,

C • C$650 x E) ÷ (P_ .Sw) x P x ($4.17 + 0.5 W}x 1.2

• ($650 x 1,248) + ($27,859 -._878 x 17,000) x 0.28 x ($4.17 + 0.5 x

$6.27) x 1.2

• $2,088,044

w_ere [ • the numberof est_fs_ents.

Sunmtngthe costs for the three stze groups ytelds $1,807,332 ÷

$2,256,059 ÷ $2,088,094 - $6,151,485 as the total annual sudtometrtc

testtng cost for SIC 20. To account for extsttng progrms, the

labor-related costs of the lorges¢ est_lts_ants ware reduced by 20

percent. Thus, the estimating equatton for thts stze group becomes:

C, ($550 x E) + (PH-$W)x P x 0.8 x ($4.17 + O.5H) x 1.2

, ($650 x 1,248) + (527,85g - .44878 x 17,000) x 0.28 x 0.8 x ($4.17

+ 0.5 x $6.27)x 1.2

• $1,832,715

_tS gives $1,807_332 + $2,258,059 + $1,888,715 - S5,898,108 ss the

total new annual aud_onletrlc testlng cost for thls SZC.

He_|n_ Protectlan

111eannual cost far the hearing protector provision w_ estimated

C- $10x PWx P

• $10 x 1,176,194 x 0.28

• $3,293,357

where: C • the annual cost

PW• the numberof produo¢ton workers (Table 10)

P - the f_tton Qf workers exposed to notse >_88d8 (Table 11)
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To account for current industrypractice,20 percent of the

workers exposed to e THA >90 dR were assumed to have already been

provided with hooting protectors. This estimating equation is:

C- $10x (PWx P - (0.2x P_ x q))

• $10 x (1,176,199 x 0.28 - (0.2 x 1,176,199 x 0.16))

• $2,916,974

where: q - the frm:tion of workers exposed to noise >90 dB (Table 11)

Tretntn 9

The annual cost of training for SXC20 is estimated at:

STr • (H x PWx P) + $10e + (10/30 x PHEx P)

• ($6.27 x 1,176,199 x 0.28) * ($10 x 20,714) + (I/3 x 819,96g x

0.28)

- $2,348,605

where: STr - the cost of training

W • the hourly production worker wage

PW• the number of production workers (Table 10)

P a the fraction of workor_ exposed to_>85 dB (Table 11)

e - the numberof establishments with less than ZOOemployees

(Table 10)

PHE• the numberof production workers in establishments wtth

over 100 emp]oyees (Table 10)

Warntn_ Signs

The cost for warning signs in SIC 20 were estimated as:

$3 - $3.50 x P_ x P/ZO

• $3.50 X 1,176,I99 x 0.23110

• $115,268

where: $$ • the cost of warning signs

PH • the numberof productionworkers (Table 10)

P • the fraction of workers exposedto _>85dB (T_b]e 11)
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Recordkeeptn9

The cost of keeping records of worker exposures and audtogramswas

estimated at:

SR- I/6t_ x PH x P

• 1/6 x $6.27 x 1,176,199 x 0.28

• $344.1_6

where: SR -the cost of keeptng these records

tl • the hourly production worker wage

PH • the n_nber of production _rkers (T_te 10)

P • the fractt+on of workers exposed to _>85d6 (Table 11)J

Zn oddtl:ton, the recordkeeptng cost for periodic calibration of

audiometers was calculated OS : l

SR • 216 H x E

• 2/6 X $6.27 x 1,248

• $2,608

where: E I the number of. es_abllshments wtth at least 250 employees

(Table 10)

Thus the total annual coat of recordkeepin9 Js estimated at $344,156 +

$2,608 • $346,764.

Tot:a1 COSt

The total compliance costs _or SZC 20 were calculated by summing

the cost of each provision as shownin T,_le 8-1.
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Table B-1

Estimated Campltance Cost for SIC 20

ToCal Total New
Complt ante Complt ance

....... Provision Cost Cost

r_nttortng $ 6,097,209 $ S,587,566 ._

AudtomtrJc Testing 6,151,485 5,896o106

HeerJn9 Protectors 3,Z93,357 2,916,974

Training 2,348,605 2,348,805

War.trig Signs llS,Z6R 115,268

Recordkeeptng 3461764 346t764

Total $18,3S2,688 $17,311,283"
!

f_

I Source: OSHA,Offtce of Regulatory Analysis.
;i

i
flq,

)
t_

I _lh_$ gotal differs slJghll)' from thst provtdet tn Table 13 _ecsuse of
:j dtfferent roundtng procedures used tn the computerized calculations
i_ wh|ch 9enerated that table.

?

!:
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